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Heavy Duty

BIRCOquality

„Quality and durability are what
counts in the heavy-duty sector.“

„Transport areas subjected to heavy-duty loads demand the most from
materials, surfaces and drainage systems. Other factors for consideration
include different pavement surfaces, varying traffic loads and ecological
regulations, and all of these concerns have to be dealt with in the face
of growing cost pressures. So it is indispensable right from the planning
phase to have a capable partner who’s focused not on their own shortterm financial benefit, but instead on providing long-term quality. For
me, that partner is BIRCO, and has been for years.“
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BIRCOquality | System development
Individual. Reliable. With planning security. As one of the leading manufacturers of channel systems in Europe, BIRCO designs and develops innovative drainage solutions..

Surface drainage as a comprehensive concept
Tailored to the specific project

Individual supervision in every phase of work

Drainage for spaces and buildings covers a wide spectrum
of tasks. Among the first of these is establishing the size
and surface properties of the drainage area, its average
precipitation and the applicable drainage or seepage possibilities. Afterwards the channel system, nominal width
and outfalls are selected.

In order to ensure its channel systems provide top functionality, BIRCO develops balanced, comprehensive concepts
and supervises every stage of the work from planning
through to the completed implementation.

The detail planning is determined by the anticipated loads,
amount of traffic and the peak loads that the concrete
body and the covers will have to sustain for years.
Another important factor is the hydraulic performance.
Does the site already have a natural slope or should the
channels have inbuilt falls? Is line drainage or point drainage the better solution, or even a combination of the two?
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BIRCOquality

BIRCO experts support planners and architects from the first concept
through to laying, at the drawing board and every day at the building site.

Lasting quality in the heavy-duty sector
Material properties and manufacture

Planning, realisation and value retention

Traffic areas that are subjected to changing loads and load
types pose a special challenge in the planning of drainage
solutions.

Channel laying performance, value retention and installation safety are the decisive factors to keep costs and work
times under control and to provide long-term investment
protection at building sites that are often complex or in
multi-stage planning procedures.

The materials and manufacture have to capable of ensuring that the channel bodies and matching covers feature
the best performance, best handling and best optics for
the specific property for years to come.

BIRCO unites all of these qualities in its products and services. BIRCO’s advice, choice of materials, drainage performance and its laying advantages form a consistent total
system designed to provide lasting performance adapted
to the customer’s individual needs.
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BIRCOquality | Materials
Drainage channels in areas with constant traffic flow are subjected to
highest loads. BIRCO’s use of high quality construction materials ensures
the necessary security and long-term investment protection.

High quality concrete channels – strong and cost-oriented
Stability and sustainability

Ideal construction site conditions

BIRCO channels are manufactured from especially pressure-resistant C 40/50 concrete and feature
high load reserves, even under extreme usage conditions. The low water-cement ratio ensures top
abrasion ratios, proven durability against frost and
de-icing salt and a low waterpenetration depth. All
in all, the side stability of BIRCO drainage channels
is up to three times higher than that of conventional, thin-walled construction components.

The high quality adhesion of the concrete surface creates an ideal bond with the adjacent in-situ concrete, i.e.
“concrete in concrete”. BIRCO moreover supplies Type I
and Type M channel systems in accordance with DIN EN
1433. Depending on the type, this means that load-bearing
foundations and/or concrete casings are not needed on
the building site. And this reduces complicated, expensive
casing work.

DIN

EN 1433

Load classes for channels and gratings

A 15

D 400

Pedestrians, bicyclists, planted areas

Roadways, pedestrian zones, parking lots

B 125

E 600

Pedestrians, parking lots, delivery vehicles

Industry, military, high wheel loads

C 250

F 900

Kerbs, road shoulders, parking lots

Aircraft pavements, ports
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BIRCO’s materials and manufacture guarantee lasting performance.

Solid steel angles
BIRCO only uses high quality 4 mm solid steel angles with
a 70μm zinc coating or angles made of stainless steel.
Massive anchors stably connect the angles with the concrete channels. This makes it possible to conduct sealing
of the base courses directly at the channel/angles when
laying BIRCO concrete channels. That creates the optimum connection with the very best de-icing salt and corrosion protection.

4 mm | 70 μm

The perfect connection
Fast, secure, low-maintenance
BIRCO channel systems are fitted with a solid steel combiconnection angle. This allows all types of gratings and
coverings to be bolted to the channel up to 8 times per
metre, or fastened quickly and securely with the BIRCO
Easylock option. BIRCO creates individual fastening solutions for special requirements.

Only at BIRCO: Special angle casings
BIRCO angle casings make cleaning the threading easy.
Removal or replacement of the grating works smoothly
over the long term.

Steel angle threading

Steel angle with
Easylock

BIRCOquality

4 mm solid steel – 70 μm galvanised
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BIRCOquality | Manufacture
Loads exert forces from above and horizontally onto the channel bodies
and covers. BIRCO has developed a variety of product specifications to
ensure consistent position stability.

Surface protection

Safety sealing joint

Lasting stability

Precise connection

BIRCOmassiv is fitted with a one-piece protective surface
that ensures the lasting durability of the channel when
confronted with heavy loads and particularly pointed loads
(like container feet). This closed, slip-resistant steel surface
protects the channel from wear and tear.

In order to ensure a permanently stabile connection between the individual channel, all BIRCO concrete channels
are fitted with a DIN EN 1433-compliant safety sealing
joint. Each safety sealing joint is visible from above, making
inspection fast and easy.

Anchoring system
Firmly anchored to the base structure
The anchoring system of BIRCO’s AS product family (for
example BIRCOlight) firmly bond the drainage channel to
the adjoining base structure. When professionally laid, this
virtually excludes the possibility of the sway or disengagement of the channels from the base structure.
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Laying accessories

Individual customisations

Ring nuts ensure easy laying

Customised 90° and mitred cuts

When laying BIRCOmassiv channels, the ring nuts screwed onto the steel bolts play a valuable role, enabling the
channels to be moved easily and inserted precisely into
a pre-assigned slot. This reduces digging and makes for
better channel laying. Standard drainage channels can be
moved using any laying grippers commonly found on the
market. We develop individual laying accessories based
on your specifications.

BIRCO’s factory service offers you a variety of customised
channel solutions, either at a 90° angle or mitred. The concrete parts including the covers are cut so that installation
at the building site can be conducted faster and with greater precision.

Horizontal and vertical bore holes
We can fit BIRCO channels with horizontal or vertical bore
holes for directly fitting feed and drainage lines according
to your plans. The available connections range from DN 70
to DN 300. The diameters are matched with channel base
pipes; different pipes are available upon request.

BIRCOquality

Individual drainage solutions tailored to the respective construction plan.
Cutting to measure makes precise laying possible at the building site.
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BIRCOquality | Project management
BIRCO offers a consultancy and calculation service for planners and architects that supervises every construction plan from its conception through
to completion.

Individual solutions

Hydraulic calculations

Solutions for planners and architects

Planning security right from the start

Frequently, drainage projects cannot be executed in a
standardised fashion. Specific projects can have unique
requirements, ranging from the combination of different
channel systems to customized pre-cuts and continuing up
to specifically diesgned inbuilt falls and discharge options.

BIRCO calculates the hydraulic performance of your building project and helps you decide on the drainage system
you need. Whether you order a standard product or an individual solution, you receive plans created with the aid of
the latest CAD technology along with complete parts lists
of all required accessoires required, as well as laying plans.

BIRCO’s office personnel and sales team experts apply
their years of experience in supporting planners and architects. BIRCO’s staff work together with them to come up
with innovative solutions for surface drainage right from
the planning and continuing through to calculation, implementation and execution on the building site.
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BIRCOquality

Strict material and process testing ensures the functionality and long serviceable life of all BIRCO systems.

Quality management

Certification
Confirmed quality and processes

Ensuring BIRCO quality
BIRCO tests the materials from its suppliers and its own
products regularly with the very latest metrology technology. Testing is conducted by our own quality management
experts as well as by external, independent monitoring
institutions. To this end, a supervision agreement was concluded with PÜZ BAU, one of the leading German organisations for testing, quality control and certification services
for construction products. Consistent testing plans allow
us to register all of the relevant data and compose comprehensible test reports.

From the material up to the finished product
We inspect all goods received for the stipulated quality
characteristics, we conduct initial sample testing (documented in a corresponding report) and we monitor
product quality continuously throughout the production
process. In this way, our own production processes as well
as those of our suppliers are under constant surveillance.
All of this results in a quality standard that you can rely
on.

Our seamless quality control means that BIRCO products
not only comply with the required DIN standards, but
are also certified by a variety of construction supervisory
authorities. This is a standard that we are proud of and
that we are working on each day to improve even more.
In addition, BIRCO maintains an integrated management system (IMS) consisting of quality management in
accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001:2008, environmental
management in accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001 and
in accordance with EWG 1836/93, and a management system for work safety.
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BIRCOproduct system |
For the heavy-duty sector

BIRCO heavy-duty channels: designed for maximum
vertical and horizontal loads.
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BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

BIRCOproduct system Heavy Duty
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BIRCOsir | Stability and Diversity
The widest variety of drainage concepts can be realised using BIRCOsir. 7
different nominal widths, lengths of up to 2 metres and our large selection of gratings mean that there are virtually no limits to the application
possibilities..

+ A 15 to F 900

For drainage of surfaces in areas with heavyduty loading; also for areas where the architectural and flexibility demands are especially high.

BIRCOsir

|

Areas of application

+ Urban development, industrial construction, airports, ports
+ Heavy traffic areas
+ Parking lots also used by lorries (supermarkets, freighting companies, etc.)
+ Properties with special architectural requirements, based on the broad range of
gratings
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BIRCOsir

|

Facts

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

+ Channel system: NW 100 – 1000
with and without inbuilt falls
+ Shallow channels: NW 100 – 300
+ Channels equipped with anchoring
system: NW 200 and 300
+ Construction lengths: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 m
+ Load class: A 15 – F 900
+ Outfall units NW 100 – 400 with outstanding draining performance
+ Broad range of gratings
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BIRCOsir | Stability and Diversity
BIRCOsir combines top drainage performance with the highest safety standards and a variety of design possibilities.

i

Fast, safe installation
Traffic safety

+ 2 metre long channel units
make laying faster with fewer
joints.
+ One-piece channel units don‘t
generally require a concrete
casing. This reduces complicated, expensive concrete casing
work.

+ High level of traffic safety
thank s to the 4 or 8 bolt connections per metre.
+ Connection options Easylock
or bolts by individual choice.

Corrosion protection
+ Stability and corrosion protection: 4 mm solid steel angles
with a 70 μm zinc coating, set
in concrete.
+ Unbroken connection between
sur face pavement and solid
steel.

Attractive design
+ Best architectural design
possibilities thank s to the
diversity of grating varieties.

DIN EN 1433
+ Safety seam on the channel
joint (can be grouted with
BIRCO SF-Connect sealant).

Material quality
+ High quality C 40/50 concrete.
+ High level of compressive
strength and resistance to
frost and de-icing salt ensure a
long service life and safeguard
your investment.

i

Individually applicable
+ Virtually unlimited application possibilities thanks to 7
different nominal widths. all
of which can be combined
with one another and the
corresponding outfalls.
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Donaueschingen – a resilient sweeping line
The historic Donauhallen in the city centre accommodate
thousands of guests each year. A curving BIRCOsir drainage
line in the nominal width of 150 mm was used for an ingenious visual separation of the busy parking lot from the
street without the need for a curb. High positional stability,
attractive appearance, and cut-to-size at the factory. The
drainage concept is further complemented by the installation of the BIRCOtop series S along the facade and sidewalks.

Bergisch Gladbach – Cover with orientation system
for the blind

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

The pedestrian zone in Bergisch Gladbach was able to be
constructed with an especially pedestrian-friendly design
thanks to an innovation from BIRCO: the barrier-free drainage line and integrated cover with an orientation system
for the blind. Based on the channel system BIRCOsir in the
nominal width of 200 AS, a cover was developed which
functions as a ground guidance system. Special rib structures allow visually impaired people to orient themselves by
means of their „white cane.“ Similarly, the visually impaired
perceive the height differences on the cover with their soles
of their feet, take their bearings with the help of the contrast
in luminance (light and dark), and can tell the difference
acoustically in the quality of sound between the covers and
the surrounding pavement. Modern urban architecture, efficient and rapid drainage, and all that with a load class up to
D 400.

Büsum – combination of various systems
In order to make the beach in Büsum and access to the
North Sea beach attractive while ensuring safety and a high
load capacity (e.g. for any emergency vehicle operations),
the builders decided to use a combination of different BIRCOsir channels. The drainage lines were laid as polygons,
around corners, as wall-level separations, or in a stepped
arrangement for access to the tidal flats and sea promenade. Cut-to-size in the factory with attractive covers and
custom-ordered lengths.
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BIRCOsir | NW 100
Stability and Diversity
Channel elements

|

1% internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless
steel angle (V2A, combi-closure system
not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

200
100
200
100

180

Description

250

330

30
100
50

30

50

205

205

Nr. 0/0

Nr. 15

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 1

1000 mm

200/205 mm

180/190 mm

57.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020001

Channel no. 2

1000 mm

200/205 mm

190/200 mm

63.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020002

Channel no. 3

1000 mm

200/205 mm

200/210 mm

65.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020003

Channel no. 4

1000 mm

200/205 mm

210/220 mm

68.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020004

Channel no. 5

1000 mm

200/205 mm

220/230 mm

70.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020005

Channel no. 6

1000 mm

200/205 mm

230/240 mm

72.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020006

Channel no. 7

1000 mm

200/205 mm

240/250 mm

74.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020007

Channel no. 8

1000 mm

200/205 mm

250/260 mm

76.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020008

Channel no. 9

1000 mm

200/205 mm

260/270 mm

78.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020009

Channel no. 10

1000 mm

200/205 mm

270/280 mm

80.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020010

Channel no. 11

1000 mm

200/205 mm

280/290 mm

82.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020011

Channel no. 12

1000 mm

200/205 mm

290/300 mm

84.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020012

Channel no. 13

1000 mm

200/205 mm

300/310 mm

86.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020013

Channel no. 14

1000 mm

200/205 mm

310/320 mm

88.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020014

Channel no. 15

1000 mm

200/205 mm

320/330 mm

90.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020015

Channel elements

|

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint
Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 0/0

500 mm

200/205 mm

180/180 mm

30.8 kg

A 15 – F 900

020031

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

200/205 mm

180/180 mm

56.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020026

Channel no. 5/0

1000 mm

200/205 mm

230/230 mm

71.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020027

Channel no. 10/0

1000 mm

200/205 mm

280/280 mm

81.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020028

Channel no. 15/0

1000 mm

200/205 mm

330/330 mm

91.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020029

Channels No. 0/0 and 5/0 also available with socket DN 100 (Article No. 020025/020024) for vertical outlet.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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Shallow channels |

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless
steel angle (V2A, combi-closure
system not in V2A)
80/
100
+ Safety sealing joint

200
100

200
100
30
20/40
30

205

Description

150/
200

30
80/130
40

205

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Shallow channel construction height 80

1000 mm

200/205 mm

80/80 mm

28.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

030026

Shallow channel construction height 100

1000 mm

200/205 mm

100/100 mm

32.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

030027

Shallow channel construction height 150

1000 mm

200/205 mm

150/150 mm

52.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

030029

Shallow channel construction height 200

1000 mm

200/205 mm

200/200 mm

62.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

030030

Silt bucket for drainage channels with horizontal drilling

Description

Article No.
603011

Silt bucket for shallow channel DN 100

603014

BIRCOsir

Silt bucket DN 100

BIRCOquality

+ Galvanised
+ Drilled hole on request

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article No.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0 – 2

200 mm

180 – 200 mm

0.4 kg

020090

End cap, galvanised, no. 3 – 4

200 mm

200 – 220 mm

0.5 kg

020091

End cap, galvanised, no. 5 – 6

200 mm

220 – 240 mm

0.6 kg

020092

End cap, galvanised, no. 7 – 8

200 mm

240 – 260 mm

0.6 kg

020093

End cap, galvanised, no. 9 – 10/0

200 mm

260 – 280 mm

0.7 kg

020094

End cap, galvanised, no. 11 – 12

200 mm

280 – 300 mm

0.7 kg

020095

End cap, galvanised, no. 13 – 14

200 mm

300 – 320 mm

0.8 kg

020096

End cap, galvanised, no. 15 – 15/0

200 mm

320 – 330 mm

0.9 kg

020097

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 80 – 100

200 mm

80 – 100 mm

0.3 kg

030040

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 150

200 mm

150 mm

0.5 kg

030041

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 200

200 mm

200 mm

0.6 kg

030042

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised no. 0/0

200 mm

180 mm

0.8 kg

020045

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised no. 5/0

200 mm

230 mm

0.9 kg

020046

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised no. 10/0

200 mm

280 mm

1.1 kg

020047

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised no. 15/0

200 mm

330 mm

1.4 kg

020048

In-line outfall unit

|

1-piece

+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection
PP odour trap, PP silt bucket
1 integrated socket for DN 100 pipe connection
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless
steel angle (V2A, combi-closure system
not in V2A)

500
285

490

510

Description
No. 0/0 to no. 10

200

230

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

200/230 mm

490 mm

78.2 kg

A 15 – F 900

020035

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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In-line outfall unit

|

|

with increased drainage capacity

1-piece

+ 1- or 2-sided channel connection
+ PP-silt bucket (also galvanised)
+ 2 integrated sockets for DN 100 pipe connection (with
PP-odour trap) or DN 150 (without odour trap)
+ 2 sockets plugs
+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not in V2A)

500

490

490
695

510

Description
no. 0/0 to no. 15

200

230

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

200/230 mm

695 mm

103.2 kg

A 15 – F 900

020037

Ductile iron slotted gratings
Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

black

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

5.2 kg

SW 100/13 mm

black

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

6.4 kg

black

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

Ductile iron slotted grating

|

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

469 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

020072/e

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020075/e

7.6 kg

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

020078

narrow slot

BIRCOsir

Description

+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ 8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection

Description
black

BIRCOquality

+
+
+
+

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

7.5 kg

SW 100/6 mm

260 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020073

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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Mesh grating
+
+
+
+

|

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

7.2 kg

MW 20/30 mm

876 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020086/e

Mesh gratings
+
+
+
+

ductile iron

|

galvanised steel

Hot-dipped galvanised
4 point per grating M12/A2 bolt connection
4 point per grating Easylock-fastening (alternatively
Also available in stainless steel (V2A) (without Easylock)

Description
hot-dipped galvanised

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

2.8 kg

MW 30/30 mm

1334 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

020062/e

2

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

187 mm

30 mm

5.6 kg

MW 30/30 mm

1334 cm /m

A 15 – C 250

020052/e

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

3.5 kg

MW 30/12 mm

1154 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

020063/e

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

187 mm

30 mm

6.3 kg

MW 30/12 mm

1154 cm2/m

hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm
1000 mm
500 mm
1000 mm

187 mm
187 mm
187 mm
187 mm

30 mm
30 mm
30 mm
30 mm

5.0 kg
9.5 kg
5.8 kg
10.9 kg

MW 20/30 mm
MW 20/30 mm
MW 20/12 mm
MW 20/12 mm

A 15 – C 250

020053/e

2

A 15 – E 600

020064/e

2

A 15 – E 600

020054/e

2

A 15 – E 600

020065/e

2

A 15 – E 600

020055/e

1140 cm /m
1140 cm /m
1019 cm /m
1019 cm /m

Article No. with e = with Easylock, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir | NW 150
Stability and Diversity
0.5% internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with
stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not
in V2A)
230
+ Safety sealing joint

250
150
250
150

30
150

330

250

50

Description

30

50

255

255

Nr. 0/0

Nr. 20

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 1

1000 mm

250/255 mm

230/235 mm

79.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020101

Channel no. 2

1000 mm

250/255 mm

235/240 mm

80.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020102

Channel no. 3

1000 mm

250/255 mm

240/245 mm

81.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020103

Channel no. 4

1000 mm

250/255 mm

245/250 mm

82.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020104

Channel no. 5

1000 mm

250/255 mm

250/255 mm

83.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020105

Channel no. 6

1000 mm

250/255 mm

255/260 mm

84.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020106

Channel no. 7

1000 mm

250/255 mm

260/265 mm

85.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020107

Channel no. 8

1000 mm

250/255 mm

265/270 mm

86.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020108

Channel no. 9

1000 mm

250/255 mm

270/275 mm

87.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020109

Channel no. 10

1000 mm

250/255 mm

275/280 mm

88.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020110

Channel no. 11

1000 mm

250/255 mm

280/285 mm

91.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020111

Channel no. 12

1000 mm

250/255 mm

285/290 mm

92.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020112

Channel no. 13

1000 mm

250/255 mm

290/295 mm

93.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020113

Channel no. 14

1000 mm

250/255 mm

295/300 mm

94.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020114

Channel no. 15

1000 mm

250/255 mm

300/305 mm

95.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020115

Channel no. 16

1000 mm

250/255 mm

305/310 mm

96.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020116

Channel no. 17

1000 mm

250/255 mm

310/315 mm

97.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020117

Channel no. 18

1000 mm

250/255 mm

315/320 mm

98.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020118

Channel no. 19

1000 mm

250/255 mm

320/325 mm

99.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020119

Channel no. 20

1000 mm

250/255 mm

325/330 mm

100.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020120

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways

BIRCOquality

|

BIRCOsir

Channel elements
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BIRCOsir NW 150

|

Channel elements

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint
Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 0/0

500 mm

250/255 mm

230/230 mm

37.5 kg

A 15 – F 900

020131

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

250/255 mm

230/230 mm

78.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020126

Channel no. 5/0

1000 mm

250/255 mm

255/255 mm

83.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020127

Channel no. 10/0

1000 mm

250/255 mm

280/280 mm

86.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020128

Channel no. 15/0

1000 mm

250/255 mm

305/305 mm

93.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

020129

Rinnen no. 0/0 und 5/0 auch mit Muffe DN 150 (Article No.020125/020124) für senkrechten Ablauf erhältlich.

Shallow channels |

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

250
150
120/150/200

30
50/80/130
40

255

Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Shallow channel construction height 120

1000 mm

250/255 mm

120/120 mm

53.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

030126

Shallow channel construction height 150

1000 mm

250/255 mm

150/150 mm

56.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

030127

Shallow channel construction height 200

1000 mm

250/255 mm

200/200 mm

63.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

030128

Silt bucket for drainage channels with horizontal drilling
+ Galvanised
+ Drilled hole on request

Description

Article No.

Sild bucket DN 150

603012

Silt bucket for shallow channel DN 150

603015

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir NW 150

End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0 – 5/0

250 mm

230 – 255 mm

0.7 kg

020190

End cap, galvanised, no. 6 – 10/0

250 mm

255 – 280 mm

0.8 kg

020191

End cap, galvanised, no. 11 – 15/0

250 mm

280 – 305 mm

0.9 kg

020192

End cap, galvanised, no. 16 – 20

250 mm

305 – 330 mm

1.0 kg

020193

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 120 – 150

250 mm

120 – 150 mm

0.5 kg

030140

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 200

250 mm

200 mm

0.7 kg

030141

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 0/0

250 mm

230 mm

1.0 kg

020145

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 5/0

250 mm

255 mm

1.1 kg

020146

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 10/0

250 mm

280 mm

1.2 kg

020147

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 15/0

250 mm

305 mm

1.3 kg

020148

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 20/0

250 mm

330 mm

1.4 kg

020149

|

1-piece

+
+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection
PP odour trap
PP silt bucket
1 integrated socket for DN 150 pipe connection
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not in V2A)

500

530

710

510

Description
No. 0/0 to no. 20

250

BIRCOsir

In-line outfall unit

BIRCOquality

Description

260

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

250/260 mm

710 mm

114.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020135

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir NW 150

Ductile iron slotted gratings
+
+
+
+

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

9.1 kg

SW 150/12 mm

644 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

020172/e

2

black

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

10.7 kg

SW 150/12 mm

644 cm /m

A 15 – E 600

020175/e

black

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

12.4 kg

SW 150/12 mm

644 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

020178

Mesh grating

|

+
+
+
+

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

11.2 kg

MW 20/30 mm

1110 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020186/e

Honeycomb grating
+
+
+
+

|

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

7.6 kg

MW 24/59 mm

1396 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020179/e

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir NW 150

Mesh gratings
+
+
+
+

|

galvanised steel

Hot-dipped galvanised
4 point per grating M12/A2 bolt connection
4 point per grating Easylock-fastening (alternatively
Also available in stainless steel (V2A) (without
Easylock)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

3.8 kg

MW 30/30 mm

1285 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

020162/e

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

237 mm

30 mm

7.1 kg

MW 30/30 mm

1285 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

020152/e

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

4.4 kg

MW 30/15 mm

1185 cm2/m

hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm
500 mm
1000 mm

237 mm
237 mm
237 mm

30 mm
30 mm
30 mm

8.3 kg
7.5 kg
14.5 kg

MW 30/15 mm
MW 20/30 mm
MW 20/30 mm

A 15 – C 250

020163/e

2

A 15 – C 250

020153/e

2

A 15 – E 600

020164/e

2

A 15 – E 600

020154/e

2

1185 cm /m
1088 cm /m
1088 cm /m

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

8.4 kg

MW 20/12 mm

888 cm /m

A 15 – E 600

020165/e

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

237 mm

30 mm

16.5 kg

MW 20/12 mm

888 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020155/e

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

hot-dipped galvanised

Article No. with e = with Easylock, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir NW 200 AS

BIRCOsir | NW 200 AS
Stability and Diversity
|

Channel elements with anchoring system
+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with
stainless steel angle (V2A, combiclosure system not in V2A)
310
+ Safety sealing joint

0.5% internal inbuilt fall

300
200

30

30
410

210
70

60

Description

300
200

310
70

60

332

332

Nr. 0/0

Nr. 20/0

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 1

1000 mm

300/332 mm

310/315 mm

115.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020201

Channel no. 2

1000 mm

300/332 mm

315/320 mm

116.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020202

Channel no. 3

1000 mm

300/332 mm

320/325 mm

117.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020203

Channel no. 4

1000 mm

300/332 mm

325/330 mm

118.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020204

Channel no. 5

1000 mm

300/332 mm

330/335 mm

119.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020205

Channel no. 6

1000 mm

300/332 mm

335/340 mm

120.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020206

Channel no. 7

1000 mm

300/332 mm

340/345 mm

121.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020207

Channel no. 8

1000 mm

300/332 mm

345/350 mm

122.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020208

Channel no. 9

1000 mm

300/332 mm

350/355 mm

123.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020209

Channel no. 10

1000 mm

300/332 mm

355/360 mm

124.4 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020210

Channel elements with anchoring system

|

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint
Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 0/0

500 mm

300/332 mm

310/310 mm

57.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020231

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

300/332 mm

310/310 mm

112.7 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020226

Channel no. 5/0

1000 mm

300/332 mm

335/335 mm

117.2 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020227

Channel no. 10/0

1000 mm

300/332 mm

360/360 mm

123.3 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020228

Channel no. 20/0

1000 mm

300/332 mm

410/410 mm

136.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020232

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir NW 200 AS

Shallow channels with anchoring system

|

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

300
200

30
110/160

200/250
75

60
334

Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Shallow channel construction height 200

1000 mm

300/334 mm

Shallow channel construction height 250

1000 mm

300/334 mm

Article No.

200/200 mm

74.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

0030227

250/250 mm

86.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

0030228

Silt bucket for drainage channels with horizontal drilling
+ Galvanised
+ Drilled hole on request

Article No.

Silt bucket DN 200

603013

Silt bucket for shallow channel DN 200

603021

BIRCOquality

Description

End caps
BIRCOsir

+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article No.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0 – 5/0

330 mm

310 – 335 mm

1.2 kg

0020240

End cap, galvanised, no. 6 – 10/0

330 mm

335 – 360 mm

1.3 kg

0020241

End cap, galvanised, no. 20/0

330 mm

410 mm

1.4 kg

0020243

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 200

330 mm

200 mm

0.9 kg

0030241

Shallow end cap, galvanised,construction height 250

330 mm

250 mm

1.2 kg

0030242

End cap with outlet DN 200, galvanised, no. 0/0

330 mm

310 mm

1.8 kg

0020245

End cap with outlet DN 200, galvanised, no. 5/0

330 mm

335 mm

1.9 kg

0020246

End cap with outlet DN 200, galvanised, no. 10/0

330 mm

360 mm

2.0 kg

0020247

End cap with outlet DN 200, galvanised, no. 20/0

330 mm

410 mm

2.1 kg

0020249

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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In-line outfall unit with anchoring system

|

1-piece

+
+
+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection
Galvanised silt bucket
2 integrated sockets for DN 200 pipe connection
1 socket plug
Without odour trap
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not in V2A)
Description
No. 0/0 to no. 10/0

500

300
250
540

740

DN200

510

345

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

300/345 mm

740 mm

142.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020237

In-line outfall unit with anchoring system

|

2-piece

+
+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection
Galvanised silt bucket
Predetermined outlets for DN 200 pipe connection
Without odour trap
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not in V2A)

500

300
250

430
505

340
1010

580

DN200

300
510

Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Top

500 mm

300/340 mm

Bottom

510 mm

340/345 mm

Construction
height

345

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

430 mm

92.2 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020235

580 mm

114.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020236

Ductile iron slotted gratings
+
+
+
+

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

8.1 kg

SW 109/17.5 mm

1114 cm2/m

A 15 – D 400

0020274/e

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

11.6 kg

SW 200/18 mm

890 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

0020275/e

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

14.1 kg

SW 200/18 mm

890 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

0020278

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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Mesh gratings

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

10.5 kg

MW 20/30 mm

1370 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

0020285/e

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

12.8 kg

MW 20/30 mm

1370 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

0020286/e

Article No.

|

Honeycomb gratings
+
+
+
+

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

9.6 kg

MW 24/72 mm

1995 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

0020279/e

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

14.5 kg

MW 20/75 mm

1640 cm2/m

A 15 –F 900

0020280/e

Mesh gratings

galvanised steel

Hot-dipped galvanised
4 point per grating M12/A2 bolt connection
4 point per grating Easylock-fastening (alternatively
Also available in stainless steel (V2A) (without Easylock)

BIRCOsir

+
+
+
+

|

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

galvanised

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

6.7 kg

MW 30/30 mm

2046 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

0020262/e

galvanised

1000 mm

287 mm

30 mm

12.8 kg

MW 30/30 mm

2046 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

0020252/e

Guiding gratings for the blinds
+
+
+
+

|

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8-point per metre M12/A2-Inbus-bolt connection
According to DIN 32984

Description
Guiding stripes
Attention fields

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

12.5 kg

MW 46/10 mm

285 cm2/m

A 15 – D 400

0020283

A 15 – D 400

0020284

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

12.5 kg

BIRCOquality

+
+
+
+

|

MW 46/10 mm

2

285 cm /m
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BIRCOsir NW 300 AS

BIRCOsir | NW 300 AS
Stability and Diversity
|

Channel elements with anchoring system
+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless
steel angle (V2A, combi-closure system
not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

without internal inbuilt fall

430
300

35

410/550
75

100
470

Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height at
groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 0/0, construction height 1

1000 mm

430/470 mm

410/410 mm

210.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020326

Channel no. 0/0, construction height 1

2000 mm

430/470 mm

410/410 mm

422.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020334

Channel no. 0/0, construction height 2

1000 mm

430/470 mm

550/550 mm

245.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020327

Channel no. 0/0, construction height 2

2000 mm

430/470 mm

550/550 mm

500.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020335

Shallow channel with anchoring system

|

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

430
300

35
190

300
100

75
470

Description
Shallow channel construction height 300

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

1000 mm

430/470 mm

300/300 mm

150.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

0030328

Silt bucket for drainage channels with horizontal drilling
+ Galvanised
+ Drilled hole on request

Description

Article No.

Silt bucjet DN 300

603020

Silt bucket for shallow channel DN 300

603025

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

430 mm

410 mm

3.6 kg

0020340

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

430 mm

550 mm

5.0 kg

0020341

Shallow End cap, galvanised

430 mm

300 mm

2.4 kg

0030342

End cap with outlet DN 200, galvanised, construction height 1

430 mm

410 mm

4.0 kg

0020345

End cap with outlet DN 200, galvanised, construction height 2

430 mm

550 mm

5.4 kg

0020346

1-piece

+
+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection
Galvanised silt bucket
Integrated socket for DN 300 pipe connection
Without odour trap
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not in V2A)

Description

500

430
310
335/
475

737

980

500

460

BIRCOquality

|

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

For construction height 1

500 mm

430/460 mm

980 mm

270.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020336

For construction height 2

500 mm

430/460 mm

980 mm

257.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

0020337

Ductile iron slotted grating
+
+
+
+

|

twofold

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

black

500 mm

417 mm

35 mm

15.9 kg

SW 165/17.5 mm

1696 cm2/m

A 15 – D 400

0020374/e

black

500 mm

417 mm

35 mm

20.4 kg

SW 142/20 mm

1522 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

0020375/e

black

500 mm

417 mm

35 mm

24.9 kg

SW 142/20 mm

1522 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

0020378

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways

Article No.

BIRCOsir

In-line outfall unit with anchoring system
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Mesh grating
+
+
+
+

|

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

417 mm

35 mm

18.9 kg

MW 20/30 mm

2008 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

0020385/e

black

500 mm

417 mm

35 mm

22.9 kg

MW 20/30 mm

2008 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

0020386/e

Bulb cast iron cover
+
+
+
+
+

Solid
Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

i

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

417 mm

35 mm

25.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

0052376/e

Anchoring system | Firmly anchored to the base structure
+ The anchoring system of BIRCO‘s AS product family firmly bond the drainage channel to the adjoining base
structure. When professionally laid, this virtually excludes the possibility of the sway or disengagement of the
channels from the base structure.

Article No. with e = with Easylock, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir | NW 400
Stability and Diversity
Channel elements

|

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

550
400

45
360

480

75
560

Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

550/560 mm

480/480 mm

246.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020426

Channel no. 0/0

2000 mm

550/560 mm

480/480 mm

488.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020434

+ Galvanised
+ Drilled hole on request

Description

Article No.

Silt bucket DN 300

603020

End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised

550 mm

480 mm

5.5 kg

020440

End cap with outlet DN 300, galvanised

550 mm

480 mm

7.1 kg

020445

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

Silt bucket for drainage channels with horizontal drilling
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In-line outfall unit

|

1-piece

+
+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection
Galvanised silt bucket
Integrated socket for DN 300 pipe connection
Without odour trap
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless
steel angle (V2A, combi-closure system
not in V2A)

550

500

737

980

500

Description
In-line outfall-unit

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

550/550 mm

980 mm

300.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020435

Ductile iron slotted grating
+
+
+
+

550

|

twofold

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M16/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

black

500 mm

537 mm

45 mm

25.7 kg

SW 139/17.5 mm

1967 cm2/m

A 15 – D 400

020474/e

black

500 mm

537 mm

45 mm

45.2 kg

SW 190/16 mm

1771 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020475/e

black

500 mm

537 mm

45 mm

52.1 kg

SW 190/16 mm

1771 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

020478

Mesh grating

|

+
+
+
+

Article No.

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M16/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

537 mm

45 mm

44.5 kg

MW 20/30 mm

2310 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

020486/e

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir | NW 500
Stability and Diversity
Channel elements

|

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Reinforced concrete C 40/50
+ Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for mechanical
installation
+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle (V2A,
combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

650
500
150
655

405
100
700

Description

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

650/700 mm

655/655 mm

440.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020526

Channel no. 0/0

2000 mm

650/700 mm

655/655 mm

880.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020534

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised

650 mm

655 mm

9.0 kg

020540

End cap with outlet DN 300, galvanised

650 mm

655 mm

10.9 kg

020545

End caps

Description

Ductile iron slotted grating
+
+
+
+

|

threefold

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
8point per metre M16/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

633 mm

45 mm

35.8 kg

SW 172/17.5 mm

2445 cm2/m

A 15 – D 400

020574/e

2

black

500 mm

633 mm

45 mm

54.9 kg

SW 155/16 mm

2258 cm /m

A 15 – E 600

020575/e

black

500 mm

633 mm

45 mm

64.6 kg

SW 155/16 mm

2258 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

020578

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
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BIRCOsir | NW 1000
Stability and Diversity
Channel element

|

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Reinforced concrete C 40/50
+ Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 14 for mechanical
installation
+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint
Description
Channel no. 0/0

1200
1000
650

45
455
150

300
990

Length

Width
at top/at ground

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

2000 mm

1200/1200 mm

650/650 mm

1350.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

020934

End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised

1200 mm

650 mm

21.5 kg

020940

End cap with outlet DN 300, galvanised

1200 mm

650 mm

23.5 kg

020945

Ductile
iron slotted grating | sixfold
+ Schwarz-tauchlackiert
+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ 8 point per metre M16/A2 bolt connection

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load Class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

1184 mm

45 mm

151.4 kg

SW 155/18 mm

4200 cm2/m

A 15 – D 400

020975

SW = Slot width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways
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BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

BIRCOsir NW 1000

BIRCOsir with ductile iron mesh grating in NW 200, 300 and 400 – at the university of Neu-Ulm, Germany.
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BIRCOsir Point Drainage | Getting
to the point with open space
drainage
Drainage concepts for open areas and spaces:
BIRCOsir point drainage’s large inlet cross sections guarantee top draining
performance. Its high level of durability and the attractive range of gratings make the system universally applicable with plenty of design choice
flexibility in both the private and commercial sectors.

+ A 15 to E 600

For the point drainage of open spaces and
areas, which demands best hydraulical capacities and load capacities.

BIRCOsir Point Drainage

|

Areas of application

+ Open spaces and areas in the commercial and
private sectors, courtyards
+ Heavy traffic areas
+ Parking lots also used by lorries
(supermarkets,freighting companies, etc.)
+ Also available as a sump well
+ Also suitable for the installation of lighting
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BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

BIRCOsir Point Drainage

BIRCOsir Point Drainage
+
+
+
+
+
+

|

Facts

Two sizes: 30/30 and 40/40 cm
With solid steel frame angles
One-piece or multi-piece
Also suitable as a sump well (40/40cm)
Load class: A 15 – E 600
Gratings with either 2 or 4 bolt connections, or with Easylock fastening
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BIRCOsir Point Drainage | Getting
to the point with open space
drainage
BIRCOsir point drainage is your sensible supplement to linear drainageconcepts, offering great draining performance and high load reserves.

Faster, safer installation

i

+ Predetermined breaking
points in the upper section
(linear drainage) and integrated sleeves for pipe connection
save time in installation.

Diversely applicable
+ Also for connection to BIRCOsir
linear drainage.
+ Modular construction and a
variety of sizes make point
drainage possible with
construction heights of up to
1200 mm

Traffic safety
+ High level of traffic safety
thank s to 2 or 4 bolt connection per grating. Connection
options: Easylock or bolts, by
individual choice.

Corrosion protection
+ Stability and corrosion protection: 4 mm solid steel frame
angles with a 70 μm zinc
coating anchored in concrete.

Best workmanship quality
+ High quality C 40/50 concrete,
suitable f or loads up to Class
E 600.

i

Attractive design
+ Flexible design possibilities
thank s to different grating
options.
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Chemnitz Train Station – Point and linear drainage
channel embedded in a natural stone covering ensures
efficient drainage. This is connected to a BIRCOsir 40/40
outfall unit with a slotted grating. Combined point and
linear drainage.

BIRCOsir

François-Mitterand-Place in Frankfurt – An oasis in
the banking centre

BIRCOquality

410 metres of asymmetrical BIRCO slotted stainless steel
channels were laid in the forecourt at the Chemnitz Train
Station and embedded in top quality “Sora-Lamporphyr”
stone slab flooring. Next to this area, a natural cobblestone

The idea behind the renovation of François-MitterandPlace in Frankfurt was a place to rest and relax, as well as
significantly increase the appeal and value of the entire
area. A basin design was selected and furnished with high-

ly effetive BIRCO point drainage equipped with 12 BIRCOsir
40/40 outfall units, combining aesthetic appeal and efficiency
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BIRCOsir Point Drainage |
Getting to the point with open space drainage
Outfall unit

|

30/30

|

1-piece

+ Also for drainage channel connection
on two sides (NW 100)
+ PP odour trap, PP silt bucket
+ Integrated socket for DN 100 pipe connection
+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)

300

300

195
400

400

320

320

Description

Length at angle/
at bottom

Width at angle/
at bottom

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

until No. 10

300/320 mm

300/320 mm

400 mm

58.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

080000

Ductile iron slotted grating
+
+
+
+

|

twofold

Black immersion-lacquered
2 point M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point Easylock-fastening (alternatively)
On request also available galvanised

Description
for outfall unit 30/30

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

280 mm

280 mm

30 mm

7.4 kg

SW 93/17 mm

213 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

080001/e

Mesh grating
+ Galvanised
+ 2 point M12/A2 bolt connection
+ 2 point Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

for outfall unit 30/30

280 mm

280 mm

30 mm

3.6 kg

MW 30/30 mm

502 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

080004/e

for outfall unit 30/30

280 mm

280 mm

30 mm

4.0 kg

MW 30/15 mm

482 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

080005/e

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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40/40

|

1-piece

+ Also for drainage channel connection on three
sides (NW 100, NW 150)
+ PP odour trap, PP silt bucket
+ Integrated socket for DN 150 pipe connection
+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)

400

400

330
575

575

415

Description
until No. 10/0

Outfall unit

|

415

Length at angle/
at bottom

Width at angle/
at bottom

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

400/415 mm

400/415 mm

575 mm

121.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

080020

40/40

|

2-piece

+
+
+
+

Point drainage, not for channel connection
PP odour trap, PP silt bucket
Integrated socket for DN 200 pipe connection
With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)

400
250
500
880

BIRCOquality

|

630

410

Description

Length at angle/
at bottom

Width at angle/
at bottom

Construction
height

Top

400/ – mm

400/ – mm

Bottom

– /410 mm

– /410 mm

Outfall unit

|

40/40

|

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

250 mm

52.6 kg

A 15 – E 600

080014

630 mm

127.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

080010

3-piece

+ Also for drainage channel connection
on four sides (NW 100, NW 150, NW 200 to No. 20)
+ PP odour trap, PP silt bucket
+ Integrated socket for DN 200 pipe connection
+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
for combi-closure system
+ As special solution also with stainless steel angle
(V2A, combi-closure system not in V2A)

400
250
820

320
1200
630

410

Description
Top

Length at angle/
at bottom

Width at angle/
at bottom

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

400/ – mm

400/ – mm

250 mm

44.6 kg

A 15 – E 600

080012

Middle

– / – mm

– / – mm

320 mm

60.6 kg

A 15 – E 600

080011

Bottom

– /410 mm

– /410 mm

630 mm

127.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

080010

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOsir

Outfall unit
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Ductile iron slotted grating
+
+
+
+

|

twofold

Black immersion-lacquered
4 point M12/A2 bolt connection
4 point Easylock-fastening (alternatively)
On request also available galvanised

Description
for outfall unit 40/40

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

380 mm

380 mm

40 mm

20.5 kg

SW 133/15 mm

389 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

080015/e

Mesh grating
+
+
+
+

Hot-dipped galvanised
4 point M12/A2 bolt connection
4 point Easylock-fastening (alternatively)
On request also available in stainless steel
(V2A - without Easylock)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

for outfall unit 40/40

380 mm

380 mm

40 mm

7.0 kg

MW 30/30 mm

977 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

080016/e

for outfall unit 40/40

380 mm

380 mm

40 mm

7.0 kg

MW 30/15 mm

792 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

080017/e

for outfall unit 40/40

380 mm

380 mm

40 mm

10.2 kg

MW 20/30 mm

931 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

080018/e

A 15 – E 600

080019/e

for outfall unit 40/40

380 mm

380 mm

40 mm

15.5 kg

MW 20/12 mm

2

828 cm /m

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

BIRCOsir Point Drainage

Reliable BIRCOsir Point Drainage on place Machnig at Memmingen.
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BIRCOsir Rail Track Drainage |
Benefits right down the line
BIRCOsir rail track drainage ensures fast, safe drainage of surface water and
accumulated rail water for public transport operations and rail track systems used in industry. Smooth operation, traffic safety, and significantly
reduced maintenance expenditures, as well as water spray protection for
passengers are all guaranteed..

+ A 15 to E 600

For rail track system drainage in the public
transport and industrial sectors.

BIRCOsir Rail Track Drainage | Areas of application
+ Public rail transport
+ Industrial rail track systems
+ Crane rail systems
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Facts

+ Channel system: BIRCOsir NW 100 (other
nominal widths available upon request)
+ 2 standard models for all common rail gauges and track types
+ Two-sided track drainage casings for absorbing water and dirt particles
+ Load class: A 15 – E 600
+ Integrated channel base sleeve for connection to the DN 100 drainage pipe
+ A variety of grating options

BIRCOquality

|

BIRCOsir

BIRCOsir Rail Track Drainage
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BIRCOsir Rail Track Drainage |
Benefits right down the line
BIRCOsir rail track drainage ensures the quick collection and drainage of
surface water from the areas around rail tracks and platforms.

Traffic safety

Corrosion protection

+ High level of traffic safety
thank s to 8 bolt connections
per metre. Connection options:
Easylock or bolts by individual
choice.

+ Stability and corrosion protection: 4 mm solid steel angle
with a 70 μm zinc coating, set
in concrete.

Grating options
+ A variety of gratings are a
vailable upon request. Load
capacity up to E 600.

Surface connection
+ Flush connection of the surface covering with the solid
steel casing.

Top drainage performance
+ Two-sided rail track drainage
casings for absorbing surface
water.

Faster, safer installation
Material quality
+ High quality C 40/50 concrete
+ High level of compressive
strength and resistance to
frost and de-icing salt ensure
a long service life and safeguard your investment.

+ Outlet integrated into the
channel base fitted with a
cast-in socket for easy connection to a DN 100 drainage
pipe.
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Port of Mannheim Container Terminal
Part of the expansion of the container terminal at the port
of Mannheim included connecting the site’s industrial
rail tracks to an efficient drainage system. A total of 48
BIRCOsir rail track drainage channels were laid to ensure
that the accumulating surface water in the area of the
platforms and rails will be drained safely and quickly. The
easy handling guaranteed fast, uncomplicated installation
of the channels.
A line of BIRCOmassiv channels capable of bearing heavyduty loads runs alongside the tracks

BIRCOsir

The port Emmelsum is a public industrial port for inland
and seagoing vessels of all kinds, located at the mouth
of the Lippe River. This port is characterized by its perfect transportation infrastructure and therefore serves as
a logistical hub for the European Single Market. For the
expansion of the railway tracks, a track drainage system
was selected which guarantees fast and reliable diversion
of the water that accumulates on the bed and tracks.

BIRCOquality

Benefits across the board

BIRCOsir Rail Track Drainage

|

Drainage system

+ The water and dirt particles accumulating in the tracks flow together through
openings in the rail profile where they are collected by a special rail track drainage casing and diverted into the drainage channel running at right angles to the
section of track. Pipe sockets integrated into the channel base allow easy connection to DN 100 drainage pipes. The 2-piece design makes it easy and fast to lay
the system on the building site.
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BIRCOsir Rail Track Drainage | NW 100
Benefits right down the line
Rail profile 49 E 1/54 E 3 (previously: S49/S54)

|

Gauge 1435

+ Channel BIRCOsir NW 100, No. 0/0
+ Two-sided rail track drainage casings forc ollecting
surface water
+ Integrated outlet with socket for DN100 pipe
connection
+ Black immersion-lacquered ductile iron slotted
grating
+ 8 point per metre M 12/A2 bolt connection
+ 2-piece
Description
49 E 1/54 E 3

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

1435 mm

180 mm

83.0 kg

A15 – E 600

080151

|

+ Channel BIRCOsir NW 100, No. 0/0
+ Two-sided rail track drainage casings forc ollecting surface water
+ Integrated outlet with socket for DN100 pipe
connection
+ Black immersion-lacquered ductile iron slotted
grating
+ 8 point per metre M 12/A2 bolt connection
+ 3-piece

57 R 1/67 R 1

Bohrung
Drilling

Gauge

Rail profile 57 R 1/67 R 1 (previously: Ph37/Ph37a)

Description

Rail
profile 19
/ 54 EE33
Schienenprofil
49EE11/54
Spurweite
1435mm
mm
Gauge 1435

Gauge 1435

Rail
profile 57 R157
/ 67
R1 R1
Rillenschienenprofil
R 1/67
Gauge
1435
mm
Spurweite
1435
mm

Drilling
Bohrung

Gauge

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

1435 mm

180 mm

111.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

080166

BIRCOsir NW 150 mm no. 15/0 on request also available for rail track drainage
Other rail profiles on request.
Rail track drainage for gauge 1000 mm available on request
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

BIRCOsir Rail Track Drainage NW 100

BIRCOdicht

Environment Catalogue

+ Environmentally friendly rail
track drainage.
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BIRCOsir | Installation Instructions
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOsir.
For a comprehensive description please read here.
To guarantee smooth operation and compliance with
the requirements of DIN EN 1433, the following general
installation instructions must be observed:

1. Prior to installation, the correct load class in accordance
with DIN EN 1433 must be selected.

5. BIRCO drainage units are fitted with a safety sealing
joint on the channel end. In accordance with DIN EN
1433, once laying has been completed this safety seam
can be further treated with a plastic modified mortar or
a permanently elastic sealing material (for example SFConnect).
6. Proceed analogously when installing the outfall unit.

2. Thanks to the high level of stability, laying the BIRCOsir
channels is conducted on an earth-moist C 25/30 strip
of foundation concrete at least 15 cm high which must
be haunched both sides. No additional concrete surround or reinforcement on the sides is required(1). Begin
laying the channel line following the outfall unit with
the highest channel at the drain and form the channel
line with the next-smallest number.
3. All adjoining pavement surfaces must run permanently
at a level of some 3 to 5 mm higher than the upper edge
of the channel. In order to achieve this, we recommend
laying the first two to three rows of pavement surfacing
in the mortar bed. Because there is no concrete encasing,
the surface pavement can run right up to the channel without any problems.
4. For installation in concrete surfaces or reinforced concrete constructions, running joints must be provided
on both sides to compensate horizontal forces that
emerge. These joints should be planned at an interval
of some 0.2 to 0.5 metres from the channel. In sealing
the adjacent areas it must be ensured that there is no
mechanical damage to the channel units. Joints running
transverse to the channel line must be arranged every
5 – 6 metres in the adjacent concrete surfaces (in-situ
concrete) so that they run through a channel joint.

Fast, safe installation

|

7. Local particularities can require special installation
methods that have to be examined and taken into
account by the planner(s). The installation must comply
with the latest regulations and guidelines such as ZTVT,
ZTV concrete, ZTV bit and RStO.
+ Construction in accordance with the Construction
Tendering and Contract Regulations (VOB) Part C, DIN
18318 “Transport Route Construction”.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
pavement surfaces in road construction (ZTVT-StB) and
ZTV Asphalt.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
ground work in road construction (ZTVE-StB).
+ Guidelines for the standardisation of the pavement of
public thoroughfares (RSTO).
+ Preparation of the ATV DIN 18299 performance description “General Regulations for Construction Work of all
Types”.
+ The respectively correct load class in accordance with
DIN EN 1433, “Drainage channels for vehicular and
pedestrian areas”.

(1)
Exception:
When using BIRCOsir in heavy-duty areas with frequent traffic, it may be necessary to encase the channel with concrete
on the sides to compensate for the high levels of horizontal
forces that could potentially emerge.

Efficient time & cost management

+ The one-piece Type M channel unit only needs partial concrete surround, reducing casing and concrete casting work.
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BIRCOsir Installation Examples
Installation instructions for traffic areas with heavy wheel loads.
Urban construction | Industrial construction | Parking lots

Load Class A 15 to E 600, Type M, NW 100 – 1000
Drawings No. 8619, 8620, 8622, 8623, 8624

Block paving
3-5mm

Wearing course

Bedding

Bitumonous grouting
compound

Base course

Bituminous sub-base

Sub-base

Sub-base

Load Class A 15 to E 600, Type M, NW 100 – 1000

3-5mm

Drawings No. 8619, 8620, 8622, 8623, 8624

Joint approx. 10 mm

Wearing course

Block paving

Base course

Bedding
Bituminous sub-base

Mortar bedding

Sub-base

Sub-base

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

i

Introduction to 2 models
+ Type I: Requires no load-bearing foundation and/or no full concrete surround:
e.g., BIRCOmassiv.
+ Type M: Requires a load-bearing foundation and/or full concrete surround:
e.g., BIRCOsir.

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

Type
Typ II

Type
M
Typ M

BIRCOsir

BIRCOqualiy

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1
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BIRCOsir Installation Examples
Expanded installation instructions for heavy-duty areas subjected to frequent use.
Logistics centres | Transport hubs | Vehicle manoevering areas | Aircraft pavements

Load class D 400 to F 900, Type M, NW 100 – 1000
3-5 mm

Drawings No. 8619, 8620, 8622, 8623, 8624

2-layered cast asphalt

C 35/45 XC 4,
XD 3, XF 4, XM 2
Movement joint min. 30/10, cast
Wearing course

Base course

Base course

Bituminous sub-base

Bituminous sub-base

Sub-base

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Load class D 400 to F 900, Type M, NW 100 – 1000
Drawings No.8619, 8620, 8622, 8623, 8624
C 35/45 XC 4,
XD 3, XF 4, XM 2

3-5 mm

Movement joint

Road surface
concrete

Concrete slabs

Min. 3 cm split

Sub-base

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Load class D 400 to F 900, Type M, NW 100 – 1000
3-5 mm

Drawing No. 14950

Road surface
concrete

Blinding layer

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced
against the channels.
The dimensions of the concrete surround must be adapted
to the circumstances on-site and must consist of at least
15 cm. If no bond can be created between the base and the
surround, then dowel bars or flotation control made of Ø
8 mm reinforced bars are to be installed every 30 cm. The
concrete qualities indicated are minimum values. Requirements related to the installation location according to DIN
1045-2 or DIN EN 206-1 regarding for instance resistance
to frost and de-icing salt are to be taken into account in the
choice of the concrete.

Bolt connection note:
For heavy-duty load areas subjected to frequent traffic
and in vehicle monoevering areas, we recommend using
threaded bolts instead of fast connection systems (such as
Easylock). Torque moments for screw fastening the gratings are to be set at M12 = 60 Nm, M16 = 100 Nm.
The bolts must be re-tightened at regular intervals.

BIRCOsir concrete surround overview
The manufacturer’s installation instructions must be followed in order to comply with
the requirements stipulated by DIN EN 1433.
BIRCOsir
Load class

X

Y/Y 1

Y2

Z

Drawing
no.

Page

A 15 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

8619

55

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

8619

56

BIRCOsir 150

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

8620

55

BIRCOsir 150

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

8620

56

BIRCOsir 200 AS

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

8622

55

BIRCOsir 200 AS

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

8622

56

BIRCOsir 300 AS

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

8623

55

BIRCOsir 300 AS

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

8623

56

BIRCOsir 400

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 200

–

≥ 200

8624

55

BIRCOsir 400

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 200

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

8624

56

BIRCOsir 500

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 200

–

≥ 200

–

55

BIRCOsir 500

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 200

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

–

56

BIRCOsir 1000

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 250

–

≥ 250

–

55

BIRCOsir 1000

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 250

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 250

–

56

Z

Y
Z
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

X
Installation without concrete surround

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

X

Y2

M

BIRCOsir 100

Y1

BIRCOsir 100

X
Installation with concrete surround

X

BIRCOqualiy

Type

BIRCOsir

Nominal width
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BIRCOsir Drainage Capacities
BIRCO channel systems provide outstanding drainage performance. BIRCO offers a calculation
service in addition to this diagram.

BIRCOsir NW 100

CL = 1000 mm

BIRCOsir NW 150

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

No. 0/0

4.94 l/sec*

89.0 cm2

No. 1

8.25 l/sec*

No. 2

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

No. 0/0

11.17 l/sec*

201.0 cm2

99.0 cm2

No. 1

12.29 l/sec*

208.5 cm2

9.08 l/sec*

109.0 cm2

No. 2

12.73 l/sec*

216.0 cm2

No. 3

9.92 l/sec*

119.0 cm

2

No. 3

13.17 l/sec*

223.5 cm2

No. 4

10.75 l/sec*

129.0 cm2

No. 4

13.61 l/sec*

231.0 cm2

No. 5

11.58 l/sec*

139.0 cm2

No. 5

14.05 l/sec*

238.5 cm2

7.72 l/sec*

139.0 cm2

No. 5/0

13.25 l/sec*

238.5 cm2

12.42 l/sec*

149.0 cm2

No. 6

14.50 l/sec*

246.0 cm2

No. 7

13.25 l/sec*

159.0 cm

2

No. 7

14.94 l/sec*

253.5 cm2

No. 8

14.08 l/sec*

169.0 cm2

No. 8

15.38 l/sec*

261.0 cm2

No. 9

14.92 l/sec*

179.0 cm2

No. 9

15.82 l/sec*

268.5 cm2

No. 10

15.75 l/sec*

189.0 cm2

No. 10

16.26 l/sec*

276.0 cm2

No. 10/0

10.50 l/sec*

189.0 cm2

No. 10/0

15.33 l/sec*

276.0 cm2

No. 11

16.58 l/sec*

199.0 cm2

No. 11

16.71 l/sec*

283.5 cm2

No. 12

17.42 l/sec*

209.0 cm

2

No. 12

17.15 l/sec*

291.0 cm2

No. 13

18.25 l/sec*

219.0 cm2

No. 13

17.59 l/sec*

298.5 cm2

No. 14

19.08 l/sec*

229.0 cm2

No. 14

18.03 l/sec*

306.0 cm2

No. 15

19.92 l/sec*

239.0 cm2

No. 15

18.47 l/sec*

313.5 cm2

No. 15/0

13.30 l/sec*

239.0 cm2

No. 15/0

17.42 l/sec*

313.5 cm2

No. 16

18.92 l/sec*

321.0 cm2

No. 17

19.36 l/sec*

328.5 cm2

No. 18

19.80 l/sec*

336.0 cm2

No. 19

20.24 l/sec*

343.5 cm2

No. 20

20.68 l/sec*

351.0 cm2

No. 5/0
No. 6

*Safety factor n = 1.2

CL = 1000 mm

*Safety factor n = 1.2

The tables can only give guidelines for the dimensioning. On-site conditions such as positions of manholes already installed,
number of channel lines etc. cannot and have not been taken into account. We therefore recommend making use of our
hydraulic calculation service which provides you with a draft proposal.
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BIRCOsir NW 200 AS

CL = 1000 mm

BIRCOsir NW 300 AS

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

No. 0/0

20.89 l/sec*

367.0 cm2

No. 1

22.75 l/sec*

386.0 cm2

No. 2

23.33 l/sec*

396.0 cm2

No. 3

23.92 l/sec*

406.0 cm2

No. 4

24.51 l/sec*

416.0 cm2

No. 5

25.10 l/sec*

426.0 cm2

No. 5/0

23.67 l/sec*

426.0 cm2

No. 6

25.69 l/sec*

436.0 cm2

No. 7

26.28 l/sec*

446.0 cm2

No. 8

26.87 l/sec*

456.0 cm2

No. 9

27.46 l/sec*

466.0 cm2

No. 10

28.05 l/sec*

476.0 cm2

No. 10/0

24.44 l/sec*

476.0 cm2

No. 20/0

32.00 l/sec*

576.0 cm2

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

No. 0/0, Constr. height 1

43.8 l/sec*

789.0 cm2

No. 0/0, Constr. height 2

67.0 l/sec*

1209.0 cm2

BIRCOsir NW 400

No. 0/0

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

74.91 l/sec*

1348.0 cm2

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

133.3 l/sec*

2400.0 cm2

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

252.8 l/sec*

4550.0 cm2

BIRCOsir NW 500

No. 0/0

*Safety factor n = 1,2

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

No. 0/0

BIRCOqualiy

BIRCOsir NW 1000

Hole drilling horizontal and vertical
We can fit BIRCOsir channels with horizontal or vertical bore
holes for directly fitting feed and drainage lines according to
your plans. (Bore holes must be a distance of at least 100
mm away fromt the end of the channel.) The connections
available differ according to the nominal widths, ranging
from DN 100 to DN 300. The diameters are matched with

channel base pipes; different pipes are available upon request. BIRCO also supplies ready-made pipe connections and
silt buckets with vertical drilling upon request.

BIRCOsir

|

Nominal width

BIRCOservice
+ BIRCO offers you an individual
customisation and bore hole service
ex-factory.

Page 107

Maximum bore hole diameter
Bore hole,
horizontal maximal

Bore hole,
vertical maximal

100 mm

DN 150

DN 100

150 mm

DN 200

DN 150

200 mm

DN 250

DN 200

300 mm

DN 300

DN 300

400 mm

DN 300

DN 300

500 mm

DN 300

DN 300

1000 mm

DN 300

DN 300

BIRCOsir

*Safety factor n = 1.2
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BIRCOmassiv |
Designed for Maximum Loads
BIRCOmassiv’s monolithic reinforced concrete channel body can bear the
largest loads, while its integrated surface protection provides absolute
traffic safety. Installation efficiency and the elimination of the need for an
on-site full concrete surround also make BIRCOmassiv a heavy-duty sector
investment you can rely on.

+ A 15 to F 900

For drainage of areas subjected to high levels
of dynamic horizontal forces and high traffic
heavy-duty transport areas.

BIRCOmassiv
+
+
+
+

|

Areas of application

Industrial areas, airports, ports
Container hubs
Logistics and freight company premises
Agricultural operations and builder’s
yards
+ Entrance and exit areas exposed to heavy
traffic
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BIRCOmassiv

|

Facts

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

+ Channel system: NW 150 and 200
+ Made of C 40/50 constructively reinforced
concrete
+ With hot-dipped galvanised surface protection
+ Construction lengths: 1.0, 2.0 metres
+ Load class: A 15 – F 900
+ Outfall units available in all nominal
widths also with surface protection
+ Grating product range up to Class F 900
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BIRCOmassiv |
Designed for Maximum Loads
The reinforced concrete channel BIRCOmassiv is the first choice wherever
high levels of dynamic horizontal forces are found.

i
Traffic safety
+ High level of traffic safety
thanks to the 8 bolt connections per metre.
+ Displacement guard.

Surface protection
+ One-piece surface protection
made of galvanised bulb plate
ensures top stability, even
under point loads.

Fast, safe installation
+ 2 metre long channels make
channel laying f aster with fewer
joints.
+ Type I in accordance with DIN
EN 1433, without full on-site
concrete surround.

i

Grating options
+ Cast slotted or mesh gratingsas well as honeycombgratings.

Corrosion protection
+ Surface is resistant to frost
and de-icing salt.

DIN EN 1433

Monolithic construction
+ Monolithic channel body
made of C 40/50 constructively reinforced concrete.
+ The connection between the
sur face pavement and the
channel panel is flush.

+ Safety seam on the channel
joint (can be grouted with
BIRCO SF-Connect sealant).
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Infraserv Höchst Gruppe, Frankfurt – maximum load
The southwest entrance area of the Infraserv Höchst company grounds is one of the busiest transhipment centres in
the industrial site of Frankfurt. Extreme horizontal loads,
high dynamic forces, and point loads with peak values at
times are the challenges that the drainage line running
horizontal to the entranceway must meet. The reinforced
concrete channel BIRCOmassiv was the first choice of builders and planners for this project.

TNT, Hamburg – Truck loading yard

During the construction of the shipping yard in 2012, the
company Knoll reinforced not only their transport potential, but also the drainage performance and safety of the
approach and exit routes. The 100 metres of BIRCOmassiv
in the nominal width of 150 mm guarantee absolute positional stability and reliable hydraulic performance in the
manoeuvring and loading area. Even under peak loads.

BIRCOmassiv

|

Reduction of concrete work

+ As a monolithic component part, BIRCOmassiv is categorised as what is known as
a Type I channel. This means that load bearing foundations or full concrete is not
necessary at the building site. This reduces complex, expensive casing surround
work and significantly speeds up the pace at which BIRCOmassiv can be laid

BIRCOmassiv

Knoll, Bad Saulgau – Reinforcement for new
construction

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

The drainage line in the yard of this shipping company had
to be installed parallel to the loading ramp. That means
that high dynamic forces act on the system tray and cover
on a daily basis, especially when trucks have to turn on the
channel. In addition, maximum point loads are exerted by
the adjustable feet of the containers. BIRCOmassiv, as a
type I channel, masters these challenges without the need
for an additional load-bearing concrete casing.
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BIRCOmassiv | NW 150
Designed for maximum loads
Channel
elements
| without internal inbuilt fall | with one-piece hot-dipped galvanised surface protection
+ Stahlbeton
C 40/50
+ Constructively reinforced concrete C 40/50
+ Safety sealing joint
450
+ With 8-point per metre slide protection
150
150
150
30
of the grating
205
355
150
455

Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height
at groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel No. 0/0

1000 mm

450/455 mm

355/355 mm

314.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

016115

Channel No. 0/0

2000 mm

450/455 mm

355/355 mm

628.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

016117

End caps

Description

Width

For construction height

Weight

Article No.

End cap, galvanised

455 mm

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised

455 mm

355 mm

2.0 kg

016140

355 mm

2.2 kg

016145

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Ring nut M 12

|

mounted on studs

+ For installation of concrete channels BIRCOmassiv,
ring nuts M 12 can be used

Description

Article No.

Ring nut M 12

602121

In-line outfall unit | one-piece | with one-piece hot-dipped galvanised surface protection
Constructively reinforced concrete C 40/50
1- or 2-sided channel connection
Galvanised silt bucket
Integrated socket for DN 150 pipe connection
Without odour trap
Safety sealing joint
Also available with PEHD pipe connector
With 4-point slide protection of the grating

810

980

500

Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

450/450 mm

980 mm

341.1 kg

A 15 – F 900

016136

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

In-line outfall unit

450

BIRCOquality

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Ductile iron slotted gratings
+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8 point per metre M12/A2 self-locking nuts

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

10.7 kg

SW 150/12 mm

644 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

160175

black

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

12.4 kg

SW 150/12 mm

644 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

160178

Mesh grating

|

ductile iron

+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8 point per metre M12/A2 self-locking nuts

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

11.2 kg

MW 20/30 mm

1110 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

160186

|

Honeycomb grating

ductile iron

+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8 point per metre M12/A2 self-locking nuts

Description
black

i

BIRCOmassiv

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

7.6 kg

MW 24/59 mm

1396 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

160179

|

Surface protection

+ BIRCOmassiv is fitted with a one-piece protective surface that ensures the lasting durability of the channel
when confronted with heavy loads and with particularly pointed loads (like container feet). This closed, slipresistant steel surface protects the channel from wear and tear.

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOmassiv | NW 200
Designed for maximum loads
Channel elements | without internal inbuilt fall | with one-piece hot-dipped galvanised surface protection
+ Constructively reinforced concrete
C 40/50
+ Sicherheitsfalz
+ With 8-point per metre slide protection
of the grating

150

500
200

150
30

265
415
150
505

Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height
at groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Channel No. 0/0

1000 mm

500/505 mm

Channel No. 0/0

2000 mm

500/505 mm

415/415 mm

390.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

016215

415/415 mm

800.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

016217

Width

For construction height

Weight

Article No.

End cap, galvanised

505 mm

415 mm

3.1 kg

016240

End cap with outlet DN 200, galvanised

505 mm

415 mm

3.6 kg

016245

BIRCOmassiv

Description

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

End caps

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Ring nut M 12

|

mounted on studs

+ For installation of concrete channels BIRCOmassiv,
ring nuts M 12 can be used

Description

Article No.

Ring nut M 12

602121

In-line outfall unit | one-piece | with one-piece hot-dipped galvanised surface protection
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Constructively reinforced concrete C 40/50
1- or 2-sided channel connection
Galvanised silt bucket
Integrated socket for DN 200 pipe connection
Without odour trap
Safety sealing joint
With 4-point slide protection of the grating

790

980

500

Description
In-line outfall unit

500

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

500/500 mm

980 mm

443.5 kg

A 15 – F 900

016236

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Ductile iron slotted gratings
+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8 point per metre M12/A2 self-locking nuts

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

11.6 kg

SW 200/17.5 mm

893 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

160282

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

14.1 kg

SW 200/17.5 mm

893 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

160283

Mesh grating

|

ductile iron

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

12.8 kg

MW 20/30 mm

1370 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

160284

|

Honeycomb grating

ductile iron

Description

i

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

9.6 kg

MW 24/72 mm

1995 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

160279

black

500 mm

287 mm

30 mm

14.5 kg

MW 20/75 mm

1640 cm2/m

A 15 – F 900

160280

BIRCOmassiv

|

Surface protection

+ BIRCOmassiv is fitted with a one-piece protective surface that ensures the lasting durability of the channel
when confronted with heavy loads and with particularly pointed loads (like container feet). This closed, slipresistant steel surface protects the channel from wear and tear.

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8 point per metre M12/A2 self-locking nuts

BIRCOquality

+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8 point per metre M12/A2 self-locking nuts
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BIRCOmassiv | Installation instructions
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOmassiv. For
acomprehensive description please read here.
To guarantee smooth operation and compliance with
the requirements of DIN EN 1433, the following general
installation instructions must be observed:
1. Prior to installation, the correct load class in accordance
with DIN EN 1433 must be selected.
2. Thanks to the high level of stability, laying the
BIRCOmassiv channels is conducted on an earth-moist
C 25/30 strip of foundation concrete at least 15 cm high
which must be haunched on both sides. No additional concrete surround or reinforcement on the sides is
necessary.
3. The channel parts are fundamentally only to be moved
or transported on the specific ring nuts. The ring nuts
can be procured from BIRCO. A cross-beam is to be used
when moving the channel parts in order to avoid a diagonal pull of the steel cable.
4. All adjoining pavement surfaces must run permanently
at a level of some 3 to 5 mm higher than the upper edge
of the channel. A 10 mm joint must be provided with
pavement or plate coverings to avoid flaking in the edge
area. In order to achieve this, we recommend laying the
first two to three rows of pavement surfacing in the
mortar bed.
5. For installation in concrete surfaces or reinforced concrete constructions, movement joints must be provided on both sides to compensate horizontal forces that
emerge. They can be situated next to the channel units.
In sealing the adjacent areas it must be ensured that
there is no mechanical damage to the channel units.
Joints running diagonally to the channel line must be
arranged every 5 – 6 metres in the adjacent concrete
surfaces (in-situ concrete) so that they run through a
channel joint.

Fast, safe installation

|

6. BIRCOmassiv drainage units are fitted with a safety
sealing joint on the channel end. In accordance with DIN
EN 1433, once laying has been completed this safety
sealing joint can be further treated with a plastic modified mortar or a permanently elastic sealing material
(for example SF-Connect) (see also page 109).
7. Proceed analogously when installing the outfall unit.
8. Local particularities can require special installation
methods that have to be examined and taken into
account by the planner(s). The installation must comply
with the latest regulations and guidelines such as ZTVT,
ZTV concrete, ZTV bit and RStO. In addition, the requirements according to the official building authority approval regarding installation, verification and maintenance
additionally apply.
+ Construction in accordance with the Construction
Tendering and Contract Regulations (VOB) Part C, DIN
18318 “Transport Route Construction”.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
pavement surfaces in road construction (ZTVT-StB) and
ZTV Asphalt.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
ground work in road construction (ZTVE-StB).
+ Guidelines for the standardisation of the pavement of
public thoroughfares (RSTO).
+ Preparation of the ATV DIN 18299 performance description “General Regulations for Construction Work of allTypes”.
+ The respectively correct load class in accordance withDIN EN 1433, “Drainage channels for vehicular and
pedestrian areas”.

Efficient time and cost management

+ BIRCOmassiv 2 metre long channel panels make channel laying faster with fewer
joints.
+ The one-piece channel panels do not require concrete casings, reducing additional concrete and casing work.
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BIRCOmassiv Installation examples
For heavily travelled heavy-duty loading and vehicle manoevering areas.
Container hubs | Freight company premises | Industrial construction

Up to load class F 900, Type I, NW 150 - 200

Wearing course

3-5mm

Drawing No. 6462
Raumfuge min. 30/10, vergossen
Wearing course

Base course

Base course
Bituminous sub-base

Bituminous sub-base

Sub-base

Sub-base

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Up to load class F 900, Type I, NW 150 - 200
Movement and sealing joint

Block paving

Road surface concrete

BIRCOquality

Joint

3-5mm

Drawing No. 6462

Laying course
Bed of motar
Sub-base

BIRCOsir

Sub-base

When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced
against the blocks.
Bolting instructions:
Torque moments for screw fastening of on the gratings
are to be set at M 12 = 60 Nm. The bolts on the gratings
must be retightened at regular intervals.

BIRCOmassiv must be embedded on a concrete bed (min.
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1) at least 15 cm thick. Overhang on the side
must be at least 10 cm. The subgrade must be sealed with an
EV2 of > 45 N/mm if the concrete bed maintains an overhang
of > 50 cm at the end of the channel. Otherwise, an EV2 of >
180 N/mm must be maintained or it must be ensured that a
distance of > 50 cm to the end of the channel is maintained
when lorries drive over the channel.

BIRCOmassiv

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

BIRCOservice

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Overview BIRCOmassiv
The manufacturer’s installation instructions must be followed in order to comply with
therequirements stipulated by DIN EN 1433.
BIRCOmassiv
Nominal width

Type

Load class

X

Y/Y 1

Y2

Z

Drawing
no..

Page

BIRCOmassiv 150

I

A 15 – F 900

≥ 100

≥ 100

–

≥ 150

6462

71

BIRCOmassiv 200

I

A 15 – F 900

≥ 100

≥ 100

–

≥ 150

6462

71

Installation without concrete surround

BIRCOmassiv drainage performance
BIRCO channel systems provide outstanding drainage performance. BIRCO offers a calculationservice in addition to this diagram.
BIRCOmassiv NW 150

CL = 1000 mm
No. 0/0

BIRCOmassiv NW 200

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

12.66 l/sec*

227.86 cm2

*Safety factor n = 1,2

i

CL = 1000 mm
No. 0/0

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

22.39 l/sec*

403.08 cm2

*Safety factor n = 1,2

Introduction to 2 models
+ Type I: Requires no load-bearing foundation and/or no full concrete surround:
e.g., BIRCOmassiv.
+ Type M: Requires a load-bearing foundation and/or full concrete surround:
e.g., BIRCOsir.

Type
Typ I

Typ M
Type
M

Diese Tabellen können nur in einigen Fällen das gewünschte Ergebnis liefern, da die Aufgabenstellung sich größtenteils an den
örtlichen Verhältnissen orientiert, d.h. an der Lage der vorhandenen Ablaufschächte, der Anzahl der Stränge etc. Daher
empfehlen wir unsere werkseitige hydraulische Berechnung mit einem Ausführungsvorschlag.
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Hole drilling horizontal and vertical
We can fit BIRCOmassiv channels with horizontal or vertical
bore holes for directly fitting feed and drainage lines according to your plans. (Bore holes must be a distance of at least
100 mm away fromt the end of the channel. ) The connections available differ according to the nominal widths, ran-

ging from DN 150 to DN 200. The diameters are matched
with channel base pipes; different pipes are available upon
request. BIRCO also supplies readymade pipe connections
upon request.

BIRCOmassiv
Bore hole,
vertical maximal

150 mm

DN 150

DN 150

200 mm

DN 150

DN 200

+	BIRCO offers you an individual
customisation and bore hole
service ex-factory.

Page 107

BIRCOquality

BIRCOservice

BIRCOsir

Bore hole,
horizontal maximal

BIRCOmassiv

Nominal width
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BIRCObeany®block | All-in-One
Kerb and Drainage System
BIRCObeany®block provides a variety of construction possibilities and flexibility for construction design measures undertaken at a later date. This
two-piece kerb and drainage system is distinguished by its high drainage
performance, a large storage volume and unquestionable traffic burden
reliability. It is adapted to the course of the road and used in residential
areas, commercial zones and in rural areas.

+ A 15 to D 400

The combined kerb and drainage system for
residential and commercial zones with heavy
traffic.

BIRCObeany®block
+
+
+
+

|

Areas of application

Residential districts, parking areas
Industrial and commercial zones
Driveways
Motorways, expressways, secondary
motorways
+ Roundabouts and junctions
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BIRCObeany®block

|

Facts

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

+ Straight-backed top units for connection
to the pavement. There is also a flat
version for property driveways
+ Base units in 2 construction heights. Alsowith a drainage opening and 90° branch
+ Construction length: 0.5 m
+ Trapped outfall for connection to the drainage pipe
+ Load class: A 15 – D 400
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BIRCObeany®block | All-in-One
Kerb and Drainage System
BIRCObeany®block: hohe Ablaufleistung und großes Speichervolumen bei
maximaler Flexiblität im Einsatz und in den baulichen Möglichkeiten.

i

Fast, affordable installation
Traffic safety

+ Curved polygonal designs are
possible.
+ Significantly reduced excavation work.
+ Adaptation of the height level
when pavements are resurfaced.

+ Once the two-piece system
is installed, it behaves like a
monolithic block providing
ultimate traffic safety.

Flush connection
+ Flush connection between
the pavement and the upper
block.

Great drainage performance
+ The inlet openings broaden
inwards to ensure fast drainage and top drainage performance.
+ High storage volume prevents
street flooding, even without a
descending slope.

Variable height
+ System joint for height adjustment.

i

Material quality
+ Standard elements made
of concrete in a filter-press
production process. Extremely
stabile with great resistance to
frost and de-icing salt.
+ Stop ends and flat upper
blocks for property driveways
are made in a cast concrete
process and feature a lighter
concrete shade, visually distinguishing driveways and allowing them to be seen easily.

Flexible road design
+ This two-piece system allows
for property driveways and
junctions to be built without
ripping up the drainage line.
+ Radiuses can be arranged in
polygonal lines with tapered
blocks for a perfect fit. This eliminates the need for complex
cutting work on the building
site.
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Manchester Stadium – Safe and reliable

BIRCOquality

formance are additionally augmented by secure vandalism
protection.

Reims – road underpass

BIRCObeany®block

|

Drainage system

+ The BIRCObeany®block system is particularly ideal for long streets with few or no
sloping declines. The system’s high storage volume and the arrangement of its
inlet openings ensure that the road is drained quickly and floods are prevented
+ The two-piece system also remains flexible after it’s installed: Top units can be
replaced with access units, stop ends for property driveways or cover plates.
+ Reduction/savings in pipework.

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCOmassiv

The road leading under the train station in Reims must be
provided reliable protection against aquaplaning and flooding, even during a sudden onset of heavy rainfall. The city
opted for BIRCObeany®block, precisely because this system
guarantees high retention volumes and rapid drainage of
water. Laid along both sides of the road.

BIRCOsir

Manchester United’s legendary Old Trafford football stadium is encircled by a BIRCObeany®block kerb and drainage
system. The easy-to-lay system and its great drainage per-
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BIRCObeany®block |
All-in-One Kerb and Drainage System
Top units

|

for pavement connection

+ Suitable for one-sided pavement connection
up to a maximum of 60 mm
+ Manufactured in a filter-press process
+ Inlet opening Ø 125 mm

300
255

40
295

280
430

Description
Top unit

Length

Ext. width
top/bottom

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

300/430 mm

255 mm

73.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014201

Base units
+ Manufactured in a filter-press process

35

430
280
205/295

Description

Length

Ext. width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Construction height 205

500 mm

430 mm

205 mm

57.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014701

Construction height 295

500 mm

430 mm

295 mm

81.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014501

Base units

|

with outlet opening

+ Outlet opening diameter Ø 150 mm
+ Manufactured in a filter-press process

35

430
280
205/295

DN150

Description

Length

Ext. width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Construction height 205

500 mm

430 mm

205 mm

53.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014705

Construction height 295

500 mm

430 mm

295 mm

77.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014505

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Base units

|

90° junction

+ Manufactured in a filter-press process

430
280

35
205/295

Description

Length

Ext. width

Construction
height

Construction height 205

500 mm

430 mm

Construction height 295

500 mm

430 mm

Base units

|

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

205 mm

50.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014706

295 mm

71.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014506

transition unit

+ From construction height 205 to
construction height 295 mm
+ Manufactured in a filter-press process
430
35

Transition unit

Stop ends

|

Length

Ext. width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

430 mm

205 – 295 mm

69.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014709

for property driveways

BIRCOsir

Description

295

BIRCOquality

205

BIRCOmassiv

+ Without inlet openings
+ Manufactured in a cast concrete process

Length

Ext. width
top/bottom

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Stop end left

1000 mm

300/430 mm

255 – 175 mm

127.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014245

Stop end right

1000 mm

300/430 mm

175 – 255 mm

127.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014246

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

Article No.

BIRCO
beany®block

Description
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Top unit flat

|

for property driveways

+ Without inlet openings
+ Manufactured in a cast concrete process
+ For 4 cm kerb upstands
Description

Length

Ext. width
top/bottom

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Top unit flat

1000 mm

300/430 mm

175 mm

112.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014247

Trapped outfall

|

two-piece

+ Lateral pipe sleeve for DN 150 pipe connection

500

850

Description
Outfall

Length

Ext. width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

723 mm

850 mm

242.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014401

End caps for base units

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

End cap

430 mm

205 mm

2.0 kg

014810

End cap

430 mm

295 mm

2.0 kg

014811

Access cover

|

cast

|

Article No.

for trapped outfall

+ Opens to the right
+ Black immersion-lacquered

Description
Black

Length

Ext. width
top/bottom

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

300/430 mm

255 mm

88.0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014109

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Cover plate
+ Hot-dipped galvanised steel
+ For bridging junctions
Description

Width

Thickness of
material

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

500 mm

340 mm

12.5 mm

17,0 kg

A 15 – D 400

014801

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

hot-dipped galvanised

Length

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCObeany®block |
Installation instruction
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCObeany®block.
For a comprehensive description please read here.
1. Prior to installation, ensure technically that the density
of the substrata is sufficient for achieving the required
stability and preventing subsequent settling.

5. It is not necessary to align the lower and upper blocks
with one another. This offsetting (bond) creates greater
stability throughout the entire line.

2. Thanks to the high level of stability, laying the BIRCO
channels is conducted on an earth-moist C 25/30 strip
of foundation concrete at least 15 cm high which must
be haunched on both sides. No additional full surround
or reinforcement on the sides is required. Start installation at the outfall, working uphill to the highest
points.

6. When BIRCObeany®block is installed, a back support is
fed up into the area of the upper block on the footpath
side. On the street side, the road structure is continued
up to the lower edge of the inlet opening.
7. The cover plates for junctions are also placed on a layer
of mortar. They must be laid flush and the joints should
be sealed.

3. A sealing material must be applied to the joints on
BIRCObeany®block lower blocks. Putting the parts together creates a joint with lasting elasticity. The residual
joining material is removed during laying.
4. Again starting at the outfall, the upper blocks are placed
and aligned onto the lower blocks on a sufficiently thick
layer of mortar that completely fills out the joint.

Fast, safe installation

|

Efficient time and cost management

+ BIRCObeany®block significantly reduces excavation work on-site where there is
no basic ditch or run-off capability. Smooth adaptation of the height level when
the road is repaved.
+ Radiuses can be arranged in polygonal lines with tapered blocks for a perfect fit.
This eliminates the need for complex cutting work on the building site.
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BIRCObeany®block Installation examples
Installation instructions for road traffic.
Roads | Pedestrian streets | Hard shoulders | Roundabouts

Load class A 15 to D 400, Type M
Block paving
Wearing course
Base course

Sub-base
Bituminous sub-base

When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced

against the blocks. Additional installation examples are
available upon request.

BIRCOquality

Sub-base

L = 500 mm

Drainage capacity
at the block end

Cross-sectional area
at the block end

Construction height 205

37.28 l/sec

671.0 cm

Construction height 295

47.89 l/sec

862.0 cm

BIRCOservice
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+ BIRCO provides an ex-factory service
for customised pre-cuts and bore
holes.

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCObeany®block

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCO channel systems provide outstanding drainage performance. BIRCO offers a calculation service in addition to this diagram.

BIRCOsir

BIRCObeany®block drainage performances
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BIRCOcanal | The Supply Channel
BIRCOcanal is an economically sound solution for safely laying lines
and pipes in production halls, trade fair centres and public buildings,
as well as internal and external industrial areas.

+ A 15 to E 600

For safely laying lines and pipes in heavily frequented, high-traffic industrial and
public areas.

BIRCOcanal

|

Areas of application

+ Industrial construction
(internal and external areas)
+ Production halls
+ Trade fair centres
+ Public buildings
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BIRCOcanal

|

Facts

+
+
+
+

Installation example

BIRCOcanal

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

Supply channels:NW 100 – 1000
NW 500 with corner pieces and T-piece
Construction lengths: 1.0, 2.0 Meter
Cast-in mounting rails
(from NW 200 – upon request)
+ Load class: A 15 – E 600, SLW 60 (wheel
load 10 to)
+ Fitted with solid steel angles for bolting
covers or with side plates for laying reinforced concrete covers
+ Also suitable for drainage
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BIRCOcanal | The Supply Channel
BIRCOcanal ensures safe, uncomplicated laying of lines and pipes combined with a high level of load stability.

i

Safe, fast installation
+ 2 metre long channel units
make channel laying faster
with fewer joints.
+ The one-piece channel units
do not require full concrete
surround, reducing additional
concrete and casing work.

Traffic safety
+ High level of traffic safety
thank s to the galvanised cast
cover with 8 bolt connections
per metre.
+ Alternatively: Reinforced concrete cover.

Corrosion protection
+ Stability and corrosion protection: 4 mm solid steel angles
with a 70 μm zinc coating
anchored in concrete.

Safety sealing joint
Installed assembly channels

+ Safety sealing joint (can be
grouted with BIRCO SF-Connect sealant).

+ Fast, uncomplicated assembly
thank s to integrated cast-in
mounting rails, also in case of
expansion or repair.

Material quality
+ High quality C 40/50 concrete.
+ High level of compressive str
ength and resistance to frost
and de-icing salt ensure a long
service life and safeguard your
investment.

i

Individual application
+ 8 different nominal widths
and c onstruction lengths of
1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 metres provide
flexible, individual laying possibilities.
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Kostheim Lock – Drainage with BIRCOcanal

The Kostheim Lock, one of the busiest locks in the German waterways network, is located at the point where
the Main and Rhine rivers meet at kilometre 3.2. Largescale BIRCOcanal supply channels with a nominal width
of 1,000 mm were installed for drainage alongside the

lock chambers. Class E reinforced concrete covers were
used to ensure traffic safety. This created optimum drainage volume that can be traversed along the entire line,
even with heavy wheel loads.

BIRCO
beany®block

At the production hall of an automobile industry supplier
in Kreuzwertheim, various machines had to be linked with
several cables fitted with machinery control stations, and
supply cables from the building services section had to
be installed in a comprehensible, easily accessible way.
BIRCOcanal combined with bulb plates capable of bearing
loads up to Class E 600 made it possible to lay the necessary cabling and to have easy access to it in subsequent
maintenance work.

BIRCOcanal

Kreuzwertheim – Cable pathway accessible at all times

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

At its premises in Colmar, France, utility vehicle manufacturer Liebherr had specially made versions of the
BIRCOcanal NW 1000 channel with a height of 1,840 mm
installed. A conveyor belt runs through the channel that is
used to transport steel chips. The cover can be driven on
and is capable of handling heavy-duty loads, and is also
easily removed for repair or maintenance work.

BIRCOquality

Liebherr, Colmar – Internal conveyor belt
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BIRCOcanal | NW 100
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels with angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles
for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint

200
100
80/100/150/200

30
20/40/80/130
30

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

200/80 mm

100/20 mm

23.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052010

Supply channel

1000 mm

200/100 mm

100/40 mm

30.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052011

Supply channel

1000 mm

200/150 mm

100/80 mm

47.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052013

Supply channel

1000 mm

200/200 mm

100/130 mm

57.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052014

Bulb ductile iron covers
+
+
+
+

|

for supply channels with angles

Solid
Black immersion-lacquered or galvanised
8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

7.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052076/e

galvanised

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

7.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052076v/ve

Article No. with v = galvanised, Article No. with e = with Easylock
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOcanal | NW 150
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels with angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles
for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint

250
150
120/150/200

30
50/80/130
40

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

250/120 mm

150/50 mm

48.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052110

Supply channel

1000 mm

250/150 mm

150/80 mm

51.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052111

Supply channel

1000 mm

250/200 mm

150/130 mm

63.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052112

+
+
+
+

|

for supply channels with angles

Solid
Black immersion-lacquered or galvanised
8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

10.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052176/e

galvanised

500 mm

237 mm

30 mm

10.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052176v/ve

BIRCOcanal

BIRCO
beany®block

Description

BIRCOsir

Bulb ductile iron covers

BIRCOquality

Length

BIRCOmassiv

Description

Article No. with v = galvanised, Article No. with e = with Easylock
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOcanal | NW 200
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels with angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles
for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised
250/300/350

330
200

35

150/200/250

65

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/250 mm

200/150 mm

107.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052210

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/300 mm

200/200 mm

118.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052211

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/350 mm

200/250 mm

134.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052212

Supply channels with angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint
Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/250 mm

200/150 mm

103.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052230

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/300 mm

200/200 mm

127.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052231

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/350 mm

200/250 mm

147.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052232

Bulb ductile iron covers
+
+
+
+

|

for supply channels with angles

Solid
Black immersion-lacquered or galvanised
8 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

black

500 mm

317 mm

galvanised

500 mm

317 mm

Article No.

35 mm

14.8 kg

A 15 – E 600

052276/e

35 mm

14.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

052276v/ve

Article No. with v = galvanised, Article No. with e = with Easylock
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Supply channels without angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

330
200

210/260/290

270/320/350

60

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/270 mm

200/210 mm

112.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050210

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/320 mm

200/260 mm

125.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050211

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/350 mm

200/290 mm

140.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050212

Supply channels without angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/270 mm

200/210 mm

111.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

050230

Supply channel

1000 mm

330/350 mm

200/290 mm

137.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

050232

Reinforced concrete cover

|

for supply channels without angles

Description
Reinforced concrete cover

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class

Article No.

1000 mm

330 mm

100 mm

90.0 kg

SLW 60

050298

BIRCO
beany®block

Please ensure that a sealing tape is generally stuck down between BIRCOcanal and the reinforced concrete cover.

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

+ Smoothed surface
+ 2 cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for
mechanical installation

BIRCOquality

+ Safety sealing joint

|

Accessories

+ Different accessories for BIRCOcanal are listed on
page 99.

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOcanal

BIRCOcanal
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BIRCOcanal | NW 300
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels with angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles
for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

450
300

45

350

470

75

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

450/470 mm

300/350 mm

223.6 kg

A 15 – F 900

052310

Supply channel

2000 mm

450/470 mm

300/350 mm

446.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

052320

Supply channels with angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint
Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Supply channel

1000 mm

450/470 mm

300/350 mm

221.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

052330

Supply channel

2000 mm

450/470 mm

300/350 mm

437.6 kg

A 15 – F 900

052340

Bulb ductile iron covers
+
+
+
+

|

Article No.

for supply channels with angles

Solid
Black immersion-lacquered or galvanised
8 point per metre M16/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

437 mm

45 mm

32.1 kg

A 15 – E 600

052376/e

galvanised

500 mm

437 mm

45 mm

31.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052376v/ve

Article No. with v = galvanised, Article No. with e = with Easylock
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Supply channels without angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

450
300

340

415

75

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

450/415 mm

300/340 mm

212.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050310

Supply channel

2000 mm

450/415 mm

300/340 mm

422.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050320

Supply channels without angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

+ Safety sealing joint
External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

450/415 mm

300/340 mm

211.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050330

Supply channel

2000 mm

450/415 mm

300/340 mm

417.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050340

|

for supply channels without angles

+ Smoothed surface
+ 2 cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for
mechanical installation

Description
Reinforced concrete cover

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class

Article No.

1000 mm

450 mm

100 mm

122.0 kg

SLW 60

050398

BIRCO
beany®block

Please ensure that a sealing tape is generally stuck down between BIRCOcanal and the reinforced concrete cover.

BIRCOsir

Reinforced concrete cover

BIRCOquality

Length

BIRCOmassiv

Description

|

Accessories

+ Different accessories for BIRCOcanal are listed on
page 99.

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOcanal

BIRCOcanal
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BIRCOcanal | NW 400
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels with angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles
for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

550
400

45

360

480

75

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Supply channel

1000 mm

550/480 mm

Supply channel

2000 mm

550/480 mm

Supply channels with angles

|

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

400/360 mm

250.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

052410

400/360 mm

482.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

052420

without cast-in mounting rails

+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint
Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

550/480 mm

400/360 mm

249.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

052430

Supply channel

2000 mm

550/480 mm

400/360 mm

488.0 kg

A 15 – F 900

052440

Bulb ductile iron covers
+
+
+
+

|

for supply channels with angles

Solid
Black immersion-lacquered or galvanised
8 point per metre M16/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

black

500 mm

537 mm

45 mm

45.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052476/e

galvanised

500 mm

537 mm

45 mm

45.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052476v/ve

BIRCOcanal

|

Accessories

+ Different accessories for BIRCOcanal are listed on
page 99.

Article No. with v = galvanised, Article No. with e = with Easylock
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOcanal | NW 500
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels with angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
+ With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles
for combi-closure system
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for mechanical
installation
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

650
500

45
510

655

100
700

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Supply channel

1000 mm

700/655 mm

500/510 mm

445.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052510

Supply channel

2000 mm

700/655 mm

500/510 mm

890.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052520

Supply channels with angles

without cast-in mounting rails

Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
With hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angles for combi-closure system
Safety sealing joint
Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for mechanical installation
Also as T-branch or corner unit (mitre right, left 45°)
Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

700/655 mm

500/510 mm

440.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052530

Supply channel

2000 mm

700/655 mm

500/510 mm

880.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

052540

Bulb ductile iron covers

for supply channels with angles

Solid
Black immersion-lacquered or galvanised
8 point per metre M16/A2 bolt connection
8 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

BIRCO
beany®block

+
+
+
+

|

BIRCOmassiv

Description

BIRCOquality

+
+
+
+
+

|

Article No.

BIRCOsir

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

black

500 mm

633 mm

45 mm

56.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052576/e

galvanised

500 mm

633 mm

45 mm

56.5 kg

A 15 – E 600

052576v/ve

Article No. with v = galvanised, Article No. with e = with Easylock
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

Article No.

BIRCOcanal

Description
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Supply channels without angles
+
+
+
+

|

cast-in mounting rails

Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
Safety sealing joint
Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for mechanical installation
Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

700
500
400

500

100

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

700/500 mm

500/400 mm

370.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050510

Supply channel

2000 mm

700/500 mm

500/400 mm

740.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050520

Supply channels without angles
+
+
+
+

|

without cast-in mounting rails

Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
Safety sealing joint
Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for mechanical installation
Also as T-branch or corner unit (mitre right, left 45°)

Description

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

Supply channel

1000 mm

700/500 mm

500/400 mm

370.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050530

Supply channel

2000 mm

700/500 mm

500/400 mm

740.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050540

Reinforced concrete covers |

for supply channels without angles

+ Smoothed surface
+ 4 cast-in anchor sleeves RD 12 for mechanical installation

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class

Article No.

with edge protection frame in galvanised steel

1000 mm

690 mm

125 mm

205.0 kg

SLW 60

050595

without edge protection frame

1000 mm

690 mm

125 mm

220.0 kg

SLW 60

050597

without edge protection frame

2000 mm

690 mm

125 mm

440.0 kg

SLW 60

050598

Please ensure that a sealing tape is generally stuck down between BIRCOcanal and the reinforced concrete cover.

BIRCOcanal

|

Accessories

+ Different accessories for BIRCOcanal are listed on
page 99.

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOcanal | NW 700
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels without angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 14 for
mechanical installation
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

900
700
400

500

100

Description
Supply channel

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

2000 mm

900/500 mm

700/400 mm

850.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050720

Supply channels without angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

2000 mm

900/500 mm

700/400 mm

845.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

050740

BIRCOsir

for supply channels without angles

+ Smoothed surface
+ 2 cast-in anchor sleeves RD 14 for mechanical
installation

Description
Reinforced concrete cover

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class

Article No.

2000 mm

900 mm

125 mm

630.0 kg

SLW 60

050798

Please ensure that a sealing tape is generally stuck down between BIRCOcanal and the reinforced concrete cover.

BIRCOcanal

|

BIRCOmassiv

Reinforced concrete cover |

BIRCO
beany®block

Supply channel

Length

Accessories

+ Different accessories for BIRCOcanal are listed on
page 99.

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOcanal

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 14 for mechanical installation
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BIRCOcanal | NW 1000
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Supply channels without angles

|

cast-in mounting rails

+ Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 14 for
mechanical installation
+ Cast-in mounting rails type 28/15,
hot-dipped galvanised

1200
1000

500

600

100

Description
Supply channel

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

2000 mm

1200/600 mm

1000/500 mm

1080.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

051020

Supply channels without angles

|

without cast-in mounting rails

+ Reinforced grade C 40/50 concrete
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Cast-in anchor sleeves RD 14 for mechanical installation
Description
Supply channel

Length

External dimension
Width/Construction height

Internal dimension
Width/Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No.

2000 mm

1200/600 mm

1000/500 mm

1070.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

051040

Reinforced concrete cover

|

for supply channels without angles

+ Smoothed surface
+ 2 cast-in anchor sleeves RD 14 for mechanical installation

Description
Reinforced concrete cover

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class

Article No.

2000 mm

1200 mm

165 mm

990.0 kg

SLW 60

051098

Please ensure that a sealing tape is generally stuck down between BIRCOcanal and the reinforced concrete cover.

Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOcanal | Accessories
The Supply Channel for Heavy Duty Areas
Lifting loops

|

only for vertical tensile direction

+ For the mecanical installation of reinforced concrete covers
+ For the mecanical installation of supply channels without angles

Description

Article No.

NW 200- 500 RD 12

609404

NW 700 - 1000 RD 14

606016

Lateral steel upstands

|

as back support for reinforced concrete covers of BIRCOcanal without angles

Height

Material
thickness

Weight

Article No.

One-side, NW 200-700

1000 mm

220 mm

5 mm

8.6 kg

609604

Two-side, NW 200-700

1000 mm

220 mm

5 mm

17.2 kg

609605

One-side, NW 1000

1000 mm

260 mm

5 mm

10.2 kg

609616

Two-side, NW 1000

1000 mm

260 mm

5 mm

20.4 kg

609617

The side panels serve only as a lateral boundary and do not have the function to accomodate dynamic horizontal forces.

Sealing tape

|

flexible liner

BIRCO
beany®block

+ Between supply channel and reinforced concrete cover for BIRCOcanal
without angles, 50/6 mm (sold by the metre)
+ Self adhesive

Description

Length

Width

Material
thickness

Article No.

Sealing tape

sold by metre

50 mm

6 mm

609402

To compensate for manufacturing and installation tolerances imperative to ensure full surface contact of the reinforced concrete covers.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOmassiv

Length

BIRCOcanal

Description

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

+ Hot-dipped galvanised
+ Mounted 1- or 2-sided
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BIRCOcanal | Installation Instructions
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOcanal. For a comprehensive
description here.

permanently elastic sealing material (for example SFConnect). When using reinforced concrete covers, we
recommend using a flexible intermediate layer between
the supply channel and the cover in order to prevent
damage to the supply channel and/or the cover.

To guarantee smooth operation and compliance with the
requirements of DIN EN 1433, the following general installation instructions must be observed:
1. Prior to installation, the correct load class in accordance
with DIN EN 1433 must be selected.
2. Thanks to the high level of stability, laying the BIRCO
channels is conducted on an earth-moist C 25/30 strip
of foundation concrete at least 15 cm high which must
be haunched on both sides. No additional concrete
surround or reinforcement on the sides is required(1).
Largescale products are only to be moved unsing the
anchor sleeves designed for that purpose.
3. All adjoining pavement surfaces must run permanently at a level of some 3 to 5 mm higher than the upper
edge of the supply channel. In order to achieve this, we
recommend laying the first two to three rows of pavement surfacing in the mortar bed. Because there is no
concrete surround, the surface pavement can run right
up to the channel without any problems.
4. For installation in concrete surfaces or reinforced concrete constructions, movement joints must be provided on both sides to compensate horizontal forces that
emerge. These joints should be planned at an interval
of some 0.2 to 0.5 metres from the channel. In sealing
the adjacent areas it must be ensured that there is no
mechanical damage to the channel units. Joints running
transverse to the channel line must be arranged every
5 – 6 metres in the adjacent concrete surfaces (in-situ
concrete) so that they run through a channel end.

6. Local particularities can require special installation
methods that have to be examined and taken into
account by the planner(s). The installation must comply
with the latest regulations and guidelines such as ZTVT,
ZTV concrete, ZTV bit and RStO.
+ Construction in accordance with the Construction
Tendering and Contract Regulations (VOB) Part C, DIN
18318 “Transport Route Construction”.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
pavement surfaces in road construction (ZTVT-StB) and
ZTV Asphalt.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
ground work in road construction (ZTVE-StB).
+ Guidelines for the standardisation of the pavement of
public thoroughfares (RSTO).
+ Preparation of the ATV DIN 18299 performance description “General Regulations for Construction Work of all
Types”.
+ The respectively correct load class in accordance with
DIN EN 1433, “Drainage channels for vehicular and
pedestrian areas.
(1)

Exception:
When using BIRCOcanal in heavy-duty areas with frequent
traffic, it may be necessary to encase the channel with
concrete on the sides to compensate for the high levels of
horizontal forces that could potentially emerge.

5. BIRCO drainage units are fitted with a safety sealing
joint on the channel end. In accordance with DIN EN
1433, once laying has been completed this safety can
be further treated with a plastic modified mortar or a

Fast, safe installation

|

Efficient time & cost management

+ BIRCOcanal’s 2 metre long channel units make channel laying faster with fewer
joints.
+ The one-piece channel do not require full concrete surround, reducing additional
concrete and casing work.
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BIRCOcanal Installation Examples
Installation instructions for traffic areas with heavy wheel loads.
Public buildings | Industrial halls and trade fair centres

Load class A 15 to E 600, Type M

3-5mm

Drawing-No. 6462, 7584, 7585, 8170, 8171, 11163, 11164, 12365

Sealing joint to IVD No. 6

Sealing joint
Wearing course

Sealable
self-blocking paving

Base course

Laying course
Bituminous sub-base

Sub-base

Sub-base

Sealing joint
Sealing joint

Sealing joint to IVD No. 6

Block paving
3-5mm

C 35/45 XC4,
XD3, XF4, XM2

Laying course

BIRCOquality

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

BIRCOsir

Concrete plate

Min. 3 m split

Sub-base

Sub-base

+ Type I: Requires no load-bearing foundation and/or no full concrete surround:
e.g., BIRCOmassiv.
+ Type M: Requires a load-bearing foundation and/or full concrete surround:
e.g., BIRCOsir.

Type
Typ I

Type
M
Typ M

BIRCO
beany®block

Introduction to 2 models

BIRCOcanal

i

BIRCOmassiv

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOcanal Installation Examples
Expanded installation instructions for heavy-duty load areas exposed to frequent use.
Ports | Freight company premises | Industrial halls and trade fair centres

Load class D 400 to F 900, Type M, and SLW 60
Drawing-No. 6462, 7584, 7585, 8170, 8171, 11163, 11164, 12365
Sealing joint

Sealing joint to IVD No. 6
3-5 mm

2-layered cast asphalt

C 35/45 XC4, XD3, XF4, XM2

Cast movment joint, min. 30/10

Cast movment joint, min. 30/10

Wearing course

Wearing course

Base course

Base course

Bituminous
sub-base

Bituminous
sub-base

Sub-base

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Sealing joint
3-5 mm

Sealing joint to IVD No. 6
Cast movment joint

C 35/45 XC4, XD3, XF4, XM2
Movment joint
Road surface
concrete

Concrete slab

Min. 3 cm split

Sub-base

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced
against the blocks.
The dimensions of the lateral concrete surround must be
adapted to the circumstances on-site and must consist
of at least 15 cm. If no bond can be created between the
base and the lateral concrete surround, then chisels or flotation controls made of Ø 8 mm reinforced bars are to be
installed every 30 cm. The concrete qualities indicated are
minimum values. Requirements related to the installation
location according to DIN 1045-2 or DIN EN 206-1 regarding for instance resistance to frost and de-icing salt are to
be taken into account in the choice of the concrete.

Bolt connection note:
For heavy-duty load areas subjected to frequent traffic
and in vehicle manoevering areas, we recommend using
threaded bolts instead of fast connection systems (such as
Easylock). Torque moments for screwing on the gratings
are to be set at M12 = 60 Nm, M16 = 100 Nm.
The bolts must be re-tightened at regular intervals.

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Load class

X

Y/Y 1

Y2

Z

Page

BIRCOcanal 100

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

101

BIRCOcanal 100

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

102

BIRCOcanal 150

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

101

BIRCOcanal 150

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

102

BIRCOcanal 200

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

101

BIRCOcanal 200

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

102

BIRCOcanal 300

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 100

–

≥ 200

101

BIRCOcanal 300

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

102

BIRCOcanal 400

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 200

–

≥ 200

101

BIRCOcanal 400

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 200

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

102

BIRCOcanal 500

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 200

–

≥ 200

101

BIRCOcanal 500

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 200

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

102

BIRCOcanal 700

M

A 15 – E 600

≥ 200

≥ 200

–

≥ 200

101

BIRCOcanal 700

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 200

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

102

BIRCOcanal 1000

M

D 400 – F 900

≥ 200

≥ 250

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 250

102

BIRCOquality

Type

X

X

Installation without concrete surround

Installation with concrete surround

BIRCOcanal

Nominal width

BIRCOservice
+ BIRCO offers you an individual
customisation and bore hole
service ex-factory.

X

BIRCOsir

X

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Page 107

|

Bore hole horizontal and vertical

Bore hole
horizontal maximal

Bore hole
vertical maximal

100 mm

DN 150

DN 100

150 mm

DN 200

DN 150

200 mm

DN 250

DN 200

300 mm

DN 300

DN 300

400 mm

DN 300

DN 300

500 mm

DN 300

DN 300

700 mm

DN 300

DN 300

1000 mm

DN 300

DN 300

The figures shown relate to PVC drainage pipe used in German road
construction. For bore hole diameters for PEHD pipes please contact us.
Bore holes must be a distance of at least 100 mm away fromt the end of the
channel

BIRCOmassiv

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Z

Z

Y

Y1

Y2

Nominal width

Overview

BIRCO
beany®block

|

BIRCOcanal

BIRCOcanal
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BIRCOservice |
For the heavy duty sector

Special solutions for your specific project are produced in
BIRCO’s own workshops

BIRCOservice

BIRCOcanal

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

BIRCOquality

Page 105

BIRCOservice Heavy Duty
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BIRCOservice |
Variable drainage solutions
BIRCO drainage solutions are adapted individually to your specific project in accordance with the latest construction guidelines.

Systematic drainage solutions
Linear drainage

Channel elements with inbuilt falls

Linear drainage (in contrast to point drainage) consists of
a line of drainage channels collecting the water flowing in
from the surface and feeding this water to the drain. The
channel line can also serve as an intermediate storage
facility and delay drainage. Precise calculations have to be
made in order for this type of channel system to work properly: The size and surface properties of the drainage area
must be taken into consideration, as well as the average
level of precipitation in the area. Since the adjacent surfaces and pavements have to be slanted toward the drainage line, a pavement profile generally emerges between
the channel lines.

BIRCO channels are available both with and without inbuilt
falls. The inbuilt fall eases the flow of water toward the
outfall unit. A combination of channels with and without
an inbuilt falls can ensure rapid drainage performance.

Linear drainage

Linear drainage with inbuilt fall

Linear drainage with opposing falls

Point drainage
Point drainage (in contrast to linear drainage) is a system
in which rainwater is collected at individual points in a
decentralised fashion and fed to the drainage pipe. Accordingly, the drainage points must be located at the lowest
point on the site.
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Horizontal and vertical bore holes
Pipe connections to fit your needs
ready-made pipe connections upon request and sludge
buckets for channels with vertical bore holes.
The design of the pipe connection can also be supplied
with double walls. Standard components from specialist
retailers are also available for the junction between the
sealed PE pipe and stoneware or PVC pipe.
BIRCOquality

We can fit BIRCO channels with horizontal or vertical bore
holes for directly fitting feed and drainage lines according
to your plans. (Bore holes must be a distance of at least 100
mm away fromt the end of the channel.) The connections
available differ according to the nominal widths, extending in the standard range from DN 100 to DN 300. The
diameters are matched with channel base pipes; different pipes are available upon request. BIRCO also supplies

BIRCOsir

Individual customisations for every nominal width
Your plans are in good hands

Mitre cut according to degree specification, including
cover. Please note that two mitre cuts are required and calculated per corner connection.

BIRCOservice

Channel section 90° including cover

BIRCOcanal

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCO’s factory service offers you a variety of customised
channel panel solutions, either at a 90° angle or mitred.
The concrete parts are cut including the covers so that
installation at the building site can be conducted faster
and with greater precision.
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BIRCOservice |
Ideal laying and jointing
Matching accessories for fast, uncomplicated installation. Systematic
tools for smooth operation.

Laying
Ring nuts ensure easy laying
When laying BIRCOmassiv channels, the ring nuts screwed
onto the steel bolts play a valuable role, enabling the channel units to be moved easily and inserted precisely into a
pre-assigned slot. This reduces excavation work and makes
for better channel laying. Standard drainage units can be
moved using any laying grippers commonly found on the
market. We develop individual laying accessories based on
your specifications.

Fastening
Fast, secure, low-maintenance
BIRCO channel systems are fitted with a solid steel combiconnection edge angle. This allows all types of gratings
and covers to be bolted to the channel unit up to 8 times
per metre, or fastened quickly and securely with the BIRCO
Easylock option. Easylock – one turn and everything’s
securely in place. BIRCO creates individual fastening solutions for special requirements.
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Jointing with SF-Connect
Sealing of the BIRCO safety joint with SF-Connect provides
additional security of the channel’s seal.

Properties:

Working instructions:

Coated bases must be inspected in advance for adhesion
and compatibility. The hardening period depends on the
temperature and moisture. Higher temperatures reduce
the drying period time. SF-Connect does not contain solvents, isocyanate and silicones and does not require special warning labelling. Prior to beginning the work, it is
necessary to inform oneself regarding handling and safety
instructions by reading the material safety data sheet.

1. Use an industrial grouting pistol to apply the sealant to
the channel end/safety seam.
2. Important! Prior to applying the sealant to the safety
joint, clean the channel end/safety joint and remove
separating agents, dust, soiling, oil and other residues
that could diminish adhesion.
3. Wear protective gloves and eyewear when conducting
the work.
4. Insert 600 ml tubular bag into the industrial groutinggun.
5. Squirt out SF-Connect.
6. Then smooth out the channel end surface/joint surface
with a jointer or putty knife that has been dipped in a
soap solution
7. Allow material residue to dry. Dried residue can be disposed of as residual waste..

Cleaning and maintenance
Easy and fast

Cleaning with BIRCOeasyclean:

n order to ensure the proper functioning of the system
components, they must be cleaned on a regular basis
dependent upon the accumulation of soiling. This is customarily done using a high-pressure cleaner with a pipe cleaning nozzle.

There is no need to remove the cover. Stick the nozzle directly
in through the cover and jettison the soiling toward the outfall unit.

Conventional cleaning:
Once the cover at the lowest point is removed (gully), insert
the cleaning hose and jettison the soiling in the direction
of the second gully. The covers of the channel panels do
not have to be removed for this.

The cover bolts must be retightened to the specified torque
moment on a regular basis. This is necessary in order to ensure long-lasting traffic safety or to prevent destruction of the
channel units as a result of clattering covers.

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

The amount of SF-Connect required changes according
to the system and the length of the channel line. Upon
request, BIRCO will conduct a calculation for your specific
project.

BIRCO
beany®block

Material requirements

BIRCOcanal

SF-Connect can be used on a moist sub-surface and
without the prior application of any primers!

BIRCOservice

Benefit:

BIRCOquality

Grouting of the channel end/ safety joint with SF-Connect
after laying of the drainage channels has been completed.
Additional areas of application: Adhesion of concrete, clinker, steel, stainless steel, aluminium, polyester (GFK), PVC,
acrylic, polystyrene, glass, wood.
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BIRCOservice |
Advice around the clock
BIRCO provides a comprehensive range of advice and services, offering
you our expertise personally, by phone, via the internet or on-site.

Sharing our expertise with you – Service on-site
BIRCO is there for you anytime

On-site throughout Europe

By phone or on-site, our experts are ready to help you find
your way around the BIRCO product range, select the right
channel system for your needs and answer specific questions about the arrangement and layout you need.

BIRCO’s sales team experts are at your side right from the
start of your construction project in planning, problem
resolution, bid tenders and implementation. Our sales reps
are located throughout Europe and have years of experience and training in the very latest industrial developments.

BIRCOservice Heavy Duty

BIRCOonline

BIRCOsales team

Information at a single mouse click

Always close by

In addition to personal consultation, you can also order all
of our product information by post, e-mail or via the internet

Your internal customer service representative can always
be reached by phone or e-mail, ready to assist you with
inquiries, advice and expert knowledge.
We also rely on a continuous trusting cooperation with
regional dealerships. This network benefits you in product
inquiries and logistics

Download Center

BIRCOservice

www.birco.com

BIRCOcanal

BIRCO
beany®block

BIRCOmassiv

BIRCOsir

At the Download Centre you can find installation instructions, technical information and much more in PDF file
form. On the data pages, you can create PDF files of daily
technical data updates.

BIRCOquality

BIRCO experts support planners and architects from the first concept
through to laying, at the drawing board and every day at the building site.

BIRCO GmbH
Herrenpfädel 142
76532 Baden-Baden
GERMANY
Tel.
+49 (0) 7221 5003-0
Fax
+49 (0) 7221 5003-1129
E-Mail
info@birco.de
Internet www.birco.com

Print

kompensiert
Id-Nr. 1325498
www.bvdm-online.de
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Heavy Duty

Landscaping
Drainage solutions for gardening and landscaping construction
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Landscaping

BIRCOquality

„Handling and design have to be in
tune in landscaping.“

„Gardening, landscaping and town planning are brimming with a variety of different tasks. These types of construction engineering projects represent a huge sector with the broadest diversity of demands
for planning, technical detail work and, of course, optical design. Only
comprehensive solution approaches can do the job here, executed by a
construction partner with proven capabilities and experience in every
sector. BIRCO’ products and services provide us with the comprehensive
solutions we need“
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BIRCOquality | System Development
Individual. Reliable. With planning security. As one of the leading manufacturers of channel systems in Europe, BIRCO designs and develops innovative drainage solutions.

Surface drainage as a comprehensive concept
Tailored to the specific project

Individual supervision in every phase

Drainage for spaces and buildings covers a wide spectrum
of tasks. Among the first of these is establishing the size
and surface properties of the drainage area, its average
precipitation and the applicable drainage or seepage possibilities. Afterwards the channel system, nominal width
and outfalls are selected.

n order to ensure its channel systems provide top
functionality, BIRCO develops balanced, comprehensive
concepts and supervises every stage of the work from
planning through to the completed implementation.

The detail planning is determined by the anticipated loads,
amount of traffic and the peak loads that the concrete
body and the covers will have to sustain for years.
Another important factor is the hydraulic performance.
Does the site already have a natural slope or should the
channels have their own iinbuilt falls? Is line drainage or
point drainage the better solution, or even a combination
of the two?
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BIRCO experts support planners and architects from the first concept
through to laying, at the drawing board and every day at the building site.

Variable landscaping systems
Material properties and manufacture

Planning, realisation and value retention

Traffic areas that are subjected to changing loads and load
types pose a special challenge in the planning of drainage
silutions.

Channel laying performance, value retention and installation safety are the decisive factors to keep costs and work
times under control and to provide long-term investment
protection at building sites that are often complex or in
multi-stage planning procedures.

The same applies to building façade engineering, with its
transitional areas from interiors to exteriors and the necessity of integrating drainage facilities ideally into the overall
architectural concept.
The materials and manufacture for this have to capable of
ensuring that the channel bodies and matching covers feature the best performance, best handling and best optics
for the specific property for years to come.

BIRCO unites all of these qualities in its products and services. BIRCO’s advice, choice of materials, drainage performance and its laying advantages form a consistent total
system designed to provide lasting performance adapted
to the customer’s individual needs

BIRCOquality

BIRCOquality
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BIRCOquality | Materials
Drainage elements are exposed to loads and weather on any surface.
BIRCO’s use of high quality construction materials ensures the necessary
security and long-term investment protection.

High quality channel materials for every situation
Stability and sustainability

Stainless steel in building façade engineering

BIRCO channel panels are manufactured from especially
pressure-resistant C 40/50 concrete and feature high load
reserves, even under extreme usage conditions. The low
water-cement ratio ensures top abrasion ratios, proven
durability against frost and de-icing salt and a low waterpenetration depth. All in all, the side stability of BIRCO
drainage channels is up to three times higher than that
of conventional, thin-walled construction components.

Stainless steel is acknowledged as a particularly high
quality, long-lasting material thanks to its malleability, its
great durability, its resistance to corrosion and the consistency of its surface properties. The look of its surface can
be refined mechanically through brushing, polishing and
high-pressured cleaning or chemically through bating
and electrolytic polishing. The amount of chrome in stainless steel reduces corrosion, creating ideal conditions for
applying it to the demanding visual standards of building
façade engineering.
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BIRCO’s materials and processing guarantee lasting performance far
beyond the 5-year limit.

Solid steel angles
4 mm solid steel – 70 μm galvanised
BIRCO only uses high quality 4 mm solid steel frame connectors with a 70μm zinc coating or frame connectors
made of stainless steel. Massive anchors stably connect
the solid steel angles with the concrete channels. This
makes it possible to conduct sealing of the base courses
directly at the channel/solid steel edge when laying BIRCO
concrete channels. That creates the optimum connection
with the very best de-icing salt and corrosion protection.

4 mm | 70 μm

Top bolting
Fast, safe, low-maintenance
BIRCO landscaping channel systems can be fitted with a
variety of fastening options ranging from combi-fastener
locks to bolts to Easylock fasteners, stainless steel channels
fitted with bolts or easily removable clamp covers. And all
of these options are quick and safe to handle.

Clamp cover

Bolted cover

BIRCOquality

BIRCOquality
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BIRCOquality | Manufacture
Loads exert forces from above and horizontally onto the channel bodies
and covers. BIRCO has developed a range of product specifications to consistently safeguard drainage lines in urban and landscaping construction.

Anchoring system

Safety sealing joint

Firmly anchored to the base structure

Connection in accordance with DIN EN 1433

The anchoring system of BIRCO’s AS product family (for
example BIRCOlight) firmly bond the drainage channel to
the adjoining base structure. When professionally laid, this
virtually excludes the possibility of the sway or disengagement of the channels from the base structure.

In order to ensure a permanently stabile connection between the individual channel units, all BIRCO concrete
channels are fitted with a DIN EN 1433-compliant safety
sealing joint. Each safety sealing joint is visible from above,
making inspection fast and easy
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Individual drainage solutions tailored to the respective construction
plan. Cutting to measure makes precise laying possible at the building
site.

Individual customisations
Customised 90° and mitred cuts

Radial and polygonal laying

BIRCO’s factory service offers you a variety of customised
channel solutions, either at a 90° angle or mitred. The concrete parts including the covers are cut so that installation
at the building site can be conducted faster and with greater
precision.

Building façade engineering encompasses interesting
challenges for running channel lines and for unusual radii,
for instance in reception areas or alongside buildings.
BIRCO produces variable polygonal drainage lines that add
an extra optical bonus to the corresponding building.

Horizontal and vertical bore holes
We can fit BIRCO channels with horizontal or vertical bore
holes for directly fitting feed and drainage lines according
to our plans. The available connections range from DN 70 to
DN 300. The diameters are matched with channel base pipes;
different pipes are available upon request.

BIRCOquality

BIRCOquality
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BIRCOquality | Project Management
BIRCO offers a consultancy and calculation service for planners and architects that supervises every construction plan from its conception through
to completion.

Individual solutions

Hydraulic calculations

Solutions for planners and architects

Planning security right from the start

Frequently, drainage projects cannot be executed in a
standardised fashion. Specific projects can have unique
requirements, ranging from the combination of different
channel systems to customised pre-cuts and continuing up
to specifically designed inbuilt falls and discharge options.

BIRCO calculates the hydraulic performance of your building project and helps you decide on the drainage system
you need. Whether you order a standard product or an
individual solution, you receive plans created with the aid
of the latest CAD technology along with complete parts
lists of all required accessories, as well as laying plans.

BIRCO’s office personnel and sales team experts apply
their years of experience in supporting planners and architects. BIRCO’s staff work together with them to come up
with innovative solutions for surface drainage right from
the planning and continuing through to calculation, implementation and execution on the building site.
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Strict material and process testing ensures the functionality and long serviceable life of all BIRCO systems.

Quality management

Certification

Ensuring BIRCO quality

Confirmed quality and processes

BIRCO tests the materials from its suppliers and its own
products regularly with the very latest metrology technology. Testing is conducted by our own quality management
experts as well as by external, independent monitoring
institutions. To this end, a supervision agreement was concluded with PÜZ BAU, one of the leading German organisations for testing, quality control and certification services
for construction products. Consistent testing plans allow
us to register all of the relevant data and compose comprehensible test reports.

Our seamless quality control means that BIRCO products
not only comply with the required DIN standards, but
are also certified by a variety of construction supervisory
authorities. This is a standard that we are proud of and
that we are working on each day to improve even more.

From the material up to the finished product
We inspect all goods received for the stipulated quality
characteristics, we conduct initial sample testing (documented in a corresponding report) and we monitor product
quality continuously throughout the production process.
In this way, our own production processes as well as those
of our suppliers are under constant surveillance. All of this
results in a quality standard that you can rely on.

In addition, BIRCO maintains an integrated management system (IMS) consisting of quality management in
accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001:2008, environmental
management in accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001 and
in accordance with EWG 1836/93, and a management
system for work safety and workplace safety in accordance
with OHRIS guidelines.

BIRCOquality

BIRCOquality
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BIRCOproductsystem |
For the landscaping sector

Combining design and function.
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BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

BIRCOproductsystem Landscaping
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BIRCOlight | Modern design –
Perfect handling
Surface drainage with BIRCOlight can be integrated harmoniously into
any architecture concept. BIRCOlight is particularly suitable for landscaping construction or urban construction of public spaces with high
quality surfaces. BIRCOlight’s attractive range of covers can provide a
characteristic element in urban or public space design while additionally
providing sufficient load reserves for those times when traffic is heavier.

+ A 15 to E 600

For the drainage of areas featuring a sophisticated optical and architectural design.

BIRCOlight
+
+
+
+

|

Areas of application

Gardening & landscaping construction
Residential and town construction
Private building owners
Properties with sophisticated architectural requirements
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BIRCOlight

Facts

+ Channel system: NW 100 AS, 150 AS with
and without inbuilt falls
+ With anchoring system (AS)
+ Also available as a shallow channel
+ Construction lengths: 0.5, 1.0 metres
+ Load class: A 15 – E 600
+ Broad range of covers: Cast covers as cast
grating, long bar grating, design cast
covers, mesh covers and pattern-rolled
covers. Mesh gratings and galvanised steel
perforated and bar grating (stainless steel
upon request)
+ Available with integrated lighting
(BIRCOlux)

BIRCOquality

|

BIRCOlight

BIRCOlight
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BIRCOlight | Modern Design –
Perfect Handling
Optically variable, easy to handle and stabile under heavy loads.
BIRCOlight is the ideal solution in sophisticated landscaping or urban
construction.

Traffic safety
+ High level of traffic safety
thanks to the2 bolt connections per metre
+ Connection options: Easylock
or individually threaded.

Corrosion protection
+ Stability and corrosion protection: 4 mm solid steel angles
with a 70 μm zinc coating
anchored in concrete.
+ The connection between the
surface pavement and the
solid steel angle is flush.

i

Attractive design
+ Best architectural design
possibilities thanks to the
diversity of grating varieties.

Safety seam
+ Visually inspectable safety
seam for the stabile connection of the channel units (can
be additionally grouted with
BIRCO SF-Connect sealant).

Material quality
+ High quality C 40/50 concrete.
+ High level of compressive
strength and resistance to
frost and de-icing salt ensure a
long service life and safeguard
your investment.

i

Flexible application
+ Inbuilt falls provides top drainage fast.
+ With anchoring system.
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BIRCOlight

Washingtonplatz Berlin Main Train Station

Contemporary stormwater management and an architecturally attractive building concept are unified in this
residential complex on the Kopernikusstrasse in Gelsenkirchen. A combination of BIRCOlight and BIRCOsir drains
the area, provides for sufficient traffic safety (also in the
fire lane), and transports the collected rainfall into a revitalised meadow zone. Slotted grating and cast covers fit
perfectly into the overall picture. In addition, the complex
installation and geometry of the channel line was facilitated by the pre-fabrication of mitre cuts and Y-pieces.

Ericusspitze, Hamburg – urban combinations
The Ericusspitze and Brooktorkai in Hamburg are architectural prestige objects: Showpieces as part of the transformation of the former warehouse district, and of course,
complex challenges in terms of drainage solutions near
the docks. Several lines of BIRCOlight channels extending
over 650 metres plus several lines of the BIRCOtop S series
provide an excellent combination of modern urbanity and
high-performance functionality.

BIRCOlight

Kopernikusstraße Gelsenkirchen – modern living

BIRCOquality

The southern forecourt of Berlin‘s main station was designed entirely with the Silesian granite typical of Berlin. The
raised entranceway, stairs, and public square in front of
the train station form an architectural unit. After all, this
is the entrance to the station of the capital city. So it was
only logical to choose BIRCOlight for the drainage of the
18,000 m² site. Modern urban architecture with the best
hydraulic performance.
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BIRCOlight NW 100 AS

BIRCOlight | NW 100 AS
The stabile concrete channel with a large variety of gratings
|

Channel elements with anchoring system
+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
and combi-closure toggle
+ As special solution with stainless steel
angle (V2A) and combi-closure toggle
(combi-closure toggle not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

0.5 % internal inbuilt fall

163
100
163
100

155

20

200

255

100

40
189

35

40
189

Nr. 1

Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Channel no. 1

1000 mm

163/189 mm

Channel no. 2

1000 mm

163/189 mm

Channel no. 3

1000 mm

163/189 mm

Channel no. 4

1000 mm

Channel no. 5

20

Construction height
at groove/tongue

35

Nr. 20

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

155/160 mm

36.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021001

160/165 mm

38.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021002

165/170 mm

38.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021003

163/189 mm

170/175 mm

39.3 kg

A 15 – E 600

021004

1000 mm

163/189 mm

175/180 mm

39.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021005

Channel no. 6

1000 mm

163/189 mm

180/185 mm

40.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021006

Channel no. 7

1000 mm

163/189 mm

185/190 mm

41.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021007

Channel no. 8

1000 mm

163/189 mm

190/195 mm

41.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021008

Channel no. 9

1000 mm

163/189 mm

195/200 mm

42.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021009

Channel no. 10

1000 mm

163/189 mm

200/205 mm

42.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021010

Channel no. 11

1000 mm

163/189 mm

205/210 mm

43.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021011

Channel no. 12

1000 mm

163/189 mm

210/215 mm

44.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021012

Channel no. 13

1000 mm

163/189 mm

215/220 mm

44.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021013

Channel no. 14

1000 mm

163/189 mm

220/225 mm

45.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021014

Channel no. 15

1000 mm

163/189 mm

225/230 mm

45.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021015

Channel no. 16

1000 mm

163/189 mm

230/235 mm

46.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021016

Channel no. 17

1000 mm

163/189 mm

235/240 mm

47.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021017

Channel no. 18

1000 mm

163/189 mm

240/245 mm

47.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021018

Channel no. 19

1000 mm

163/189 mm

245/250 mm

48.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021019

Channel no. 20

1000 mm

163/189 mm

250/255 mm

48.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021020

Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOlight NW 100 AS

Channel elements with anchoring system

|

ohne inbuilt fall

Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height at
groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

Channel no. 0/0

500 mm

163/189 mm

155/155 mm

17.9 kg

A 15 – E 600

021031

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

163/189 mm

155/155 mm

36.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021026

Channel no. 5/0

500 mm

163/189 mm

180/180 mm

19.9 kg

A 15 – E 600

021032

Channel no. 5/0

1000 mm

163/189 mm

180/180 mm

39.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021027

Channel no. 10/0

1000 mm

163/189 mm

205/205 mm

42.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021028

Channel no. 15/0

1000 mm

163/189 mm

230/230 mm

45.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021029

Channel No. 0/0 and 5/0 also available with socket DN 100 for a vertical outlet. Article No. 021033/021034 for a length of 1000 mm

Shallow channels

|

ohne inbuilt fall
BIRCOlight

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
and combi-closure toggle
+ As special solution with stainless steel angle (V2A) and combiclosure toggle (combi-closure toggle not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle and combi-closure toggle
+ As special solution with stainless steel angle (V2A) and combi-closure toggle (combi-closure toggle not in V2A)
+ Safety sealing joint

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height at
groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

Construction height 80

1000 mm

163/165 mm

80/80 mm

20.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

031026

Construction height 100

1000 mm

163/165 mm

100/100 mm

24.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

031027

Construction height 120

1000 mm

163/165 mm

120/120 mm

25.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

031028

Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOlight NW 100 AS

End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0 – 4

160 mm

155 – 175 mm

0.3 kg

021080

End cap, galvanised, no. 5 – 8

160 mm

175 – 195 mm

0.3 kg

021081

End cap, galvanised, no. 9 – 12

160 mm

195 – 215 mm

0.4 kg

021082

End cap, galvanised, no. 13 – 16

160 mm

215 – 235 mm

0.4 kg

021083

End cap, galvanised, no. 17 – 20

160 mm

235 – 255 mm

0.5 kg

021084

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 80

160 mm

80 mm

0.1 kg

031040

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 100

160 mm

100 mm

0.2 kg

031041

Shallow end cap, galvanised, construction height 120

160 mm

120 mm

0.2 kg

031042

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 0/0

160 mm

155 mm

0.6 kg

021045

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 5/0

160 mm

180 mm

0.7 kg

021046

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 10/0

160 mm

205 mm

0.7 kg

021047

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 15/0

160 mm

230 mm

0.8 kg

021048

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 20

160 mm

255 mm

0.8 kg

021049

In-line outfall unit

|

1-piece

+
+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection until no. 20
PP silt bucket
Integrated sockets for DN 100 pipe connection
PP odour trap
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
and combi-closure toggle
+ As special solution with stainless steel angle (V2A) and
combi-closure toggle (combi-closure toggle not in V2A)

500

163

405

540

510

180

Description

Length at top/
at ground

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

In-line outfall unit

500/510 mm

163/180 mm

540 mm

61.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

021035

Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Ductile iron slotted grating
Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

black
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

3.9 kg

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021072/e

A 15 – E 600

021075/e

500 mm

153 mm

|

Ductile iron slotted grating

20 mm

5.0 kg

2

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm /m

BIRCOquality

Description

narrow slots

+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
+ 2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

black

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

3.7 kg

SW 100/6 mm

260 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021073/e

black

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.3 kg

SW 100/6 mm

260 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

021071/e

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

Longitudinal bar gratings
+
+
+
+

|

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

black

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.6 kg

MW 73/10 mm

716 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021095/e

black

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

5.5 kg

MW 32/10 mm

614 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

021096/e

Design ductile iron grating „Ellipse“
+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
+ 2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

5.7 kg

–

417 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

021077/e

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOlight

+
+
+
+
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|

Mesh gratings
+
+
+
+

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet
cross-section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

3.5 kg

MW 20/30 mm

815 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021085/e

Pattern-rolled ductile iron cover
+
+
+
+

|

solid

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description
black

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

5.4 kg

A 15 – E 600

051076/e

Perforated gratings

|

circular hole

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2-point per metre M12/A2 countersunkhexagonal head bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet
cross-section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.1 kg

Ø 8 mm

237 cm2/m

A 15 – B 125

021090

2

galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.1 kg

Ø 8 mm

237 cm /m

A 15 – B 125

021089

galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.7 kg

Ø 8 mm

237 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021069

galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

5.4 kg

Ø 8 mm

237 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021059

Longitudinal bar gratings

|

comb

+ Hot-dipped galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet
cross-section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

1.8 kg

MW 220/15 mm

1103 cm2/m

A 15

021087

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

3.6 kg

MW 220/15 mm

1122 cm2/m

hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm
1000 mm

153 mm
153 mm

20 mm
20 mm

2.7 kg
5.7 kg

MW 73/15 mm
MW 73/15 mm

A 15

021086

2

A 15 - C 250

021098

2

A 15 - C 250

021097

937 cm /m
1010 cm /m

Article No. with e = with Easylock, MW = mesh width
Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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Slotted gratings
Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening
(alternatively, just galvanised)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

1.3 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.7 kg

SW 80/12 mm

A 15

021066/e

2

A 15

021056/e

2

334 cm /m

galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.6 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm /m

A 15 – C 250

021068/e

galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

5.4 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021058/e

Mesh gratings
Hot-dipped galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening
(alternatively, just galvanised)

Description

BIRCOlight

+
+
+
+

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

1.5 kg

MW 30/30 mm

1080 cm2/m

A 15 – B 125

021060/e

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

3.0 kg

MW 30/30 mm

1080 cm2/m

A 15 – B 125

021050/e

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

MW 30/30 mm

1080 cm2/m

hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm
500 mm
1000 mm

153 mm
153 mm
153 mm

20 mm
20 mm
20 mm

3.9 kg
2.0 kg
4.0 kg

MW 30/30 mm
MW 30/10 mm
MW 30/10 mm

A 15 – C 250

021062/e

2

A 15 – C 250

021052/e

2

A 15

021092/e

2

A 15

021091/e

2

1080 cm /m
1051 cm /m
1051 cm /m

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

MW 30/10 mm

1051 cm /m

A 15 – B 125

021094/e

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.0 kg

MW 30/10 mm

1051 cm2/m

A 15 – B 125

021093/e

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

MW 30/15 mm

1035 cm2/m

hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm
500 mm
1000 mm

153 mm
153 mm
153 mm

20 mm
20 mm
20 mm

BIRCOquality

+
+
+
+

3.8 kg
2.1 kg
4.4 kg

MW 30/15 mm
MW 30/15 mm
MW 30/15 mm

A 15 – B 125

021061/e

2

A 15 –B 125

021051/e

2

A 15 – C 250

021063/e

2

A 15 – C 250

021053/e

2

1035 cm /m
1035 cm /m
1035 cm /m

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.4 kg

MW 10/30 mm

1051 cm /m

A 15 – E 600

021064/e

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

8.2 kg

MW 10/30 mm

1051 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

021054/e

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOlight | NW 150 AS
The stabile concrete channel with a large variety of gratings
|

Channel elements with anchoring system
+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
and combi-closure toggle
+ As special solution with stainless steel
angle (V2A) and combi-closure
toggle (combi-closure toggle not 230
in V2A)
67
+ Safety sealing joint

Description

0.5 % internal inbuilt fall
210
150
210
150

20

20
160

325

255
67

50

50

244

244

Nr. 0/0

Nr. 20/0

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height
at groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

Channel no. 1

1000 mm

210/244 mm

230/235 mm

63.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021101

Channel no. 2

1000 mm

210/244 mm

235/240 mm

64.1 kg

A 15 – E 600

021102

Channel no. 3

1000 mm

210/244 mm

240/245 mm

64.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021103

Channel no. 4

1000 mm

210/244 mm

245/250 mm

65.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021104

Channel no. 5

1000 mm

210/244 mm

250/255 mm

65.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021105

Channel no. 6

1000 mm

210/244 mm

255/260 mm

66.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021106

Channel no. 7

1000 mm

210/244 mm

260/265 mm

67.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021107

Channel no. 8

1000 mm

210/244 mm

265/270 mm

68.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021108

Channel no. 9

1000 mm

210/244 mm

270/275 mm

68.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021109

Channel no. 10

1000 mm

210/244 mm

275/280 mm

69.7 kg

A 15 – E 600

021110

Channel elements with anchoring system

|

ohne inbuilt fall

+ Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle and combi-closure toggle
+ Safety sealing joint
Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height
at groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

Channel no. 0/0

500 mm

210/244 mm

230/230 mm

31.1 kg

A 15 – E 600

021131

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

210/244 mm

230/230 mm

62.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021126

Channel no. 5/0

1000 mm

210/244 mm

255/255 mm

66.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021127

Channel no. 10/0

1000 mm

210/244 mm

280/280 mm

70.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021128

Channel no. 15/0

1000 mm

210/244 mm

305/305 mm

73.3 kg

A 15 – E 600

021129

Channel no. 20/0

1000 mm

210/244 mm

325/325 mm

76.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

021130

Channel No. 0/0, 10/0 and 20/0 also available with stainless steel angles (V2A) – combi-closure toggle not in V2A (Art.-No. 023126/023128 for a length of
1000 mm.

Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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End caps

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0 – 4

210 mm

230 – 250 mm

0.6 kg

021140

End cap, galvanised, no. 5/0 – 8

210 mm

250 – 270 mm

0.7 kg

021141

End cap, galvanised, no. 9 – 10

210 mm

270 – 280 mm

0.8 kg

021142

End cap, galvanised, no. 15/0

210 mm

305 mm

0.9 kg

021143

End cap, galvanised, no. 20/0

210 mm

325 mm

0.9 kg

021144

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 0/0

210 mm

230 mm

0.9 kg

021145

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 5/0

210 mm

255 mm

1.0 kg

021146

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 10/0

210 mm

280 mm

1.1 kg

021147

End cap with outlet DN 150, galvanised, no. 20/0

210 mm

325 mm

1.1 kg

021148

In-line outfall unit with anchoring system

|

1-piece

+
+
+
+
+

1- or 2-sided channel connection until no. 20/2
PP silt bucket
Integrated sockets for DN 150 pipe connection
PP odour trap
Hot-dipped galvanised solid steel angle
and combi-closure toggle
+ As special solution with stainless steel angle (V2A) and
combi-closure toggle (combi-closure toggle not in V2A)

500

530

210

710

510

260

Description

Length at top/
at ground

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

In-line outfall unit

500/510 mm

210/260 mm

710 mm

110.6 kg

A 15 – E 600

021135

Ductile iron slotted grating
+
+
+
+

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

black

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

5.6 kg

SW 150/13 mm

black

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

6.5 kg

SW 150/13 mm

Article No. with e = with Easylock, SW = slot width
Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

650 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021172/e

650 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

021175/e

BIRCOlight

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
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|

Mesh gratings
+
+
+
+

ductile iron

Black immersion-lacquered
Also available galvanised
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

black

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

5.4 kg

MW 20/30 mm

920 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021185/e

black

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

6.7 kg

MW 20/30 mm

920 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

021186/e

Mesh gratings
+
+
+
+

Hot-dipped galvanised
2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening (alternatively)
2 point per metre Easylock-fastening
(alternatively, just galvanised)

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

3.6 kg

MW 30/15 mm

1398 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021163/e

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

200 mm

20 mm

7.1 kg

MW 30/15 mm

1398 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

021153/e

Longitudinal bar gratings

|

comb

+ Hot-dipped galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection

Description
hot-dipped galvanised

i

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet crosssection

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

2.6 kg

MW 220/15 mm

1397 cm2/m

A 15

021194

2

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

200 mm

20 mm

5.1 kg

MW 220/15 mm

1454 cm /m

A 15

021193

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

4.5 kg

MW 73/15 mm

1277 cm2/m

A 15 - C 250

021198

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

200 mm

20 mm

9.4 kg

MW 73/15 mm

1278 cm2/m

A 15 - C 250

021197

Anchoring system

|

Firmly anchored to the base structure

+ The anchoring system of BIRCO’s AS product family (for example BIRCOlight) firmly bond the drainage channel
to the adjoining base structure. When professionally laid, this virtually excludes the possibility of the sway or
disengagement of the channels from the base structure.

Article No. with e = with Easylock, MW = mesh width
Please note special installation instructions for classes D 400 and E 600.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

BIRCOlight NW 150 AS

BIRCOlight at Washingtonplace in Berlin
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BIRCOlight | Installation Instructions
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOlight. For a
comprehensive description please read here.
To guarantee smooth operation and compliance with the
requirements of DIN EN 1433, the following general valid
installation instructions must be observed:
1. Prior to installation, the correct load class in accordance
with DIN EN 1433 must be selected.

5. BIRCO drainage units are fitted with a safety seam on
the channel end. In accordance with DIN EN 1433, once
laying has been completed this safety seam can be further
treated with a plastic modified mortar or a permanently
elastic sealing material (for example SF-Connect).
6. Proceed analogously when installing the outfall unit.

2. Thanks to the high level of stability, laying the BIRCO
channels is conducted on an earth-moist C 25/30 strip of
foundation concrete at least 15 cm high which must be
tapered in a conical shape on both sides. No additional
encasing or reinforcement on the sides is required(1). Begin
laying the channel line following the outfall units with the
highest channel at the drain and form the channel line
with the next-smallest number.
3. All adjoining pavement surfaces must run permanently
at a level of some 3 to 5 mm higher than the upper edge
of the channel . In order to achieve this, we recommend
laying the first two to three rows of pavement surfacing in
the mortar bed. Because there is no concrete encasing, the
surface pavement can run right up to the channel without
any problems.
4. For installation in concrete surfaces or reinforced concrete constructions, running joints must be provided on
both sides to compensate horizontal forces that emerge.
These joints should be planned at an interval of some
0.2 to 0.5 metres from the channel. In sealing the adjacent areas it must be ensured that there is no mechanical
damage to the channel units. Joints running diagonally to
the channel line must be arranged every 5 – 6 metres in
the adjacent concrete surfaces (in-situ concrete) so that
they run through a channel joint.

Fast, safe installation
+

|

7. Local particularities can require special installation
methods that have to be examined and taken into account
by the planner(s). The installation must comply with the
latest regulations and guidelines such as ZTVT, ZTV concrete, ZTV bit and RStO.
+ Construction in accordance with the Construction Tendering and Contract Regulations (VOB) Part C, DIN 18318
“Transport Route Construction”.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
pavement surfaces in road construction (ZTVT-StB) and
ZTV Asphalt.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
ground work in road construction (ZTVE-StB).
+ Guidelines for the standardisation of the pavement of
public thoroughfares (RSTO).
+ Preparation of the ATV DIN 18299 performance description “General Regulations for Construction Work of allTypes”.
+ The respectively correct load class in accordance withDIN EN 1433, “Drainage channels for vehicular and
pedestrian areas”.
(1)

Exception:
When using BIRCOlight for load class D 400/E 600 in
heavy-duty areas with frequent traffic, it may be necessary to encase the channel with concrete on the sides to
compensate for the high levels of horizontal forces that
could potentially emerge.

Efficient time and cost management

Channel elements NW 100 and 150 with anchoring system (AS) guarantees longlasting positional stability.
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Installation Examples BIRCOlight
BIRCOlight NW 100 AS, load class A 15 to C 250, type M
Drawing no. 8617, 8618
Bituminous grouting compound
Block paving
Bedding

3-5mm

Wearing course

Bituminous sub-base
Sub-base

Sub-base

BIRCOlight

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

BIRCOlight NW 100 AS / NW 150 AS, load class A 15 to C 250, type M
3-5mm

Drawing no. 8617, 8618

Joint approx. 10 mm

Wearing course

Block paving

Base course
Bituminous sub-base

Bedding
Sub-base
Concrete C 25/30 bedding

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

BIRCOlight NW 100 AS / NW 150 AS, load class D 400 to E 600, type M

3-5mm

Drawing no. 8617, 8618

2-layered cast asphalt

Base course

Movement joint min. 30/10, cast
Wearing course
Base course

Bituminous sub-base

Bituminous sub-base

C35/45 XC4,
XD3, XF4, XM2
Sub-base

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

For information on cleaning, maintenance and jointing instructions see Page 119.
See Page 31 for installation dimensions.
Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOquality

Base course

Sub-base
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Installation Examples BIRCOlight
Additional installation examples for loose/sliding pavements, for example large-scale
plates

BIRCOlight NW 100 AS, load class D 400 to E 600, type M
Drawing no. 8617, 8618

Movement joint min. 30/10, cast

3-5mm

Block paving
Bedding

Concrete slab

Bituminous grouting compound

Min. 3 cm split
Sub-base

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

BIRCOlight NW 100 AS / NW 150 AS, load class D 400 to E 600, type M
3-5mm

Drawing no. 8617, 8618

Joint approx. 10 mm
Block paving

Block paving

Bedding

Bedding

Sub-base

C35/45 XC4,
XD3, XF4, XM2

Concrete C 25/30 bedding

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced
against the channels.
The dimensions of the concrete surround must be adapted
to the circumstances on-site and must consist of at least
15 cm. If no bond can be created between the base and the
surround, then dowel bars or flotation control made of Ø
8 mm reinforced bars are to be installed every 30 cm. The
concrete qualities indicated are minimum values. Requirements related to the installation location according to DIN
1045-2 or DIN EN 206-1 regarding for instance resistance
to frost and de-icing salt are to be taken into account in the
choice of the concrete.

Sub-base

Bolting connection note:
Torque moments for screw fastening the gratings are to be
set at M12 = 60 Nm. Exceptions: NW 100 Class B mesh gratings = 50 Nm, BIRCOlight slotted grating = 25 Nm, handtightened for perforated grating.
The bolts on the gratings must be retightened at regular
intervals.

For information on cleaning, maintenance and jointing instructions see Page 119.
See Page 31 for installation dimensions.
Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.
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BIRCOlight concrete surround overview
The manufacturer’s installation instructions must be followed in order to comply with
the requirements stipulated by DIN EN 1433.

Nominal width

Type

Load class

X

Y/Y 1

Y2

Z

Drawing no.

Page

BIRCOlight 100 AS

M

A 15 – C 250

≥ 100

≥ 100

–

≥ 150

8617, 8618

29

BIRCOlight 100 AS

M

D 400 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

8617, 8618

29/30

BIRCOlight 150 AS

M

A 15 – C 250

≥ 150

≥ 100

–

≥ 150

8617, 8618

29

BIRCOlight 150 AS

M

D 400 – E 600

≥ 150

≥ 100

Construction height + 5 mm

≥ 200

8617, 8618

29/30

BIRCOquality

BIRCOlight

Y

Y1
Y2

BIRCOlight

Schematic structure

X

X

X

Installation without concrete surround

Z

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Z

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

X

Installation with concrete surround

Horizontal and vertical bore holes
Depending on the circumstances on-site, drainage channels sometimes have to be fitted with a bore hole for connection to the sewage line. We can fit BIRCO channels with
horizontal or vertical bore holes for directly fitting feed and
drainage lines according to your plans. The connections

available differ according to the nominal widths, extending in the standard range from DN 100 to DN 150. The
diameters are matched with channel base pipes; different
pipes are available upon request.

BIRCOlight

Nominal width

BIRCOservice
+ BIRCO offers you an individual
customisation and bore hole
service ex-factory.

Page 117

|

Maximum bore hole diameter

Bore hole, horizontal
maximal

Bore hole, vertical
maximal

100 mm

DN 100/DN 150*

DN 100

150 mm

DN 150**

DN 150

* Starting from channel No. 15/0, ** Starting from channel No. 10/0
Bore holes must be a distance of least 100 mm away from the end of the
channel.
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BIRCOlight Drainage capacities
BIRCO channel systems provide outstanding drainage performance. BIRCO offers a calculation
service in addition to this diagram.

BIRCOlight NW 100 AS
CL = 1000 mm

BIRCOlight NW 150 AS
Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

4.96 l/sec*

89.0 cm2

No. 1

5.55 l/sec*

94.0 cm

2

No. 0/0

10.20 l/sec*

183.6 cm2

No. 1

11.25 l/sec*

191.0 cm2

No. 2

5.85 l/sec*

99.0 cm2

No. 2

11.70 l/sec*

198.5 cm2

No. 3

6.14 l/sec*

104.0 cm2

No. 3

12.13 l/sec*

205.9 cm2

No. 4

6.44 l/sec*

109.0 cm2

No. 4

12.57 l/sec*

213.4 cm2

No. 5

6.73 l/sec*

114.0 cm2

No. 5

13.01 l/sec*

220.8 cm2

No. 5/0

6.35 l/sec*

114.0 cm2

No. 5/0

12.27 l/sec*

220.8 cm2

No. 6

7.03 l/sec*

119.0 cm

2

No. 6

13.45 l/sec*

228.3 cm2

No. 7

7.32 l/sec*

124.0 cm2

No. 7

13.89 l/sec*

235.7 cm2

No. 8

7.62 l/sec*

129.0 cm2

No. 8

14.33 l/sec*

243.2 cm2

No. 9

7.91 l/sec*

134.0 cm2

No. 9

14.77 l/sec*

250.7 cm2

No. 10

8.21 l/sec*

139.0 cm2

No. 10

15.21 l/sec*

258.1 cm2

No. 10/0

7.74 l/sec*

139.0 cm

2

No. 10/0

14.34 l/sec*

258.1 cm2

No. 11

8.50 l/sec*

144.0 cm2

No. 20/0

18.07 l/sec*

325.2 cm2

No. 12

8.80 l/sec*

149.0 cm2

* Safety factor n = 1,2

No. 13

9.09 l/sec*

154.0 cm

2

No. 14

9.30 l/sec*

159.0 cm2

No. 15

9.68 l/sec*

164.0 cm2

No. 15/0

9.13 l/sec*

164.0 cm2

No. 16

9.97 l/sec*

169.0 cm2

No. 17

10.27 l/sec*

174.0 cm2

No. 18

10.56 l/sec*

179.0 cm2

No. 19

10.86 l/sec*

184.0 cm2

No. 20

11.15 l/sec*

189.0 cm2

No. 0/0

CL = 1000 mm

* Safety factor n = 1,2

These diagrams can only provide the desired result in a few cases since the job definition is influenced in large part by the conditions on-site, i.e, the location of the existing drains, the number of drainage lines, etc. Therefore we recommend a hydraulic
calculation from our personnel with a proposed design.
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BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

BIRCOlight

BIRCOlight at Ericusspitze in Hamburg, Germany.
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BIRCOplus | The drainage channel
for garages and entranceways
BIRCOplus – the concrete channel for private building owners. BIRCOplus
is made of high quality C 40/50 concrete, but is still easy to transport and
install. The pavement surface can be laid up flush to the channel cover and
no additional concrete surround is necessary. BIRCOplus: easy to handle
with safe, reliable performance.

+ A 15 to C 250

For the drainage of private construction projects. Concrete channels with ideal performance and easy installation.

BIRCOplus
+
+
+
+
+

|

Areas of application

Garages, courtyard entranceways
Gardening construction
Residential construction
Sporting grounds
Railroad platforms
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BIRCOplus

BIRCOplus

|

Facts

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

+ Channel system: NW 100
+ Low-weight concrete channel, with and
without inbuilt falls
+ Construction lengths: 0.50, 1.00 metres
+ Load class: A 15 – C 250
+ In-line outfall unit with outstanding drainage performance
+ A variety of clamping covers made of galvanised steel
+ Bolt connection cast grating cover withbolt clamp
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BIRCOplus | The drainage channel
for garages and entranceways
Excellent appearance, easy installation and the best BIRCO material quality. BIRCOplus provides ideal, reliable drainage for entranceways, garages
or sporting grounds..

i

Easy, safe installation
+ Easy transport and handling
thanks to the low weight.
+ Channels do not require complete concrete surround.

Attractive design
Quality material
+ Sturdy covered concrete edge
+ Corrosion protection thanks
to frost-resistant, de-icing
salt-resistant C 40/50 concrete
quality.

+ Design possibilities with galvanised steel clamping covers.
+ Bolt connection cast grating
cover.

Safety seam

Optimum drainage
+ Top space utilisation via thefast drainage of water.

+ Visually inspectable safety
sealing joint for the stabile
connection of the channel
units (can be additionally
grouted with BIRCO SFCon-nect sealant).
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Quai d‘Ivry Paris – Enchanting riverbank promenade
Along the bank of the Seine River in Paris, millions of tourists stroll by a breathtaking scene, hardly noticing that
they are also strolling along over 220 metres of BIRCOplus
with galvanised cast grating covers.

BIRCOquality

Beelitz train station – Durable under heavy loads

Volksparkstadion Mariendorf Berlin – Perfect pitch
Artifical turf

Berlin’s Volksparkstadion football stadium features
BIRCOplus with class C 250 cast grating covers bordering
both sidelines and “clamping” in the artificial turf. A PE
strip around 10 mm thick was first positioned in a onesided fashion on the outside of the drainage line. The artificial turf was then laid onto the exposed concrete of the

PE-strip

BIRCOplus channel and cut flush to the channel. This made
it possible in the preparations for laying the channel to
position it absolutely level onto the foundation bedding.
The bolt clamp for the cover sits firmly in the backrest so
that the cover also lies level on the channel after it is fastened.

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

The square in front of the Beelitz train station was fitted with a light BIRCOplus drainage system. BIRCOplus
means light weight and easy installation. Pedestrian and
lorry traffic up to load class C 250 runs comfortably and
safely over a bolted cast grating cover.
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BIRCOplus | NW 100
Light Concrete Channel – Ideal Laying
Channel elements

|

0.5 % internal inbuilt fall

+ Concrete edge not visible because of grating
+ Safety seam
160
100

160
100
130

165
163

35

163

Nr. 0/0

Description

180

215

35

Nr. 10/0

Length

Width

Construction height
at groove / tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

Channel no. 1

1000 mm

160 mm

165/170 mm

37.5 kg

A 15 – C 250

012001

Channel no. 2

1000 mm

160 mm

170/175 mm

38.3 kg

A 15 – C 250

012002

Channel no. 3

1000 mm

160 mm

175/180 mm

39.0 kg

A 15 – C 250

012003

Channel no. 4

1000 mm

160 mm

180/185 mm

39.8 kg

A 15 – C 250

012004

Channel no. 5

1000 mm

160 mm

185/190 mm

40.6 kg

A 15 – C 250

012005

Channel no. 6

1000 mm

160 mm

190/195 mm

41.4 kg

A 15 – C 250

012006

Channel no. 7

1000 mm

160 mm

195/200 mm

42.2 kg

A 15 – C 250

012007

Channel no. 8

1000 mm

160 mm

200/205 mm

43.0 kg

A 15 – C 250

012008

Channel no. 9

1000 mm

160 mm

205/210 mm

43.8 kg

A 15 – C 250

012009

Channel no. 10

1000 mm

160 mm

210/215 mm

44.6 kg

A 15 – C 250

012010

Channel elements

|

without inbuilt fall

+ Concrete edge not visible because of grating
+ Safety seam

Description

Length

Width

Construction height at
groove / tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

Channel no. 0/0

500 mm

160 mm

165/165 mm

19.0 kg

A 15 – C 250

012031

Channel no. 0/0

1000 mm

160 mm

165/165 mm

37.0 kg

A 15 – C 250

012026

Channel no. 5/0

1000 mm

160 mm

190/190 mm

41.0 kg

A 15 – C 250

012027

Channel no. 10/0

1000 mm

160 mm

215/215 mm

44.0 kg

A 15 – C 250

012028

Channel No. 0/0 and 5/0 also available with socket DN 100 for a vertical outlet. Art.-No. 012033 for a length of 1000 mm.
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End caps

For construction
height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0 – 2

160 mm

165 – 175 mm

0.3 kg

012090

End cap, galvanised, no. 3 – 6

160 mm

175 – 195 mm

0.3 kg

012091

End cap, galvanised, no. 7 – 10

160 mm

195 – 215 mm

0.4 kg

012092

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 0/0

160 mm

165 mm

0.6 kg

012045

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 5/0

160 mm

190 mm

0.7 kg

012046

End cap with outlet DN 100, galvanised, no. 10/0

160 mm

215 mm

0.8 kg

012047

+
+
+
+

|

1-piece

1- or 2-sided channel connection unit no. 10
PP silt bucket
PP odour trap
Integrated socket for DN 100 pipe connection

500

160

345

490

510

BIRCOlight

In-line outfall unit

BIRCOquality

Width

185

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

until no. 10

500 mm

160 mm

490 mm

58.0 kg

A 15 – C 250

012035

Slotted ductile iron grating
+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
with bolt clamp

Description
black

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

158 mm

3.5 kg

SW 85/10 mm

312 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

012070

Outlet openings, cuts on special length and mitre cuts available upon request.
SW = slot width

BIRCOplus

Description
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Slotted gratings
+ Galvanised
+ As clamped grating
+ 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection with bolt
clamp (alternatively)

Description
Clamp-type fastening
Clamp-type fastening

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

158 mm

1.3 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

1000 mm

158 mm

2.4 kg

SW 80/12 mm

A 15

012066

2

A 15

012056

2

334 cm /m

Bolt fastening

500 mm

158 mm

1.5 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm /m

A 15

012067

Bolt fastening

1000 mm

158 mm

2.9 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

A 15

012057

|

Mesh gratings

clamped grating

+ Hot-dipped galvanised

Description
hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

158 mm

1.7 kg

MW 30/16 mm

800 cm2/m

1000 mm

158 mm

3.3 kg

MW 30/16 mm

A 15 – B 125

012062

2

A 15 – B 125

012052

2

800 cm /m

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

158 mm

1.7 kg

MW 30/10 mm

720 cm /m

A 15 – B 125

012063

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

158 mm

3.4 kg

MW 30/10 mm

720 cm2/m

A 15 – B 125

012053

Outfall unit 30/30
+
+
+
+

|

1-piece

2-sided channel connection until No. 10
PP silk bucket
PP odour trap
Integrated socket for DN 100 pipe connection
300
220
400

320

Description

Length

Width

Construction height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

until no. 10

300 mm

300 mm

400 mm

55.3 kg

A 15 – B 125

080105

Outlet openings, cuts on special length and mitre cuts available upon request
SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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|

Slotted grating

|

clambed grating

for outfall unit 30/30

+ Galvanised

Description
Clamp-type fastening

Mesh grating

|

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Einlaufquerschnitt

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

300 mm

300 mm

1.4 kg

SW 185/10 mm

117 cm2/m

A 15

080117

clambed grating

|

for outfall unit 30/30

Description
Clamp-type fastening

Outfall unit 19/19

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

300 mm

300 mm

2.7 kg

MW 30/16 mm

489 cm2/m

A 15 – B 125

080116

| incl. ductile iron grating

PP silk bucket
PP odour trap
Integrated socket for DN 100 pipe connection
With ductile iron grating

Description
Outfall unit incl. grating

BIRCOplus

+
+
+
+

Length

Length

Width

Construction height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

230 mm

230 mm

205 mm

18.2 kg

A 15 – B 125

080100

Outlet openings, cuts on special length and mitre cuts available upon request
SW = slot width, MW = mesh width

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

+ Hot-dipped galvanised
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BIRCOplus | Installation Instructions
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOplus. For a
comprehensive description please read here.
To guarantee smooth operation and compliance with the
requirements of DIN EN 1433, the following general valid
installation instructions must be observed:
1. Prior to installation, the correct load class in accordance
with DIN EN 1433 must be selected.

5. BIRCO drainage units are fitted with a safety seam on
the channel end. In accordance with DIN EN 1433, once laying has been completed this safety seam can be further
treated with a plastic modified mortar or a permanently
elastic sealing material (for example SF-Connect).
6. Proceed analogously when installing the outfall unit.

2. Thanks to the high level of stability, laying the BIRCO
channels is conducted on an earth-moist C 25/30 strip of
foundation concrete at least 15 cm high which must be
tapered in a conical shape on both sides. No additional
encasing or reinforcement on the sides is required. Begin
laying the channel line following the outfall unit with the
highest channel at the drain and form the channel line
with the next-smallest number.
3. All adjoining pavement surfaces must run permanently
at a level of some 3 to 5 mm higher than the upper edge
of the channel(1). In order to achieve this, we recommend
laying the first two to three rows of pavement surfacing in
the mortar bed. Because there is no concrete encasing, the
surface pavement can run right up to the channel without
any problems.
4. For installation in concrete surfaces or reinforced concrete constructions, running joints must be provided on
both sides to compensate horizontal forces that emerge.
These joints should be planned at an interval of some
0.2 to 0.5 metres from the channel. In sealing the adjacent areas it must be ensured that there is no mechanical
damage to the channel units. Joints running diagonally to
the channel line must be arranged every 5 – 6 metres in
the adjacent concrete surfaces (in-situ concrete) so that
they run through a channel joint.

Fast, safe installation

|

7. Local particularities can require special installation
methods that have to be examined and taken into account
by the planner(s). The installation must comply with the
latest regulations and guidelines such as ZTVT, ZTV concrete, ZTV bit and RStO.
+ Construction in accordance with the Construction
Tendering and Contract Regulations (VOB) Part C, DIN
18318 “Transport Route Construction”.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
pavement surfaces in road construction (ZTVT-StB) and
ZTV Asphalt.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
ground work in road construction (ZTVE-StB).
+ Guidelines for the standardisation of the pavement of
public thoroughfares (RSTO).
+ Preparation of the ATV DIN 18299 performance description “General Regulations for Construction Work of all
Types”.
+ The respectively correct load class in accordance with
DIN EN 1433, “Drainage channels for vehicular and
pedestrian areas”.
(1)

Please note that with BIRCOplus the total height increases by the thickness of the grate support.

Efficient time and cost management

+ Easy transport and handling thanks to the low weight.
+ Channels do not require complete concrete surround.
+ Compatible for loads up to Class C 250 thanks to the ductile iron cast grating
cover with fastening clip.
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BIRCOplus Installation Examples
Expanded installation instructions for pedestrian zones.
Pedestrian zones | Footpaths

BIRCOplus, load class A 15 – B 125, type M
Sand joint ca. 10 mm

3-5mm

Drawing No. 6415

Wearing course

Block paving

Base course

Bedding

Bituminous sub-base

Sub-base

Sub-base

BIRCOquality

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

BIRCOplus, load class A 15 – C 250, type M
Sand joint ca. 10 mm

Block paving

Wearing course
Base course

Bedding

Bituminous sub-base

Sub-base

BIRCOlight

3-5mm

Drawing No. 6287

Sub-base

BIRCOplus

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced
against the channels..

All installation examples are composed on the basis of non-settling, frost-proof substrata in accordance with the German
Pavement Design Guidelines (RStO).
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BIRCOplus concrete surround overview
The manufacturer’s installation instructions must be followed in order to comply withthe
requirements stipulated by DIN EN 1433.

BIRCOplus

Nominal
width
BIRCOplus

Type

Load class

X

Y/Y 1

Y2

Z

Drawing
no.

Page

M

A 15 – C 250

≥ 100

≥ 100

–

≥ 150

6415

37

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

X

X

Installation without concrete surround

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

X

Y2
Z

Z

Y

Y1

Schematic structure

X

Installation with concrete surround
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BIRCOplus Drainage Capacities
BIRCO channel systems provide outstanding drainage performance. BIRCO offers a calculation service in addition to this diagram.

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

No. 0/0

6.10 l/sec*

110.0 cm2

No. 1

6.70 l/sec*

115.0 cm2

No. 2

7.00 l/sec*

120.0 cm2

No. 3

7.30 l/sec*

125.0 cm2

No. 4

7.60 l/sec*

130.0 cm2

No. 5

7.90 l/sec*

135.0 cm2

No. 5/0

7.50 l/sec*

135.0 cm2

No. 6

8.20 l/sec*

140.0 cm2

No. 7

8.50 l/sec*

145.0 cm2

No. 8

8.80 l/sec*

150.0 cm2

No. 9

9.10 l/sec*

155.0 cm2

No. 10

9.40 l/sec*

160.0 cm2

No. 10/0

8.90 l/sec*

160.0 cm2

BIRCOlight

CL = 1000 mm

BIRCOquality

BIRCOplus NW 100

* Safety factor n = 1.2

Depending on the circumstances on-site, drainage channels sometimes have to be fitted with a bore hole for connection to the sewage line. We can fit BIRCO channels with
horizontal or vertical bore holes for directly fitting feed and
drainage lines according to your plans. The connections

BIRCOplus

|

available differ according to the nominal widths, extending in the standard range from DN 100 to DN 150. The
diameters are matched with channel base pipes; different
pipes are available upon request.

Maximum bore hole diameter

Nominal width
100 mm

Bore hole, horizontal
maximal

Bore hole, vertical
maximal

DN 100/150*

DN 100

* Starting from channel No. 5
Bore holes must be a distance of least 100 mm away from the end of the
channel.

BIRCOservice

Page 117

+ BIRCO offers you an individual
customisation and bore hole
service ex-factory.

These diagrams can only provide the desired result in a few cases since the job definition is influenced in large part by the conditions on-site, i.e, the location of the existing drains, the number of drainage lines, etc. Therefore we recommend a hydraulic
calculation from our personnel with a proposed design.

BIRCOplus

Horizontal and vertical bore holes
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BIRCOslotted steel covers |
The invisible drainage solution
BIRCO slotted steel covers are the perfect combination of functionalty
and design. Virtually invisible, they provide efficient line drainage of
public spaces or building façades in residential and town construction.
They accommodate the highest standards in architectural requirements,
and with their 4 mm material thickness they guarantee reliable stabilityeven in areas exposed to heavy traffic.

+ A 15 to E 600

For virtually invisible drainage of public
open spaces or building façades. For separations between pavement surfaces or in private residential construction.

BIRCOslotted steel covers | Areas of application
+ Public open spaces and building façades
+ Properties with sophisticated architectural
requirements
+ Private residential construction
+ Stairs (asymmetrical slotted cover)
+ Urban and industrial construction
+ Ideal for separating pavements
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BIRCOslotted steel covers

|

Facts

+
+
+
+

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

For channels NW 100 and 150 AS
Construction lengths: 0.5, 1.0 metre
Different construction heights
Design: galvanised steel, stainless steel
(4 mm or 1.5 mm for less heavy loads)
+ Load class: A 15 – E 600 (C 250 in the case
of material thickness of 1.5 mm)
+ Symmetrical or asymmetrical designs
+ Acces covers for cleaning or maintenance
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BIRCOslotted steel covers |
The invisible drainage solution
When construction designs demands invisible drainage, BIRCO slotted steel
covers are the best solution.

i

Fast, safe installation
+ Building block system with
integrated acces covers for
cleaning or maintenance.
+ The integrated acces covers
allow the systems to be rinsed
quickly and easily.

Attractive design
+ Combines architectural
demands with top drainage
performance.
+ Ideal for separating pavements.

Low-maintenance
+ The inlet slot, which opens
further downwards in a
conical shape, generates a selfcleaning effect
+ Reliable prevention of drainage slot clogging.

i
Material quality
+ Galvanised or stainless steel
V2A ensures a long serviceable life and safeguards your
investment.
+ Material thickness of 4 mm
until class E 600 or 1.5 mm for
class C 250.

Flexible application
+ 2 nominal widths, 2 material thicknesses, different
construction heights and a
variety of construction shapes
translate into a wide variety of
application possibilities.
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Berlin-Marzahn Promenade –
restructured public square

Erfurt, pedestrian zone – barrier-free transportation
Along the tram line on the Regierungsstrasse in Erfurt, over
1400 metres of a special edition of BIRCOslotted covers
deck a drainage channel consisting of BIRCO elements in
the nominal width of 150 mm. The choice of materials
(stainless steel V2A), workmanship, and the hydraulic performance guarantee a barrier-free transition to the urban
transportation system and a pleasant stroll in the capital
of Thuringia.

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

The Education Campus is part of a vision of the Dieter
Schwarz Foundation for the urban development of the City
of Heilbronn. In the long run, the city in northern BadenWürttemberg is to be turned into an educational centre.
The campus consists of several building complexes and
is home to several educational institutions, such as GGS,
aim and DHBW. The facades and the large open spaces
are drained by a variety of BIRCO products. BIRCO slotted
covers blend in perfectly to the overall unobtrusive design.

BIRCOlight

Education Campus Heilbronn – Learning for life

BIRCOquality

The sequence of spaces with paths and squares, as well as
the conceptual linking of stone and green promenade sections, make up the special charm radiated by the Marzahn
promenade. The planners relied on symmetrical and asymmetrical BIRCO slotted covers. On the one hand, they reinforce the contours of the walkways and ramps, creating
barrier-free surfaces, and on the other hand, their material
strength and optimum hydraulic values ensure safe and
high-performance drainage of the outdoor public areas.
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BIRCOslotted steel covers | for NW 100
Material thickness 4 mm – hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

symmetrical

|

material thickness 4 mm

Hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 100
Connection height 140, total height 144

160
18
140

144
309 – 359

165 – 215

163

Description

Length

Width

Construction height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

160 mm

144 mm

6.6 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083182

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

160 mm

144 mm

13.0 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083181

Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

asymmetrical

|

material thickness 4 mm

Hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 100
Connection height 104, total height 144

18

160
104

144

140

309 – 359
165 – 215

163

Description
hot-dipped galvanised
hot-dipped galvanised

Access covers
+
+
+
+
+

|

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

500 mm

160 mm

144 mm

6.9 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083184

A 15 – E 600

083183

1000 mm

2-piece

160 mm

|

144 mm

13.7 kg

2

SW 18 mm

180 cm /m

material thickness 4 mm

Hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements/outfall units NW 100
For total height 144
With removable insert as maintenance and cleaning opening

160
18
121

144
309 – 359

165 – 215
163

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

without slot

500 mm

160 mm

144 mm

14.0 kg

symmetrical slot

500 mm

160 mm

144 mm

16.9 kg

–

–

A 15 – E 600

083158

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083159

asymmetrical slot

500 mm

160 mm

144 mm

13.4 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083160

SW = slot width
Other connection heigts on request.
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|

Channel elements NW 100 for slotted steel covers/access covers

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Covered concrete edge by slotted
steel cover/access cover
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Channel elements with internal
inbuilt fall upon request

Width

Construction height at
groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

No. 0/0

500 mm

160 mm

165/165 mm

19.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083331

No. 0/0

1000 mm

160 mm

165/165 mm

37.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083326

No. 5/0

1000 mm

160 mm

190/190 mm

41.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083327

No. 10/0

1000 mm

160 mm

215/215 mm

44.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083328

+
+
+
+

|

1-piece

1- or 2-sided channel connection to no. 10/0
PP silt bucket
PP odour trap
Integrated sockets for DN 100 pipe connection

500

160

345

490

510

BIRCOlight

Outfall unit NW 100 for access covers

BIRCOquality

Length

185

Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

until no. 10

500 mm

160/185 mm

490 mm

57.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083335

|

Set

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Lifting device for access covers

BIRCOplus

Description

Description

Weight

Article no.

Lifting device for all acess covers without slot

0.4 kg

083190

Lifting device for all acess covers with slot (symmetrical or asymmetrical)

0.4 kg

083191

End caps
Description

Width

For construction height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0-4

160 mm

155-175 mm

0.3 kg

083195

End cap, galvanised, no. 5-8

160 mm

175-195 mm

0.3 kg

083196

End cap, galvanised, no. 9-12

160 mm

195-215 mm

0.4 kg

083197
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BIRCOslotted steel covers | for NW 100
Material thickness 1.5 mm
Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

|

symmetrical

material thickness 1.5 mm

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 100
Connection height 120, total height 121.5

160
18
120

121,5
286,5 – 336,5

165 – 215

163

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

160 mm

121.5 mm

2.6 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083164

galvanised

1000 mm

160 mm

121.5 mm

5.2 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083163

Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

asymmetrical

|

material thickness 1.5 mm

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 100
Connection height 102, total height 121.5

18

160

102

121,5

120

286,5 – 336,5
165 – 215

163

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

160 mm

121.5 mm

2.7 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083180

galvanised

1000 mm

160 mm

121.5 mm

5.5 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083169

Access covers

|

+
+
+
+
+

2-piece

|

material thickness 1.5 mm

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements/outfall units NW 100
For total height 121.5
With removable insert as maintenance and cleaning opening

160
98,5

121,5
286,5 – 336,5

165 – 215

163

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

without slot

500 mm

160 mm

121.5 mm

6.3 kg

–

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

–

A 15 – C 250

083157

2

symmetrical slot

500 mm

160 mm

121.5 mm

6.8 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm /m

A 15 – C 250

083185

asymmetrical slot

500 mm

160 mm

121.5 mm

5.2 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083186

SW = slot width
Other connection heigts on request.
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|

Channel elements NW 100 for slotted steel covers/access covers

without internal inbuilt fall

+ Covered concrete edge by slotted
steel cover/access cover
+ Safety sealing joint
+ Channel elements with internal
inbuilt fall upon request

Width

Construction height at
groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

No. 0/0

500 mm

160 mm

165/165 mm

19.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083331

No. 0/0

1000 mm

160 mm

165/165 mm

37.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083326

No. 5/0

1000 mm

160 mm

190/190 mm

41.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083327

No. 10/0

1000 mm

160 mm

215/215 mm

44.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083328

+
+
+
+

|

1-piece

1- or 2-sided channel connection to no. 10/0
PP silt bucket
PP odour trap
Integrated sockets for DN 100 pipe connection

500

160

345

490

510

BIRCOlight

Outfall unit NW 100 for access covers

BIRCOquality

Length

185

Description

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

until no. 10

500 mm

160/185 mm

490 mm

57.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083335

|

Set

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Lifting device for access covers

BIRCOplus

Description

Description

Weight

Article no.

Lifting device for all acess covers without slot

0.4 kg

083190

Lifting device for all acess covers with slot (symmetrical or asymmetrical)

0.4 kg

083191

End caps
Description

Width

For construction height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0-4

160 mm

155-175 mm

0.3 kg

083195

End cap, galvanised, no. 5-8

160 mm

175-195 mm

0.3 kg

083196

End cap, galvanised, no. 9-12

160 mm

195-215 mm

0.4 kg

083197
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BIRCOslotted steel covers | f. NW 150 AS
Material thickness 4 mm – hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

symmetrical

|

material thickness 4 mm

Hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 150 AS
Connection height 170, total height 174

212
18
170

174
379 – 474

205 – 300
244

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

210 mm

174 mm

8.7 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083560

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

210 mm

174 mm

17.1 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083550

Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

asymmetrical

|

material thickness 4 mm

Hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 150 AS
Connection height 134, total height 174

212
18
134

174

170

379 – 474
205 – 300
244

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

210 mm

174 mm

8.9 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083561

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

210 mm

174 mm

17.5 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083551

Access covers
+
+
+
+
+

|

2-piece

|

material thickness 4 mm

Hot-dipped galvanised 70 μm
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements/outfall units NW 150 AS
For total height 174
With removable insert as maintenance and cleaning opening

212
18
151

174
379 – 474

205 – 300
244

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

without slot

500 mm

210 mm

174 mm

18.2 kg

–

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

–

A 15 – E 600

083535

2

symmetrical slot

500 mm

210 mm

174 mm

21.2 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm /m

A 15 – E 600

083387

asymmetrical slot

500 mm

210 mm

174 mm

17.6 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

083487

SW = slot width
Other connection heigts on request.
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Channel elements NW 150 AS for slotted steel covers/access covers
+ Channel element with with anchoring system
+ Covered concrete edge by slotted
steel cover/access cover
+ Safety sealing joint
205
+ Channel elements with internal
67
inbuilt fall upon request

without internal inbuilt fall
212
150

212
150
155

300

250
67

50

50

244

244

Nr. 0/0

Nr. 20/0

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height
at groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

No. 0/0

500 mm

212/244 mm

205/205 mm

31.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

083731

No. 0/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

205/205 mm

59.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083726

No. 5/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

230/230 mm

63.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083727

No. 10/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

255/255 mm

67.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083728

No. 20/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

300/300 mm

73.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083730

Outfall unit NW 150 AS for access covers
+
+
+
+

|

BIRCOquality

Length

1-piece

1- or 2-sided channel connection to no. 20/0
PP silt bucket
PP odour trap
Integrated sockets for DN 150 pipe connection

500

212

505

BIRCOlight

685

260

510

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

until no. 20

500 mm

212 mm

685 mm

109.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

083736

|

Set
BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Lifting device for access covers

BIRCOplus

Description

|

Description

Weight

Article no.

Lifting device for all acess covers without slot

0.4 kg

083190

Lifting device for all acess covers with slot (symmetrical or asymmetrical)

0.4 kg

083191

End caps
Description

Width

For construction height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0-4

210 mm

230-250 mm

0.6 kg

083770

End cap, galvanised, no. 5/0-8

210 mm

250-270 mm

0.7 kg

083771

End cap, galvanised, no. 9-10

210 mm

270-280 mm

0.8 kg

083772

End cap, galvanised, no. 20/0

210 mm

325 mm

0.9 kg

083773
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BIRCOslotted steel covers | f. NW 150 AS
Material thickness 1.5 mm
Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

|

symmetrical

material thickness 1.5 mm

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 150 AS
Connection height 150, total height 151.5

212

18
150

151,5
356,5 – 451,5

205 – 300
244

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

212 mm

151.5 mm

3.4 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083760

galvanised

1000 mm

212 mm

151.5 mm

6.8 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083750

Slotted steel covers
+
+
+
+

|

asymmetrical

|

material thickness 1.5 mm
212
18

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements NW 150 AS
Connection height 126, total height 151.5

126

151,5
356,5 – 451,5

205 – 300
244

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

212 mm

151.5 mm

3.4 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083761

galvanised

1000 mm

212 mm

151.5 mm

6.8 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083751

Access covers

|

+
+
+
+
+

2-piece

|

material thickness 1.5 mm

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
For channel elements/outfall units NW 150 AS
For total height 151.5
With removable insert as maintenance and cleaning opening

212

18
127

151,5
356,5 – 451,5

205 – 300
244

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

without slot

500 mm

212 mm

151.5 mm

7.2 kg

–

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

–

A 15 – C 250

083735

2

symmetrical slot

500 mm

212 mm

151.5 mm

8.9 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm /m

A 15 – C 250

083187

asymmetrical slot

500 mm

212 mm

151.5 mm

6.8 kg

SW 18 mm

180 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

083188

SW = slot width
Other connection heigts on request.
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|

Channel elements NW 150 AS for slotted steel covers/access covers

212
150
155

300

250
67

50

50

244

244

Nr. 0/0

Nr. 20/0

Length

Width at top/
at ground

Construction height
at groove/tongue

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

No. 0/0

500 mm

212/244 mm

205/205 mm

31.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

083731

No. 0/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

205/205 mm

59.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083726

No. 5/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

230/230 mm

63.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083727

No. 10/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

255/255 mm

67.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083728

No. 20/0

1000 mm

212/244 mm

300/300 mm

73.0 kg

A 15 – E 600

083730

Outfall unit NW 150 AS for access covers
+
+
+
+

|

BIRCOquality

Description

212
150

1-piece

1- or 2-sided channel connection to no. 20/0
PP silt bucket
PP odour trap
Integrated sockets for DN 150 pipe connection

500

212

505

BIRCOlight

685

260

510

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article no.

until no. 20

500 mm

212 mm

685 mm

109.2 kg

A 15 – E 600

083736

|

Set
BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Lifting device for access covers

BIRCOplus

+ Channel element with with anchoring system
+ Covered concrete edge by slotted
steel cover/access cover
+ Safety sealing joint
205
+ Channel elements with internal
67
inbuilt fall upon request

without internal inbuilt fall

Description

Weight

Article no.

Lifting device for all acess covers without slot

0.4 kg

083190

Lifting device for all acess covers with slot (symmetrical or asymmetrical)

0.4 kg

083191

End caps
Description

Width

For construction height

Weight

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, no. 0/0-4

210 mm

230-250 mm

0.6 kg

083770

End cap, galvanised, no. 5/0-8

210 mm

250-270 mm

0.7 kg

083771

End cap, galvanised, no. 9-10

210 mm

270-280 mm

0.8 kg

083772

End cap, galvanised, no. 20/0

210 mm

325 mm

0.9 kg

083773
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BIRCOslotted steel covers | Installation
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOslotted steel
covers. For a comprehensive description please read here.
To guarantee smooth operation and compliance with the
requirements of DIN EN 1433, the following general valid
installation instructions must be observed:

the adjacent concrete surfaces (in-situ concrete) so that
they run through a channel joint.
5. Proceed analogously when installing the outfall unit.

1. Prior to installation, the correct load class in accordance
with DIN EN 1433 must be selected.
2. Thanks to the high level of stability, laying the BIRCO
channels is conducted on an earth-moist C 25/30 strip
of foundation concrete at least 15 cm high which must
be tapered in a conical shape on both sides. Complete
encasing or reinforcement on the sides is not generally
required (NW 100 starting from Class D 400 is an exception). Begin laying the channel line following the outfall
unit with the highest channel at the drain and form the
channel line with the next-smallest number. The structural dimensions of the attachment must be considered
when establishing the height level of the channel. We
recommend inserting the slot attachment into the channel directly after the concrete units have been laid in order
to protect them from soiling or to equalise the tolerances
in the upper piece of the slot attachment
3. All adjoining pavement surfaces must run permanently
at a level of some 3 to 5 mm higher than the upper edge
of the slot channel attachment. In order to achieve this,
we recommend laying the first two to three rows of pavement surfacing in the mortar bed. Proceed analogously
when installing up to load class E 600. When pavement
surfaces are being laid and pressed, it must be ensured
that the pavement material is not forced against the slot
attachments.
When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced
against the solid steel covers.
4. For installation in concrete surfaces or reinforced concrete constructions, running joints must be provided on
both sides to compensate horizontal forces that emerge.
These joints should be planned at an interval of some
0.2 to 0.5 metres from the channel. In sealing the adjacent areas it must be ensured that there is no mechanical
damage to the channel units. Joints running diagonally to
the channel line must be arranged every 5 – 6 metres in

6. Furthermore, when using asymmetrical slot attachments it must be ensured that the joints to the adjacent
system are executed in a permanently elastic fashion.
7. BIRCO drainage units are fitted with a safety sealing
joint on the channel end. In accordance with DIN EN 1433,
once laying has been completed this safety sealing joint
can be further treated with a plastic modified mortar or
a permanently elastic sealing material (for example SFConnect, see also page 119).
8. Local particularities can require special installation
methods that have to be examined and taken into account
by the planner(s). The installation must comply with the
latest regulations and guidelines such as ZTVT, ZTV concrete, ZTV bit and RStO.
+ Construction in accordance with the Construction
Tendering and Contract Regulations (VOB) Part C, DIN
18318 “Transport Route Construction”.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
pavement surfaces in road construction (ZTVT-StB) and
ZTV Asphalt.
+ Additional technical regulations and guidelines for
ground work in road construction (ZTVE-StB).
+ Guidelines for the standardisation of the pavement of
public thoroughfares (RSTO).
+ Preparation of the ATV DIN 18299 performance description “General Regulations for Construction Work of all
Types”.
+ The respectively correct load class in accordance with
DIN EN 1433, “Drainage channels for vehicular and
pedestrian areas”

For information on cleaning, maintenance and jointing instructions see Page 119.
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Installation examples slotted steel covers –
material thickness 4 mm
For NW 100, material thickness 4 mm, load class A 15 to E 600
Cast joint

Paving stone
Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

3-5mm

Sand joint

Fa çade

3-5mm

Sand joint

Paving stone

Paving stone or
block paving

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

Sub-base

Sub-base

BIRCOquality

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

3-5mm

Paving stone

3-5mm

Cast joint
Sand joint
Block paving
Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30

Paving stone or
block paving

BIRCOlight

For NW 150 AS, material thickness 4 mm, load class A 15 to E 600

Bedding

BIRCOplus

Road surface

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Notice
+ When laying paving stones or plates, it must be
ensured that, depending on their dimensions,
they are lying completely on the entire concrete
bed.

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.

Sub-base

Sub-base

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Sub-base

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Sub-base
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Installation examples slotted steel covers –
material thickness 1,5 mm
Installation instructions for traffic areas with light traffic.
Lorry parking lots | Curb areas

For NW 100, material thickness 1.5 mm, load class A 15 to C 250
Cast joint

Paving stone

3-5mm

Sand joint

Fa çade

3-5mm

Sand joint

Block paving

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving))

Paving stone or
block paving

Sub-base

Sub-base

Sub-base
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1
C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

3-5mm

Frr NW 150 AS, material thickness 1.5 mm, load class A 15 to C 250
Sand joint

Cast joint
Sand joint

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

Sub-base

3-5mm

Paving stone

Paving stone

Paving stone or
block paving
Laying course made
of concrete C 25/30
(2-3 lines of paving)

Sub-base

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Sub-base

Notice
+ When laying paving stones or plates, it must be
ensured that, depending on their dimensions, they
are lying completely on the entire concrete bed.

Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
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BIRCOslotted steel covers– Drainage examples
Slot attachments safety concept
Stairways drainage
A drainage system should be planned at the location of
free-standing stairways in order to ensure the safety of
people moving along the stairs.

Slot attachment “tripping point”

BIRCOquality

n this example, the drainage system utilised was accomplished by installing an asymmetrical slot attachment
with a concrete channel located beneath it at the foot
of the stairs. This allows the accumulating water in the
immediate vicinity of the stairs to be guided into the drainage channel and drained away. There is the optional
possibility of seeping the surface water away by installing
a variety of seepage pipes. This “invisible” drainage solution can be ideally integrated into any drainage concept.

BIRCOplus

The one-sided design of the asymmetrical slot attachment
means that its higher side is used as a visible stop angle.
The offset or height of the edge totals approximately 5 - 6
cm. In this way, the slot attachment’s metal band marks
the “threshold” via the different look of the slot attachment as a tripping point. At the same time, the slot attachment serves in the drainage of the stairway or the water
falling onto the flat surface.

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

In this example, an asymmetrical slot attachment was
installed to ensure pavement separation or the transition to
a stairway.

BIRCOlight

Pavement edge drainage
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BIRCOtop |
System for building façade drainage

BIRCOtop Series F and V

Page 64

+ Optimum building façade
drainage

BIRCOtop Series S

Page 86

+ For the discreet line drainage
of building façades

BIRCOtop accessories

Page 92

+ Attachments and covers in
terrace construction

Fountain system withBIRCOtop.

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

Page 63

BIRCOtop

Page 64

BIRCOtop Series F and V |
Optimum building façade drainage
BIRCOtop protects building façades and adjoining building extensions.
It is ideal for draining rainwater and subsequently for protection against
waterlogging. BIRCOtop additionally represents an elegant, attractive
transition point from “outside” to “inside”. This creates more design leeway for planners and reduces accident risks for residents..

+ Walkable

For the drainage of building façades and
adjoining building extensions without the
formation of tripping points.

BIRCOtop Series F and V | Areas of application
+
+
+
+
+

Building façades
Terrace areas
Roof gardens and flat roofs
New construction and renovation
Barrier-free living
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BIRCOtop Series F and V

BIRCOlight
BIRCOplus

+ Box channels with a variety of construction widths and heights
+ Construction height 3,00 m
+ Series F: Fixed construction height
+ Series V: Variable construction height
+ With and without visible edge
+ With one-sided or two-sided perforation
+ Design: Galvanised steel, stainless steel
+ Load class: Walkable
+ Large selection of covers and accessories
+ BIRCOtop Series F is also available as a
radial channel with matching covers

BIRCOquality

Facts

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

|

BIRCOtop

BIRCOtop Series F and V
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BIRCOtop Series F and V |
Optimum building façade drainage
With BIRCOtop the surface pavement or covering can be laid up to 50 mm
underneath the entrance door (see Flat Roof Guidelines, Pg. 102). Attractive
appearance, ideal drainage and reliable tripping protection.

i

Fast, safe installation
+ 3 metre channel elements
enable fast laying with fewer
joints.
+ Ready-to-use components, no
complicated assembly on the
building site.

Barrier-free living
+ The height of the transition
point from living space to
outside can be reduced down
to 50 mm..

Attractive design
+ The variable range of available
covers provides ideal architectural design possibilities.
+ Also available as a BIRCOlux
illuminated channel (subsequent installation possible).

Efficient drainage
+ Large storage volumes fordriving rain.
+ Targeted water drainage with
and without perforation protects the building structure.

Material quality
+ Galvanised steel or stainless
steel V2A guarantee a long
service life and safeguard your
investment.

i

Flexible application
+ Fixed (Series F) and variable
construction heights (Series V)
cover a broad range of applications.
+ With and without visible edge.
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BIRCOtop Series F and V

Dorfgemeinschaftshaus Großholzleute –
architectonic highlight

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Along the glass facade of a spacious private villa,
BIRCOtop series V was laid directly below the windows
and door reveals as a reliable drainage system for the
facade. The elegant transition from indoors to outdoors is
barrier-free; the lateral inlet slots of BIRCOtop ensure
speedy drainage and protect buildings and adjacent paving
from stagnant moisture.

BIRCOtop

Private villa in Bavaria–
elegant transition from outdoors to indoors

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

A meeting place for the community has been created in
Großholzleute, directly at the entrance to the village as a
new annex and expansion of the former fire station. Wood
construction, glass facades, and the combination of „old“
and „new“ create a special charm and lend the town a striking architectural highlight. The different facades are not
only protected against stagnant moisture, but also visually
enhanced by the BIRCOtop Series V 130, 160 and 210. The
overall concept is completed by BIRCOlight drainage systems on steps and stairways.
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BIRCOtop | Series F 100
Optimum building façade drainage in fixed construction height
Channel elements
+
+
+
+

|

without visible edge

|

perforated on one side

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Bolt connection bar
Also available without perforation

100
50/75/100
75

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

500 mm

100 mm

50 mm

1.0 kg

walkable

074011

Construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

100 mm

50 mm

2.0 kg

walkable

074012

Construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

100 mm

50 mm

5.8 kg

walkable

074014

Construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

100 mm

75 mm

1.2 kg

walkable

074031

Construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

100 mm

75 mm

2.3 kg

walkable

074032

Construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

100 mm

75 mm

6.9 kg

walkable

074034

Construction height 3, galvanised

500 mm

100 mm

100 mm

1.3 kg

walkable

074071

Construction height 3, galvanised

1000 mm

100 mm

100 mm

2.7 kg

walkable

074072

Construction height 3, galvanised

3000 mm

100 mm

100 mm

8.0 kg

walkable

074074

Construction height 1, galvanised

End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

for construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

100 mm

50 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074040

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

100 mm

75 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074041

End cap, galvanised, construction height 3

100 mm

100 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074042
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Perforated gratings

circular hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

ø 8 mm

159 cm2/m

walkable

064550

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

ø 8 mm

159 cm2/m

walkable

064551

square hole

BIRCOquality

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

8/8 mm

202 cm2/m

walkable

064552

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

8/8 mm

202 cm2/m

walkable

064553

Perforated gratings

rhombic hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

BIRCOplus

+
+
+
+

|

BIRCOlight

+
+
+
+

|

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

8/8 mm

204 cm2/m

walkable

064554

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

8/8 mm

204 cm2/m

walkable

064555

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Perforated gratings

BIRCOtop

+
+
+
+

|
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Slotted gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

SW 68/8 mm

161 cm2/m

walkable

064556

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

SW 68/8 mm

161 cm2/m

walkable

064557

Longitudinal bar grating
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M6/A2 inbus bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

SW 215/15 mm

691 cm2/m

walkable

064576

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.9 kg

SW 230/15 mm

694 cm2/m

walkable

064577

Mesh gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

MW 30/10 mm

688 cm2/m

walkable

064580

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.4 kg

MW 30/10 mm

688 cm2/m

walkable

064581

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOtop | Series F 130
Optimum building façade drainage in fixed construction height
Channel elements
+
+
+
+

|

without visible edge

|

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Bolt connection bar
Also available without perforation

perforated on one side

130
50/75/100

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

500 mm

130 mm

50 mm

1.1 kg

walkable

074111

Construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

50 mm

2.2 kg

walkable

074112

Construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

130 mm

50 mm

6.6 kg

walkable

074114

Construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

75 mm

1.3 kg

walkable

074131

Construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

75 mm

2.6 kg

walkable

074132

Construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

130 mm

75 mm

7.6 kg

walkable

074134

Construction height 3, galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

100 mm

1.5 kg

walkable

074171

Construction height 3, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

100 mm

2.9 kg

walkable

074172

Construction height 3, galvanised

3000 mm

130 mm

100 mm

8.8 kg

walkable

074174

Construction height 1, galvanised

End caps

BIRCOlight

Description

BIRCOquality

105

Width

for construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

130 mm

50 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074140

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

130 mm

75 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074141

End cap, galvanised, construction height 3

130 mm

100 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074142

BIRCOtop

Description

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
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Perforated gratings
+
+
+
+

|

circular hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

ø 8 mm

225 cm2/m

walkable

064650

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.4 kg

ø 8 mm

225 cm2/m

walkable

064651

Perforated gratings
+
+
+
+

|

square hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

8/8 mm

286 cm2/m

walkable

064652

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.3 kg

8/8 mm

286 cm2/m

walkable

064653

Perforated gratings
+
+
+
+

|

rhombic hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

8/8 mm

290 cm2/m

walkable

064654

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.3 kg

8/8 mm

290 cm2/m

walkable

064655
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Slotted gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

SW 98/8 mm

233 cm2/m

walkable

064656

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.4 kg

SW 98/8 mm

233 cm2/m

walkable

064657

Article no.

Longitudinal bar grating

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.4 kg

SW 215/15 mm

885 cm2/m

walkable

064676

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.8 kg

SW 230/15 mm

889 cm2/m

walkable

064677

Mesh gratings

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.5 kg

MW 30/10 mm

934 cm2/m

walkable

064680

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.9 kg

MW 30/10 mm

934 cm2/m

walkable

064681

BIRCOtop

Description

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

BIRCOlight

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M6/A2 inbus bolt connection

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOtop | Series F 160
Optimum building façade drainage in fixed construction height
Channel elements

|

|

without visible edge

perforated on one side

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ Bolt connection bar

160
50/75
136

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

500 mm

160 mm

50 mm

1.3 kg

walkable

074321

Construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

2.5 kg

walkable

074322

Construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

7.4 kg

walkable

074324

Construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

160 mm

75 mm

1.4 kg

walkable

074331

Construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

2.8 kg

walkable

074332

Construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

8.5 kg

walkable

074334

End caps
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Description

Width

for construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

100 mm

50 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074341

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

100 mm

75 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074342

Mesh gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

MW 30/10 mm

1051 cm2/m

walkable

074361

galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.0 kg

MW 30/10 mm

1051 cm2/m

galvanised
galvanised

500 mm
1000 mm

153 mm
153 mm

20 mm
20 mm

2.1 kg
4.4 kg

MW 30/15 mm
MW 30/15 mm

walkable

074351

2

walkable

074362

2

walkable

074352

1035 cm /m
1035 cm /m

MW = mesh width
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BIRCOtop | Series F 210
Optimum building façade drainage in fixed construction height
Channel elements

|

|

without visible edge

perforated on one side

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ Bolt connection bar

208
50/75

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

500 mm

210 mm

50 mm

1.4 kg

walkable

074421

Construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

210 mm

50 mm

2.8 kg

walkable

074422

Construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

210 mm

50 mm

8.5 kg

walkable

074424

Construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

210 mm

75 mm

1.6 kg

walkable

074431

Construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

210 mm

75 mm

3.2 kg

walkable

074432

Construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

210 mm

75 mm

9.6 kg

walkable

074434

+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)

Width

for construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

183 mm

50 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074441

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

183 mm

75 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074442

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Description

Mesh gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M12A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

200 mm

20 mm

2.3 kg

MW 30/10 mm

1484 cm2/m

walkable

074461

galvanised

1000 mm

200 mm

20 mm

4.4 kg

MW 30/10 mm

1484 cm2/m

galvanised
galvanised

MW = mesh width

500 mm
1000 mm

200 mm
200 mm

20 mm
20 mm

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

End caps

3.6 kg
7.1 kg

MW 30/15 mm
MW 30/15 mm

walkable

074451

2

walkable

074462

2

walkable

074452

1398 cm /m
1398 cm /m

BIRCOtop

Description

BIRCOquality

184
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BIRCOtop | Series F 130
Optimum building façade drainage in fixed construction height
Channel elements

|

|

with visible edge

perforated on two sides

+ Galvanised
+ Without bolt connection
+ Also available without perforation

15

130

15

50/75

15

100

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

50 mm

0.9 kg

walkable

074121

Construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

50 mm

1.8 kg

walkable

074122

Construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

75 mm

1.1 kg

walkable

074125

Construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

75 mm

2.2 kg

walkable

074126

End caps

Description

Width

for construction
height

Weight

Load class

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

100 mm

50 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074241

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

100 mm

75 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074242

Mesh gratings

|

Article no.

clamped grating

+ Galvanised

Description

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

1.3 kg

MW 30/10 mm

720 cm2/m

walkable

064160

galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

2.6 kg

MW 30/10 mm

720 cm2/m

walkable

064161

MW = mesh width
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Slotted gratings

|

clamped grating

+ Galvanised

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

0.9 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

walkable

064158

galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

1.8 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

walkable

064159

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

Description

SW = slot width
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BIRCOtop | Series F 160
Optimum building façade drainage in fixed construction height
Channel elements

|

|

with visible edge

perforated on two sides

+ Galvanised
+ With and without bolt connection bar
30

160

30

30

160

15

50/75/100
100

Description

30

100

Length

Width

Construction height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, with bolt connection

500 mm

160 mm

50 mm

0.9 kg

walkable

074211

Construction height 1, with bolt connection

1000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

1.9 kg

walkable

074212

Construction height 1, with bolt connection

3000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

5.5 kg

walkable

074214

Construction height 2, with bolt connection

500 mm

160 mm

75 mm

1.3 kg

walkable

074251

Construction height 2, with bolt connection

1000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

2.7 kg

walkable

074252

Construction height 2, with bolt connection

3000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

8.0 kg

walkable

074254

Construction height 3, with bolt connection

500 mm

160 mm

100 mm

1.5 kg

walkable

074281

Construction height 3, with bolt connection

1000 mm

160 mm

100 mm

3.0 kg

walkable

074282

Construction height 3, with bolt connection

3000 mm

160 mm

100 mm

9.1 kg

walkable

074284

500 mm

160 mm

50 mm

0.9 kg

walkable

074201

Construction height 1, without bolt connection
Construction height 1, without bolt connection

1000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

1.7 kg

walkable

074202

Construction height 1, without bolt connection

3000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

5.2 kg

walkable

074204

Construction height 2, without bolt connection

500 mm

160 mm

75 mm

1.3 kg

walkable

074261

Construction height 2, without bolt connection

1000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

2.5 kg

walkable

074262

Construction height 2, without bolt connection

3000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

7.6 kg

walkable

074264

Construction height 3, without bolt connection

500 mm

160 mm

100 mm

1.5 kg

walkable

074291

Construction height 3, without bolt connection

1000 mm

160 mm

100 mm

2.9 kg

walkable

074292

Construction height 3, without bolt connection

3000 mm

160 mm

100 mm

8.8 kg

walkable

074294

End caps

Description

Width

for construction height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

160 mm

50 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074241

Construction height 2, galvanised

160 mm

75 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

074242

Construction height 3, galvanised

160 mm

100 mm

0.2 kg

walkable

074243
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|

Slotted gratings

clamped grating

+ Galvanised

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

158 mm

20 mm

1.3 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

walkable

110666

galvanised

1000 mm

158 mm

20 mm

2.6 kg

SW 80/12 mm

334 cm2/m

walkable

110656

Ductile iron cast slotted grating

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

500 mm

158 mm

3.3 kg

SW 85/10 mm

312 cm2/m

walkable

110670

|

clamped grating

BIRCOlight

Mesh gratings

Width

+ Galvanised

Description

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet
cross section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

158 mm

1.7 kg

MW 30/16 mm

800 cm2/m

walkable

110662

2

1000 mm

158 mm

3.3 kg

MW 30/16 mm

800 cm /m

walkable

110652

galvanised

500 mm

158 mm

1.7 kg

MW 30/10 mm

720 cm2/m

walkable

110663

galvanised

1000 mm

158 mm

3.4 kg

MW 30/10 mm

720 cm2/m

walkable

110653

BIRCOtop

galvanised

BIRCOplus

black

Length

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Black immersion-lacquered
+ With 2 point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection
with attachement handle

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOtop | Series V 100
Optimum building façade drainage in variable construction height
Channel elements
+
+
+
+

|

without visible edge

|

perforated on one side

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Construction height can be adapted on site
Bolt connection bar

100

59 – 170

Description

Length

Width

Construction height
min – max

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

500 mm

100 mm

59 – 83 mm

2.2 kg

walkable

064701

Construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

100 mm

59 – 83 mm

4.1 kg

walkable

064702

Construction height 1, galvanised

1500 mm

100 mm

59 – 83 mm

6.1 kg

walkable

064703

Construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

100 mm

59 – 83 mm

12.2 kg

walkable

064704

Construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

100 mm

82 – 117 mm

2.5 kg

walkable

064706

Construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

100 mm

82 – 117 mm

4.9 kg

walkable

064707

Construction height 2, galvanised

1500 mm

100 mm

82 – 117 mm

7.3 kg

walkable

064708

Construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

100 mm

82 – 117 mm

14.6 kg

walkable

064709

Construction height 3, galvanised

500 mm

100 mm

115 – 170 mm

3.4 kg

walkable

064711

Construction height 3, galvanised

1000 mm

100 mm

115 – 170 mm

6.4 kg

walkable

064712

Construction height 3, galvanised

1500 mm

100 mm

115 – 170 mm

9.5 kg

walkable

064713

Construction height 3, galvanised

3000 mm

100 mm

115 – 170 mm

19.0 kg

walkable

064714

End caps
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 piece

Description

Width

for construction height
min – max

Weight

Load class

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

100 mm

59 – 83 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

064360

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

100 mm

82 – 117 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

064361

End cap, galvanised, construction height 3

100 mm

115 – 170 mm

0.2 kg

walkable

064362
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Perforated gratings

circular hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

ø 8 mm

159 cm2/m

walkable

064550

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

ø 8 mm

159 cm2/m

walkable

064551

square hole

BIRCOquality

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

8/8 mm

202 cm2/m

walkable

064552

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

8/8 mm

202 cm2/m

walkable

064553

Perforated gratings

rhombic hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

BIRCOplus

+
+
+
+

|

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

8/8 mm

204 cm2/m

walkable

064554

walkable

064555

galvanised

1000 mm

BIRCOlight

+
+
+
+

|

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

8/8 mm

2

204 cm /m

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Perforated gratings

BIRCOtop

+
+
+
+

|
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Slotted gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.0 kg

SW 68/8 mm

161 cm2/m

walkable

064556

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.0 kg

SW 68/8 mm

161 cm2/m

walkable

064557

Mesh gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

92 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

MW 30/10 mm

688 cm2/m

walkable

064580

galvanised

1000 mm

92 mm

20 mm

2.4 kg

MW 30/10 mm

688 cm2/m

walkable

064581

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOtop | Series V 130
Optimum building façade drainage in variable construction height
Channel elements
+
+
+
+

|

|

without visible edge

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Construction height can be adapted on site
Bolt connection bar

perforated on one side

130

Construction height
min – max

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

59 – 83 mm

2.4 kg

walkable

064801

Construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

59 – 83 mm

4.4 kg

walkable

064802

Construction height 1, galvanised

1500 mm

130 mm

59 – 83 mm

6.6 kg

walkable

064803

Construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

130 mm

59 – 83 mm

13.2 kg

walkable

064804

Construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

82 – 117 mm

2.7 kg

walkable

064806

Construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

82 – 117 mm

5.2 kg

walkable

064807

Construction height 2, galvanised

1500 mm

130 mm

82 – 117 mm

7.8 kg

walkable

064808

Construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

130 mm

82 – 117 mm

15.5 kg

walkable

064809

Construction height 3, galvanised

500 mm

130 mm

115 – 170 mm

3.5 kg

walkable

064811

Construction height 3, galvanised

1000 mm

130 mm

115 – 170 mm

6.7 kg

walkable

064812

Construction height 3, galvanised

1500 mm

130 mm

115 – 170 mm

10.0 kg

walkable

064813

Construction height 3, galvanised

3000 mm

130 mm

115 – 170 mm

20.0 kg

walkable

064814

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 piece

Width

For construction height
min – max

Weight

Load class

Article no.

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

130 mm

59 – 83 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

064363

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

130 mm

82 – 117 mm

0.2 kg

walkable

064364

End cap, galvanised, construction height 3

130 mm

115 – 170 mm

0.3 kg

walkable

064365

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

End caps

Description

BIRCOlight

Width

BIRCOplus

Length

BIRCOtop

Description

BIRCOquality

59 – 170
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Perforated gratings
+
+
+
+

|

circular hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

ø 8 mm

225 cm2/m

walkable

064650

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.4 kg

ø 8 mm

225 cm2/m

walkable

064651

Perforated gratings
+
+
+
+

|

square hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

8/8 mm

286 cm2/m

walkable

064652

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.3 kg

8/8 mm

286 cm2/m

walkable

064653

Perforated gratings
+
+
+
+

|

rhombic hole

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Inlet opening 8 mm
2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

8/8 mm

290 cm2/m

walkable

064654

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.3 kg

8/8 mm

290 cm2/m

walkable

064655
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Slotted gratings
+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

SW 98/8 mm

233 cm2/m

walkable

064656

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.4 kg

SW 98/8 mm

233 cm2/m

walkable

064657

Mesh gratings

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

500 mm

122 mm

20 mm

1.5 kg

MW 30/10 mm

934 cm2/m

walkable

064680

galvanised

1000 mm

122 mm

20 mm

2.9 kg

MW 30/10 mm

934 cm2/m

walkable

064681

BIRCOlight

Length

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2 point per metre M10/A2 bolt connection

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOtop Series S | For the discreet
line drainage of building façades
BIRCOtop Series S is designed as a slot channel enabling the pavement
to be laid virtually flush to the building façade. The cross web-reinforced
channel body ensures lasting drainage functionality and the removable
rectangular hole cover provides an appealing appearance. .

+ Walkable

For the virtually invisible drainage of building façades and building extensions.

BIRCOtop Series S
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

|

Areas of application

Plaster façades
Direct attachment to the building façade
Roof gardens and flat roofs
Steps and stairways
New construction and renovation
Design element for separating pavements
Revolving door
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BIRCOlight
BIRCOplus

+ Slot channel in a closed design or
perforated on one side
+ Including removable rectangular hole
cover
+ Also available as a symmetrical channel
+ Design: stainless steel (V2A), also available
in galvanised steel
+ Construction length: 3.00 m
+ Load class: walkable
+ Accessories: maintenance chambers, end
caps, connection shoes
+ Also available as a radial channel

BIRCOquality

Facts

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

|

BIRCOtop

BIRCOtop Serie S
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BIRCOtop Series S | For the discreet
line drainage of building façades
BIRCOtop Series S provides all planners with an interesting alternative in
building façade drainage. Attractive, sturdy and providing top performance.

i

Fast, safe installation
+ 3 metre channel units enable
fast laying with fewer joints.
+ Ready-to-use components, no
complicated assembly at the
building site..

Barrier-free living
+ The height of the transition
line from living space to the
outdoor area can be reduced
by up to 50 mm.

Attractive design
+ Including matching, removable rectangular hole covers.
+ Virtually invisible: Pavement
can be laid almost right up to
the building façade.

Efficient drainage
+ Cross web reinforcement
of the channel body ensure
consistently high drainage
volumes.
+ Targeted water drainage with
and without perforation protects the building structure.

Material quality
+ Stainless steel V2A guarantees
a long serviceable life and
safeguards your investment.
+ Also available in galvanised
steel.

i

Flexible application
+ Optional slotted or closed design variations provide leeway
for implementing a variety of
drainage concepts..
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BIRCOslotted
steel covers

ling gardens and parks. Pedestrian areas and outdoor facilities were returned to their former splendour thanks to the
outstanding structural landscaping properties of BIRCO
drainage channels.

BIRCOtop

The comprehensive reconstruction of Schloss HannoverHerrenausen, including the classical facade, was completed
in 2013. In the process, BIRCOtop series S and BIRCOlight
was installed around the stately building and in the spraw-

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

Schloss Hannover-Herrenhausen –
elaborate reconstruction
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BIRCOtop | Serie S
For the discreet line drainage of building façades
Channel elements

|

asymmetrical

+
+
+
+
+

Stainless steel (V2A)
Also available in galvanised steel
Closed or perforated on one side
Including removable rectangular hole cover
Other construction heights, construction lengths (up to a maximum of 3000
mm) and slot widths as well as other covers (perforated and slotted grates)
available upon request
+ Also available as a symmetrical slot channe
+ Drainage openings, tailored special lengths and mitred cuts are also possible
Description

20

80
150

80

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Inlet
opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

Channel, closed

3000 mm

80 mm

150 mm

14.1 kg

20 mm

106 cm2/m

walkable

065901

Channel, perforated

3000 mm

80 mm

150 mm

13.9 kg

20 mm

106 cm2/m

walkable

065902

End cap

connection shoe

End caps and connection shoe
+ Stainless steel (V2A)
+ Also available in galvanised steel
+ Sealing required on the building site

Description

Width

Height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

End cap, right

80 mm

150 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

065940

End cap, left

80 mm

150 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

065941

Connection shoe

80 mm

55 mm

0.1 kg

walkable

065925

Maintenance chambers
+
+
+
+

Stainless steel (V2A)
Also available in galvanised steel
Horizontal or vertical drain DN 100
Excavation trough for cobblestone pavements
upon request
+ Various connection possibilities

150
260

300

Description

Length

Width

Construction
height

horizontal

300 mm

300 mm

vertical

300 mm

300 mm

Maintenance chamber
with connection on two sides

Weight

Load class

Article no.

260 mm

5,8 kg

walkable

on request

150 mm

4,5 kg

walkable

on request
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BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

BIRCOtop Series S

Attractive line layout and high-performance drainage in one line. BIRCOtop along the house façade
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BIRCOtop accessories 25x25
Attachments and covers in terrace construction
Attachment elements
+
+
+
+
+

|

25/25

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Construction height adjustable on-site
Perforated all around
Without grating

Description

250
59 – 170

Length

Width

Construction height
min – max

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

250 mm

250 mm

59 – 83 mm

1.6 kg

walkable

064331

Construction height 2, galvanised

250 mm

250 mm

82 – 117 mm

1.9 kg

walkable

064332

Construction height 3, galvanised

250 mm

250 mm

115 – 170 mm

2.6 kg

walkable

064333

Perforated grating

|

circular hole

|

for attachment element 25/25

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

242 mm

242 mm

20 mm

1.3 kg

ø 8 mm

109 cm2/pce

walkable

064420

Perforated grating

|

square hole

|

for attachment element 25/25

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

242 mm

242 mm

20 mm

1.2 kg

8/8 mm

139 cm2/pce

walkable

064422
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Perforated grating

|

rhombic hole

|

for attachment element 25/25

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

242 mm

242 mm

1.2 kg

8/8 mm

137 cm2/pce

walkable

064424

for attachment element 25/25

BIRCOquality

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

242 mm

242 mm

1.3 kg

SW 68/8 mm

106 cm2/pce

walkable

064407

Mesh grating

|

BIRCOlight

|

for attachment element 25/25

BIRCOplus

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

242 mm

242 mm

20 mm

1.6 kg

MW 30/10 mm

437 cm2/pce

walkable

064426

BIRCOtop

Description

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Slotted grating

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOtop accessories 40x40
Attachments and covers in terrace construction
Attachment elements |
+
+
+
+
+

40/40

Galvanised
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
Construction height adjustable on-site
Perforated all around
Without grating

Description

400
59 – 170

Length

Width

Construction height
min – max

Weight

Load class

Article no.

Construction height 1, galvanised

400 mm

400 mm

59 – 83 mm

2.6 kg

walkable

064335

Construction height 2, galvanised

400 mm

400 mm

82 – 117 mm

3.2 kg

walkable

064336

Construction height 3, galvanised

400 mm

400 mm

115 – 170 mm

4.3 kg

walkable

064337

Perforated grating

|

circular hole

|

for attachment element 40/40

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

392 mm

392 mm

20 mm

2.7 kg

ø 8 mm

310 cm2/pce

walkable

064421

Perforated grating

|

square hole

|

for attachment element 40/40

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

392 mm

392 mm

20 mm

2.6 kg

8/8 mm

395 cm2/pce

walkable

064423
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Perforated grating

|

rhombic hole

|

for attachment element 40/40

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

392 mm

392 mm

20 mm

2.6 kg

8/8 mm

394 cm2/pce

walkable

064425

|

Slotted grating

for attachment element 40/40

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

392 mm

392 mm

20 mm

2.9 kg

SW 98/8 mm

247 cm2/pce

walkable

064408

Mesh grating

|

BIRCOlight

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection

for attachment element 40/40

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

392 mm

392 mm

20 mm

3.9 kg

MW 30/10 mm

1180 cm2/pce

walkable

064427

Branch canal

BIRCOtop

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ Perforated on 2 sides

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Load class

Article no.

galvanised

2000 mm

100 mm

30 mm

4.3 kg

walkable

071080

Also available with one sided perforation.
SW = slot width, MW = mesh width

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

+ Galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ With 1-point M10/A2 bolt connection
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BIRCOtop | Installation Instructions
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOtop. For
comprehensive description please read here.
Galvanised steel/stainless steel drainage systems
for building façades and open spaces
In order to ensure the lasting functionality or serviceable
life of the high quality steel units, a number of points must
be observed from a construction site work perspective.

Special on-site particularities must of course also be taken
into account.

+ It must be ensured that the components, which can be
up to 3 metres long, are not damaged through misshaping during transport or incorrect carrying methods.
During installation, before the channels can be walked
upon they must be reinforced with the covers.

+ When laying, the height of products fitted with a heigh
adjustment feature can be regulated without restriction using the height adjustment feature. The heightof
products without a height adjustment feature can be
adjusted any time using support padding with filling
material

+ Contact of the visible surface with alkaline materials
such as plaster or cement screed must be avoided without exception, since such contact could result in the corrosion damage of galvanised materials and the optical
damage of stainless steel products

+ Once the building façade has been cleaned, the channel
must be rinsed out with clear water to the extent that
no cleaning agent residue remains in the channel and
could possibly act negatively on the channel material.

+ When installing the steel units in screed or concrete/
single-grain concrete, we recommend the utilisation of
stainless steel alloys due to the alkaline environment.
Mechanical damages should be avoided to ensure lasting corrosion protection of galvanised materials.
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Installation Instructions for BIRCOtop
+ Once the channels have been laid, the supplied covers
must be inserted to reduce the danger of accidents and
to exclude the possibility of the channels warping. If
construction phase-related plastering work is necessa-

ry, then the drainage units (channel and cover) must be
appropriately covered and protected against mechanical and chemical damages

BIRCOquality

+ Prior to cleaning the slot channels however, the covers
must be removed and reinserted when cleaning is completed, as they prevent the incursion of large dirt and
soiling particles

+ The drainage units can be easily and effectively connected with one another using the connection clips as
needed.

BIRCOlight

+ Once installation in traffic areas has been completed,
the adjacent pavements should permanently border
along the channels or covers approximately 3-5 mm
above them.
+ It should always be ensured that edges in the end areas
of the parts do not damage the insulation.

Stainless steel materials can be integrated into concrete
ceilings for example without any concerns. In the event of
high level requirements regarding the sealing tightness of
the surroundings or the connection of surface coatings or
pavements, sealing joints are to be positioned to the right
and/or left of the channel unit to appropriately seal the
concrete/stainless steel material transition point.
In the installation of stainless steel or galvanised channels,
the length expansion coefficients must be observed. This
applies in particular if the channels are utilised in areas
subject to extreme temperature fluctuations.

It is necessary to attach matching end discs to the end of
the drainage units in order to ensure the functionality of a
drainage line. End caps that can easily be clicked into place
on the building site are available for the different systems.
This provides a clear separation of the channel line and the
adjacent material and the channels are protected from the
incursion of these adjacent materials.

BIRCOtop

General installation information

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

+ Special particularities of the site must be taken into
account. For “Barrier-free access” applications, the
requirements in accordance with DIN 18030 (Barrierfree dwellings) as well as particularities of the property
must be taken into account. .
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Application examples - Flat roof guidelines/
Combination examples
BIRCOtop drainage units reduce tripping points. In addition, many BIRCO channel systems
can be combined like in a building block system, providing the necessary freedom for
design ideas.

Compliance with the flat roof guidelines
In accordance with the requirements of DIN 18195, the
sealing of horizontal surfaces or surfaces with a slightly
sloped surface with higher reaching components should
generally extend 150 mm above the surface of the protec-

tive layer of the pavement or cover material and be secured
there. This creates an offset of at least 150 mm (see Illustration a).

Ill. a

Ill. c

min. 150 mm

Ill. a depicts the transitional border described above from
inside to outside without drainage channels. The offset
generally represents a usage restriction, but also an increased accident risk in any case

Ill. b

mind. 50 mm

In Ill. b, the transition is reduced to 50 mm as the result of
the installation of a drainage channel. This creates a transitional border that can be walked upon without problems.

lll. c: Depending on the property, the installation of drainage channels can create a transitional border without
barriers, providing for construction that is compatible for
handicapped persons and senior citizens.
However, since the particular problem of sealing in the
area of the door element can be difficult to resolve technically, other measures must be considered in addition to the
arrangement of the drainage unit. These measures can for
example include using grated mesh covers with the largest
possible inlet cross-section to cover the channels, as well
as roofing whenever possible in the area of the transition
from inside to outside to reduce the threat of spray and
bilge water during heavy rains. Furthermore, free-flowing
drainage with no tailback at all times, even of large quantities of water, must be ensured. This is why the choice of the
adjacent drainage-capable pavement or surface covering is
of prime importance. Because of these potential problems,
such details should be precisely examined prior to conducting the corresponding work.
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Pavement/surface covering separation
Sand joint

Sealing/expansion joint

The BIRCOtop drainage system comes in different variations, making it
suitable for a broad range of different applications.
Featuring a second drainage level in closed channel systems
of the nubs additionally ensures the outward flow of the
water accruing at the second drainage level.
Along with the various options specified here, attachment
elements arranged in accordance with the same principle
can also be used for the work

Surfacing slab with slope

BIRCOplus

Closed BIRCOtop channel

PE disc with spacer nubs

Pressed sealing course

Insulation

Glued sealing course

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

A second drainage level is installed in roof structures for
the protection of the insulation or fittings below. In the
case depicted here, drainage is provided via the ceiling
opening using a pipe socket welded in the factory with a
tight seal to the channel. The sealing course of the second
drainage level is connected with a sealing flange. A PE
disc located above this fitted with spacer nubs prevents
the penetration of the adjacent base course material (gravel, for example) into the drainage pipe. The formation

BIRCOquality

Block paving

BIRCOlight

Concrete slab

Pipe socket, welded with a tight seal

BIRCOtop

Differing settlement characteristics of base courses, the
passage of time between completion of different construction phases and pavement/surface covering separations with different foundations often result in damages
to the drainage units arranged at the connection interface
point. In the case depicted here, this problem was resolved
using an asymmetrical closed BIRCOtop slot channel: The
channel unit was leaned against an existing concrete slab,
forming a clean break or transition between the different
surface coverings. Hardly any visually disruptive separation is noticeable. The type of installation must be modified according to the load-bearing capacity or traffic load
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BIRCOtop drainage performance
BIRCO channel systems provide outstanding drainage performance. BIRCO offers a calculation
service in addition to this diagram.

BIRCOtop Series F 100
Construction
height

|

without visible edge

Drainage capacity

Cross-sectional area

50 mm

0.83 l/sec

14.97 cm2

75 mm

1.67 l/sec

100 mm

2.52 l/sec

BIRCOtop Series F 160
Construction
height

|

50 mm

1.26 l/sec

22.62 cm2

30.15 cm2

75 mm

2.52 l/sec

45.30 cm2

45.41 cm2

100 mm

3.78 l/sec

68.06 cm2

Cross-sectional area

50 mm

1.15 l/sec

20.77 cm2

75 mm

2.21 l/sec

39.84 cm2

Construction
height

|

Cross-sectional area

50 mm

2.27 l/sec

41.00 cm2

75 mm

3.67 l/sec

66.00 cm2

100 mm

5.06 l/sec

91.00 cm2

|

BIRCOtop Series F 210
Construction
height

without visible edge

|

without visible edge

Drainage capacity

Cross-sectional area

50 mm

3.65 l/sec

65.74 cm2

75 mm

6.21 l/sec

130.98 cm2

BIRCOtop Series F 130

with visible edge

Drainage capacity

BIRCOtop Series V 100

without visible edge
Cross-sectional area

without visible edge

Construction
height

|

Drainage capacity

Drainage capacity

BIRCOtop Series F 160

BIRCOtop Series F 130

Construction
height

|

with visible edge

Drainage capacity

Cross-sectional area

50 mm

1.70 l/sec

30.60 cm2

75 mm

3.20 l/sec

57.60 cm2

BIRCOtop Series V 100

|

with visible edge

Construction
height

Drainage capacity

Cross-sectional area

Construction
height

Drainage capacity

Cross-sectional area

59 – 83 mm

1.77 – 3.04 l/sec

31.87 – 54.65 cm2

57 – 88 mm

1.35 – 2.63 l/sec

24.21 – 47.31 cm2

82 – 117 mm

2.94 – 4.78 l/sec

52.88 – 86.10 cm2

88 – 119 mm

2.63 – 3.91 l/sec

47.31 – 70.40 cm2

115 – 170 mm

4.62 – 7.52 l/sec

83.08 – 135.27 cm2

119 – 150 mm

3.91 – 5.19 l/sec

70.40 – 93.50 cm2

BIRCOtop Series V 130

|

without visible edge

BIRCOtop Series S

Construction
height

Drainage capacity

Cross-sectional area

Construction
height

59 – 83 mm

2.36 – 4.02 l/sec

42.45 – 72.42 cm2

150 mm. neck 80 mm

82 – 117 mm

3.91 – 6.34 l/sec

70.36 – 114.07 cm2

115 – 170 mm

6.14 – 9.84 l/sec

110.45 – 177.15 cm2

|

asymmetrical
Drainage capacity

Cross-sectional area

2.10 l/sec

37.75 cm2

These diagrams can only provide the desired result in a few cases since the job definition is influenced in large part by the
conditions on-site, i.e, the location of the existing drains, the number of drainage lines, etc. Therefore we recommend a
hydraulic calculation from our personnel with a proposed design.
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BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

BIRCOtop

Diversion of the water at the edge of the fountain for reuse in BIRCOtop Series S channels.
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BIRCOprofil | Top performance
with low heights
BIRCOprofil combines the broadest range of requirements into one highperformance profile. The steel channel is applicable for low construction
heights and ensures optimum drainage performance, reliable traffic safety
and attractive design. It also takes on entrained water and functions as a
relief and evaporation channel.

+ A 15 to C 250

For the drainage of areas with low construction heights that are subjected to heavy
dynamic loads.

BIRCOprofil
+
+
+
+
+

|

Areas of application

Parking garages and parking decks
For the drainage of entrained water
Functions as an evaporation channel
New construction and renovation
Applicable everywhere only limited installation depths are available for jointing
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BIRCOprofil

|

Facts

BIRCOprofil

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality

+ Channel system: Width 160, 196 mm (246
mm upon request)
+ Construction lengths: 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 metres
+ Construction heights: 50, 75 mm
+ Design: Galvanised steel, stainless steel
+ Uplift guard from the special channel
form and mounting anchor
+ Load class: A 15 – C 250 (in special installations up to E 600)
+ Broad range of covers
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BIRCOprofil | Top performance with
low heights
Low construction heights and high demands on the load-bearing capability of the channel. BIRCOprofil provides top drainage and traffic safety
in equal measure.
Traffic safety
+ High level of traffic safety
thanks to the 2, 4 and 8 bolt
connections per metre.

Fast, safe installation
+ 3 metre channel units enable
fast laying with fewer joints.
+ Special channel form and
mounting anchor create an
integrated uplift guard.

Attractive design
+ The broad range of covers
available provides the very
best architectural possibilities.

Low-maintenance
+ The large contact area is easy
to clean and readily visible thanks to the channel’s
smooth surface.

Material quality
+ Galvanised or stainless steel
V2A ensure a long service life
and safeguard your invest-

i

Flexible application
+ Ideal for new construction,
renovation or subsequent
installation.
+ 3 nominal widths and 2
different construction heights
cover the broadest range of
applications
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Residential complex “In den Kirschen” – Limited
installation depth

BIRCOlight
BIRCOplus
BIRCOslotted
steel covers
BIRCOtop

In Donaueschingen, a redesigned gathering place in the city
centre was created. A pleasant atmosphere, shops, public
library, and a tourist information centre invite pedestrians
to linger and stroll. The drainage line runs directly over an
underground car park. Since the installation depths were
limited, the planners’ selection of BIRCOprofil was the
perfect solution. Low installation height, but nevertheless
stable load values make BIRCOprofil a guarantee for road
safety and reliable drainage of large paved areas.

BIRCOprofil

Max-Rielpe-Platz, Donaueschingen –
reliable drainage of the public square

BIRCOquality

With its low construction height, BIRCOprofil is particularly suited for the drainage of parking garages and parking
decks. Munich’s “In den Kirschen” residential complex was
equipped with a reliable BIRCOprofil channel system that
drains accumulating water quickly and efficiently, as well
as providing the stability for necessary long-term horizontal loads. And it does all this at an installation depth of only
75 mm.
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BIRCOprofil | 160
Top performance with low heights
Channel elements
+
+
+
+
+

Galvanised steel
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
With welded bolt clamp
With mounting anchor
Drainage opening tailored to the property
(connection to the local pipe systems)
+ Installation of a 2nd drainage level is possible

160
50/75
50

Description

50

Length

Width

Construction
height

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No

Channel construction height 1, galvanised

500 mm

160 mm

50 mm

2.9 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061001

Channel construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

6.0 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061002

Channel construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

160 mm

50 mm

18.4 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061004

Channel construction height 2, galvanised

500 mm

160 mm

75 mm

3.4 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061011

Channel construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

7.0 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061012

Channel construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

160 mm

75 mm

21.4 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061014

*Please observe separate installation, otherwise load class C 250

Connection shoes
+ Galvanised steel
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ Sealing required on the building site for ex. with BIRCOconnect

Description

Width

For construction
height

Gewicht

Article No

Connection shoe, galvanised, construction height 1

160 mm

50 mm

0.2 kg

061050

Connection shoe, galvanised, construction height 2

160 mm

75 mm

0.2 kg

061051

End caps
+ Galvanised steel
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ Welded ex-factory and subsequently cold galvanised

Description

Width

For construction
height

Load class

Article No

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

160 mm

50 mm

0.2 kg

061045

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

160 mm

75 mm

0.2 kg

061046
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Ductile iron slotted gratings
+ Black-immersion lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 2-point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No

black

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

3.9 kg

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

261072

black

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

5.0 kg

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

261075 .

Please note that the channel in combination with this cover has a reduced drainage cross-section as a result of the notch. We t herefore recommend using
the channel construction height of 75 mm.

Mesh gratings

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

2.1 kg

MW 30/15 mm

1035 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

261063 .

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.3 kg

MW 30/15 mm

1035 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

261053 .

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

153 mm

20 mm

4.4 kg

MW 10/30 mm

1051 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

261064 .

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

153 mm

20 mm

8.2 kg

MW 10/30 mm

1051 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

261054 .

BIRCOprofil

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Please note that the channel in combination with this cover has a reduced drainage cross-section as a result of the notch. We t herefore recommend using
the channel construction height of 75 mm.

BIRCOlight

Length

BIRCOplus

Description

BIRCOquality

+ Hot-dipped galvanised
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 2-point per metre M12/A2 bolt connection

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOprofil | 196
Top performance with low heights
Channel elements
+
+
+
+
+

Galvanised steel
Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
With bolting device
With mounting anchor
Drainage opening tailored to the property
(connection to the local pipe systems
+ Installation of a 2nd drainage level is possible

Description

196
50/75
50

Length

Width

Construction
height

Channel construction height 1, galvanised

500 mm

196 mm

Channel construction height 1, galvanised

1000 mm

196 mm

Channel construction height 1, galvanised

3000 mm

Channel construction height 2, galvanised

50

Weight

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No

50 mm

3.1 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061101

50 mm

6.2 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061102

196 mm

50 mm

18.6 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061108

500 mm

196 mm

75 mm

3.6 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061104

Channel construction height 2, galvanised

1000 mm

196 mm

75 mm

7.2 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061105

Channel construction height 2, galvanised

3000 mm

196 mm

75 mm

21.6 kg

A 15 – E 600*

061107

*Please observe separate installation, otherwise load class C 250

Connection shoes
+ Galvanised steel
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ Sealing required on the building site for ex. with BIRCOconnect

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article No

Connection shoe, galvanised, construction height 1

196 mm

50 mm

0.2 kg

061150

Connection shoe, galvanised, construction height 2

196 mm

75 mm

0.2 kg

061151

End caps
+ Galvanised steel
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ Welded ex-factory and subsequently cold galvanised

Description

Width

For construction
height

Weight

Article No

End cap, galvanised, construction height 1

196 mm

50 mm

0.2 kg

061145

End cap, galvanised, construction height 2

196 mm

75 mm

0.2 kg

061146
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Ductile iron slotted gratings
+ Black-immersion lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8-point per metre M12/A2 self locking bolt connection

Description

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

black

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

5.0 kg

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

black

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

6.4 kg

SW 100/13 mm

469 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

Article No
262172
262175

Please note that the channel in combination with this cover has a reduced drainage cross-section as a result of the notch. We t herefore recommend using
the channel construction height of 75 mm.

ductile iron

Description
black

BIRCOquality

+ Black-immersion lacquered
+ Also available galvanised
+ 8-point per metre M12/A2 self locking bolt connection

Length

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

7.0 kg

MW 20/30 mm

876 cm2/m

A 15 – E 600

262186

BIRCOlight

|

Mesh gratings

Mesh gratings

Width

Height

Weight

Inlet opening

Inlet cross
section

Load class
DIN EN 1433

Article No

hot-dipped galvanised

500 mm

187 mm

30 mm

3.3 kg

MW 30/12 mm

1154 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

262163

hot-dipped galvanised

1000 mm

187 mm

30 mm

6.1 kg

MW 30/12 mm

1154 cm2/m

A 15 – C 250

262153

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

Length

BIRCOprofil

BIRCOtop

Description

BIRCOplus

+ Hot-dipped galvanise
+ Also available in stainless steel (V2A)
+ 4-point per grating M12/A2 self locking bolt
connection

SW = slot width, MW = mesh width
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BIRCOprofil | Installation Instructions
A number of details must be observed when installing BIRCOprofil. For a
comprehensive description please here.
+ When using drainage elements in ceilings or building
parts with greater sealing tightness requirements, we
recommend using stainless steel products and welding
of the channel ends on the building site. A sealing tightness test (water level test) must be conducted before
installation is completed.
+ When installing in concrete fittings, the transition
points (where the channel meets the adjacent concrete slabs) must be grouted with a permanently elastic
sealing material (for example with SF-Connect or another polyurethane-based sealant). Expansion joints
must be laid out in such manner that horizontal forces
do not exert pressure on the drainage unit and that
they run through the channel end.
+ Mechanical processing of the drainage units on thebuilding site must be conducted taking into consideration that, in particular with galvanised materials, the
connection interfaces will be primed and subsequently
galvanised. Otherwise there would be no lasting corrosion protection

+ With drainage elements installed in areas that are
subjected to being driven over permanently it must be
observed that the screws are tightened with the stipulated torque moments.
+ The contact surfaces of slots in concrete ceilings must
be treated in advance with a bonding course.
+ The channel must be safeguarded against
“flooding”during the concrete work and secured in its
position.
+ Individual requirements must be taken into account
according to the on-site circumstances and considered
by the planner(s).
+ When bolting the covers it must by all means be observed that the torque moment (M12) 20 Nm is not exceeded.

BIRCOprofil Jointing

In situations with greater demands on sealing tightness, we recommend welding the channel ends and appropriately
sealing the work joints.
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BIRCOprofil Installation Examples
BIRCOprofil, load class A 15 – E 600
Drawing no. 14947
200 mm
Sealing joint

3-5 mm

Sealing joint min. 10 mm

Movement joint
Wearing course

Screed

Base course

Mounting bracket

Bituminous sub-base
Concrete C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Compensation layer

200 mm

Sealing joint min. 10 mm

Sealing joint
Movement joint

3-5 mm

200 mm

C 35/45 XC4,
XD3, XF4, XM2

Poured asphalt-wearing surface

In-situ concrete

Poured asphalt-protective layer
Sealing sheet

Compensation layer
Raw ceiiling

|

Efficient time and cost management

+ 3 metre channel elements enable fast laying with fewer joints.
+ The special channel shape and mounting anchor create an integrated uplift
guard.

For information on cleaning, maintenance and jointing instructions see Page 119
Constructed in accordance with RSTO using non-settling frost-free sub-bases.
Exception up to D 400: Not for use across the carriage- way of highways or motorways.

BIRCOplus
BIRCOslotted
steel covers

The bolts on the gratings must be retightened at regular
intervals.

BIRCOtop

The concrete qualities indicated are minimum values.
Require- ments related to the installation location according to DIN 1045-2 or DIN EN 206-1 regarding for instance
resistance to frost and de-icing salt are to be taken into
account in the choice of the concrete
Bolting connection note:

Torque moments for screw fastening the gratings are to be
set at M12 = 60 Nm.

BIRCOprofil

When pavement surfaces are being laid and pressed, it
must be ensured that the pavement material is not forced
against the channels

BIRCOlight

Mounting bracket

Concrete C 25/30 XC 4, XF 1

Fast, safe installation

BIRCOquality

Raw ceiiling
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BIRCOprofil in renovation
BIRCOprofil is particularly suited for renovations due to
its constructive properties and low construction heights.
The channel units are fitted into the corresponding ceiling
recess using mounting anchors to attach them to the base.
The channel ends are mounted using the supplied connec- tion elements. Sealing is conducted on the building
site, for example with SF-Connect. Should height adaptations be required, we recommend using lumps of cement:
They serve in adjusting the height on the one hand and in
ensuring the stabile positioning of the channel units on
the other. Prior to conducting concrete work, the existing
concrete surfaces must be treated with a bonding course.
It must be ensured that the down-flow of the channel

unit occurs without bubbles and that the channel is fully
encased with concrete. A sealing joint must be provided in
order to prevent penetration in the area of the raised edge
of the channel where the material changes to concrete. In
newly built structures where a corresponding surface coating is stipulated, for instance, depending on the property’s
needs the flanks of the steel frame connectors can be treated with an epoxy resin and sanding for better adhesion. A
variety of traffic-safe bolt connections is available to ensure traffic safety or to prevent clattering of the covers.

BIRCOprofil renovation, load class A 15 – E 600
Drawing no. 14947

Sealing joint

200 mm
Sealing joint

3-5 mm

200 mm

C 35/45 XC4,
XD3, XF4, XM2
Bonding bridge
Ceiling
Mounting bracket

BIRCOprofil in double-walled ceiling construction
The drainage channel can also be integrated into the
screed due to its low construction height. To do this, the
unit is laid flush onto the raw ceiling levelling course and
then worked directly onto the screed. When attaching
the screed it must be ensured that it fully encompasses
the channel unit with no bubbles. A sealing joint should
be executed at the transition area of the channel’s raised
edge up to the screed in order to prevent the penetration
of water. A prepared frame connector flank for jointing
can also be executed in the area where the surface coa-

ting is conducted in order to provide better adhesion. The
sealing tightness requirements for the entire system must
be examined prior to installation. The channel ends of the
drainage units must be connected with a sealing shoe. If
a high level of seal tightness or absolute seal tightness
be required, then the ends have to be additionally welded
on the building site. In the event of high sealing tightness
requirements, then a water level inspection must be conducted in any case prior to attachment of the screed.

Sealing joint
Concrete surface
Mounting bracket

Compensation layer
Raw ceiiling
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BIRCOprofil, subsequent installation
BIRCOprofil channel

Sealing joint

Bonding bridge

Raw ceiiling

disc with spacer nubs prevents the penetration of gravel or
cement-bonded material. The formation of the nubs on the
collar ensures drainage of the second level.

BIRCOprofil channel
PE disc with spacer nubs prevents the penetration of gravel into the drainage pipe

BIRCOlight

With BIRCOprofil, a second drainage level can be installed.
For this, the channel unit is fitted ex-factory with a welded,
sealed pipe socket that is integrated directly into the ceiling opening. The sealing course is pressed together with
the ceiling opening flange connection. The attached PE

BIRCOquality

Second drainage level

BIRCOprofil 160, load class C 250

CL = 1000 mm

BIRCOprofil 196, load class C 250

Drainage capacity
at the channel end

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

Construction height 50 mm

1,38 l/sec

24,92 cm2

Construction height 75 mm

2,96 l/sec

53,29 cm2

CL = 1000 mm

Drainage capacity
at the channel ende

Cross-sectional area
at the channel end

Construction height 50 mm

1,05 l/sec

18,92 cm2

Construction height 75 mm

2,58 l/sec

46,41 cm2

These diagrams can only provide the desired result in a few cases since the job definition is influenced in large part by the conditions on-site, i.e, the location of the existing drains, the number of drainage lines, etc. Therefore we recommend a hydraulic
calculation from our personnel with a proposed design.

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

BIRCO channel systems provide outstanding drainage performance. BIRCO offers a calculation
service in addition to this diagram.

BIRCOtop

BIRCOprofil drainage performance

BIRCOprofil

Pipe socket, welded with a tight seal

BIRCOplus

Sealing course pressed
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BIRCOservice |
For the landscaping sector

Special solutions for your specific project are produced in
BIRCO’s own workshops.

BIRCOservice

BIRCOprofil

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel systems

BIRCOplus

BIRCOlight

BIRCOquality
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BIRCOservice Landscaping
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BIRCOservice |
Variable drainage solutions
BIRCO drainage solutions are adapted individually to your specific project
in accordance with the latest construction guidelines.

Systematic drainage solutions
Linear drainage

Channel elements with inbuilt falls

Linear drainage (in contrast to point drainage) consists of
a line of drainage channels collecting the water flowing in
from the surface and feeding this water to the drain. The
channel line can also serve as an intermediate storage
facility and delay drainage. Precise calculations have to be
made in order for this type of channel system to work properly: The size and surface properties of the drainage area
must be taken into consideration, as well as the average
level of precipitation in the area. Since the adjacent surfaces and pavements have to be slanted toward the drainage line, a pavement profile generally emerges between
the channel lines.

BIRCO channels are available both with and without inbuilt
falls. The ininbuilt fall eases the flow of water toward the
outfall unit. A combination of channels with and without
an inbuilt fall can ensure rapid drainage performance.

Linear drainage

Linear drainage with inbuild fall

Linear drainage with opposing directional falls

Point drainage
Point drainage (in contrast to linear drainage) is a system
in which rainwater is collected at individual points in a
decentralised fashion and fed to the drainage pipe. Accordingly, the drainage points must be located at the lowest
point on the site.
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Horizontal and vertical bore holes
BIRCO also supplies ready-made pipe connections upon
request and sludge buckets for channels with vertical bore
holes.
The design of the pipe connection can also be supplied
with double walls. Standard components from specialist
retailers are also available for the junction between the
sealed PE pipe and stoneware or PVC pipe.

BIRCOlight

We can fit BIRCO channels with horizontal or vertical bore
holes (min. 100 mm distance from the end of the channel)
for directly fitting feed and drainage lines according to
your plans. The connections available differ according to
the nominal widths, extending in the standard range from
DN 100 to DN 300. The diameters are matched with channel base pipes; different pipes are available upon request.

BIRCOquality

Pipe connections to fit your needs

BIRCOplus

Individual customisations for every nominal width
Your plans are in good hands

Mitre cut according to degree specification, including
cover. Please note that two mitre cuts are required and calculated per corner connection.

BIRCOservice

Channel section 90° including cover

BIRCOprofil

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel systems

BIRCO’s factory service offers you a variety of customised
channel unit solutions, either at a 90° angle or mitred. The
concrete parts are cut including the covers so that installation at the building site can be conducted faster and with
greater precision..
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Ideal laying and jointing
Matching accessories for fast, uncomplicated installation. Systematic
tools for smooth operation.

Fastening
Fast, secure, low-maintenance
BIRCO channel systems in landscaping are fitted with the
broadest range of fastening options, from combi-fastener
locks to bolts to Easylock fasteners, stainless steel channels
fitted with bolts or easily removable clamp covers. And all
of these options are quick and safe to handle.
BIRCO offers different cover options tailored to the particular channel system and application (from top to bottom):
+ Clamping covers for easy handling under low loads for
BIRCOplus and BIRCOtop
+ Covers with two M12 / A2 bolts per metre for loads up
to class E 600 for BIRCOlight and BIRCOprofil with a
nominal width of 160 mm. As an alternative, BIRCOlight
covers can be attached with Easylock.
+ BIRCOprofil channel in width 196 with stud bolts as
anti-shift protection for the cover.
+ Covers with four M12 / A2 bolts for a secure and safe
hold even under heavy traffic loads.
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Jointing with SF-Connect
Sealing of the BIRCO safety joint with SF-Connect provides
additional security of the channel’s seal.

Working instructions:

Coated bases must be inspected in advance for adhesion
and compatibility. The hardening period depends on the
temperature and moisture. Higher temperatures reduce
the drying period time. SF-Connect does not contain solvents, isocyanate and silicones and does not require special warning labelling. Prior to beginning the work, it is
necessary to inform oneself regarding handling and safety
instructions by reading the material safety data sheet

1. Use an industrial grouting pistol to apply the sealant to
the channel end/safety seam.
2. Important! Prior to applying the sealant to the safety
joint, clean the channel end/safety joint and remove
separating agents, dust, soiling, oil and other residues
that could diminish adhesion.
3. Wear protective gloves and eyewear when conducting
the work.
4. Insert 600 ml tubular bag into the industrial grouting
gun.
5. Squirt out SF-Connect.
6. Then smooth out the channel end surface/joint surface
with a jointer or putty knife that has been dipped in a
soap solution.
7. Allow material residue to dry. Dried residue can be disposed of as residual waste.

Cleaning and maintenance
Easy and fast

Cleaning with BIRCOeasyclean:

In order to ensure the proper functioning of the system
components, they must be cleaned on a regular basis
dependent upon the accumulation of soiling. This is customarily done using a high-pressure cleaner with a pipe cleaning nozzle. Nach dem Einsatz von Tausalzmitteln müssen
Stahlprodukte abgespült werden.

There is no need to remove the cover. Stick the nozzle directly
in through the cover and jettison the soiling toward the outfall unit.

Conventional cleaning:
Once the cover at the lowest point is removed (outfall
unit), insert the cleaning hose and jettison the soiling in
the direction of the second outfall unit. The covers of the
channel units do not have to be removed for this.

The cover bolts must be retightened to the specified torque
moment on a regular basis. This is necessary in order to ensure long-lasting traffic safety or to prevent destruction of the
channel units as a result of clattering covers.

BIRCOslotted
steel systems

BIRCOplus

The amount of SF-Connect required changes according to
the system and the length of the channel line. Upon request, BIRCO will conduct a calculation for your specific
project.

BIRCOtop

Material requirements

BIRCOprofil

SF-Connect can be used on a moist sub-surface and without the prior application of any primers!

BIRCOservice

Benefit:

BIRCOlight

Properties:

BIRCOquality

Grouting of the channel end/ safety joint with SF-Connect
after laying of the drainage channels has been completed.
Additional areas of application: Adhesion of concrete, clinker, steel, stainless steel, aluminium, polyester (GFK), PVC,
acrylic, polystyrene, glass, wood.
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Advice around the clock
BIRCO provides a comprehensive ranges of advice and services, offering
you our expertise personally, by phone, via the internet or on-site.

Sharing our expertise with you – Service on-site
BIRCO is there for you anytime

On-site throughout Europe

By phone or on-site, our experts are ready to help you find
your way around the BIRCO product range, select the right
channel system for your needs and answer specific questions about the arrangement and layout you need.

BIRCO’s sales team experts are at your side right from the
start of your construction project in planning, problem
resolution, bid tenders and implementation. Our sales reps
are located throughout Europe and have years of experience and training in the very latest industrial developments.

BIRCOservice Landscaping

Information at a single mouse click

Always close by

n addition to personal consultation, you can also order all
of our product information by post, e-mail or via the internet.

Your internal customer service representative can always
be reached by phone or e-mail, ready to assist you with
inquiries, advice and expert knowledge.

Download Center

We also rely on a continuous trusting cooperation with
regional dealerships. This network benefits you in product
inquiries and logistics.

BIRCOservice

www.birco.com

BIRCOprofil

BIRCOtop

BIRCOslotted
steel covers

At the Download Centre you can find installation instructions, technical information and much more in PDF file
form. On the data pages, you can create PDF files of daily
technical data updates.

BIRCOlight

BIRCOsales team

BIRCOplus

BIRCOonline

BIRCOquality

BIRCO experts support planners and architects from the first concept
through to laying, at the drawing board and every day at the building site.

BIRCO GmbH
Herrenpfädel 142
76532 Baden-Baden, GERMANY
Phone
+49 (0) 7221 5003-0
Fax
+49 (0) 7221 5003-1149
E-Mail
info@birco.de
Internet www.birco.com
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